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PREFACE

-rRecent advances in system concepts allied to new technology have led to the possibility of integrating a variety of
systerns that have traditionally beon separate.

In this symposium, the potential, and problems, of integrating mission critical and flight critical systems wiff- - .

examined.

Such integrated systems can be expected to improve the perfoirmaince of an aircraft in all phases of a mission.
During the enroute and return phases fuel conservation flight profiles may be available. Prior to an attack energy
management profiles will be available to maximise the energy of the attacker pnd during the attack phase integrated fire
and flight control will maximise the fring opportunities. Similar considerations apply to missiles and other unanned
vehicles.

In addition, integration of these control systemns is expected to provide enhancements of flight safety by reducing
pilot workload. A further improvemient in survivability is also to be expected from the use of curved attack profiles in
both air-to-air and air-to-ground attacks particularly when such systems are coupled to direct force controls or vectored
thrust controls.

Des progr6s ricents rdalishs dans Is conception des systdmes allids aux nouvelies technologies ont conduit a envisager
l'inttgration de divers systdmes traditionnellement inddpendants.

Au cours de ce symposium nows examinerons lea diff~rentes m~thodes d'int~gration des systdnses commandos de fir,
commandes de vol, et commandos moteur.

De tels systdmes intdgrds devraient andliorer lea performnances des avions dana toutes les phases de leur mission.
Durant lea phases de vol, on route et au retour, des profla de vol rdduissnt la consommation de carburant pourront etre
enploy6s. Avant l'attaque, des profils de vole contr~lant I'Anergie seront 6tablis pour augmenter au maximum l'dnergie
disponible do l'attaquant et, pendant lea phases d'attaque, le contr6le intdgr6 systdm. de tir/commandes de vol optimisera
lea occasions de fir. Des considdrations sejublables peuvent a'Etendre aux missiles et autres engins sa pilotes.

Do plus, l'int~gration de ces systdrnes do contr6le devrait apporter des amtliorations i Is s~curitE des vols en r~dul-
innt Is charge de travail du pilote. Une am~lioration additionnolle do ia survivabilitE est Egalemont attendue de l'emploi do
cosabes d'attaques incisrv~es, tant en attaques air-air qu'en attaques air-aol, particulldrement loraque do tels syst~mes sont
couplis avec des commandes par forces directes ou par pouss~es vectoriolles.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

C.Baron, M.Sc.
Ministry of Defence

London

1. INTRODUCTION

The 36th Symposium of the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD was held at the Ecole Nationale Supdineure
de l'A&onautique et de I'Espace, Toulouse, France, from the 17th to 20th May 1983. The Programme Chairman wa
Mr J.T.Shepherd, of Marconi Avionics, Rochester, Kent, UK, who was aisted by members of the Flight Mechanics and
the Propulsion and Energetics Panels of AGARD.

2. THEME AND OBJECTIVES

In the early days of aircraft, and to some degree to this day, integration of the complete aircraft system was
performed by the pilot, taking his infomnation from his instruments and his own physical sensations, analysing it,
computing in his own brain the required control actions, and putting them into effect. Increasing demands on the aircraft
system capability led to increased workload; this was met in the fiut instance by improvement of sub-units, but at the
same time sub units proliferated and it became necessary to integrate them in groups, so that the pilot only had to deal
with the flight control system, the fire control system or the engine control system, instead of having to involve himself
individually with all the sub units in these groups.

Pressure for further increases in capability would now be expected to lead to a more integrated approach to the
whole aircraft system, and new technology has stimulated the development of new system concepts which together make
major advances in this direction possible. To set against better perfornmance and lower workload, however, there will be
penalties - greater complexity, probably more in the software than the hardware, with attendant cost and reliability
problems, possibly reduced flexibility, and the need to ensure safety while integrating flight critical systems with others
which are only mission critical. If progress is to be achieved there are complex balances to be struck - how best to take
the pay-off, how to minimise the penalties, and the best balance to strike between them. This will only be succesfully
achieved by bringing together people of many disciplines - the operatos and the operational analysts, the experts in
flight control, fire control and engine control, who have traditionally worked to a degree in isolation, specialists in human
factors, in -,liability and maintenance (of software, particularly) and so on.

The aim of this symposium was to examine the potential and problems of integration, particularly where flight
critical and mission critical systems are both involved. Its timeliness, insofar as the currant state of the art is concerned, is
quite apparent, and the potential value of bringing people from the different NATO nations together on the subject is
Feat.

Unfortunately, delegates arriving at the conference expecting to hea the published programe of 24 paper were
surprsed to learn that 5 papers, all from the US, had been withdrawn at the last minute. The 129 people whose time and
travel costs had been comnuitted had every reson to regard this situation a scandalous, and it is thankfully without
precedent in the history of AGARD. In the event, both ornisem and audience responded to the situation very well, and
good use was made of the extended discussion periods which resulted.

3. TWIDIICAL CONITENT

The symposium was welcomed to the colle by its Diretor, hmi Gen. Flourans, who gave an Interestng account of
the place of colae in the French system of higher eduction, its history and organisation. Havf been founded in Parls
in 1 909, ENSAE claims to be the sliest aerospace school In the world.

The Keynote Addiess was given by rr Werner M. .ich, of the West German Fedeal Minstry of Deflece.
After touching briefly on the history of i en me Ae control systems ha shwed how the advance of dWiWtal
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techniques has now made the comprehensive integration of these systems possible. However the great complexity of the
software that would be involved makes consideration of software reliability most important, and it will set limits to the
degree of integration practicable. He postulated a major difference in software complexity between complete or total
integration and "reasonable' integration, which he defined as comprising optimised subsystems coupled together through
well defined interfaces. This he felt would not fully meet user requirements for system performance and reduction of
workload, but would come much closer to their requirements for cost, serviceability, testability and flexibility of integra-
tion of new weapons and equipment. It is the responsibility of technical people to ensure that the right compromise

between these factors is achieved.

Session I - Integration of Fire Control Systems

The fr t paper (2, Aden) provided an example of an integrated weapon/fire control system concept, developed to
meet the perceived need to attack numbers of tank targets simultaneously and at low cost, from an aircraft at high speed
and low level. Innovation features were the case of a hyper velocity missile, with corrected beam riding guidance based
on a small amplitude, precision raster scanning laser beam, some features of which had already been tested. The concept
seemed likely to stand or fall, however, on the ability to obtain rapid reaction through automatic target acquisition, using
FLIR in the first instance, or later, perhaps, a laser radar. The paper aroused considerable interest and provoked many
questions, mostly on matters of fact.

The next paper (3) by Brodersen described the integration of an, essentially, existing weapon, the Penguin ASM,
with an existing aircraft, the F-I 6. It demonstrated that the flexibility of modem digital systems can provide for the
interfacing of two complex equipments and still allow great flexibility in use. The conclusion that no hardware changes
were necessary but very considerable software was required is perhaps typical of our times.

Barling in his paper (4) dealt with the integration of three normally separate sub units to form a single sub unit, with
the main benefit of lower cost. Previous conferences have heard descriptions of the combination of headup display and
weapon aiming computers, and this was now carried a stage further by the inclusion of the navigation unit. In this case
integration was more physical than functional, and the interface with the pilot was therefore different mainly in being
confined to a very limited panel space - this constraint was elegantly dealt with by the use of illuminated push buttons.
Having thus achieved economy largely through the use of a common computer, the author was led to consider whether
this indicated a trend towards total integration through a single central computer; like Herr Fraedrich he rejected this
idea, however, because of the need then to raise the integrity of all parts of the system to the level of the most demanding,
and also because of problems of common mode failures.

Next Triebe presented a paper (5) written in conjunction with Schrammer, describing the auto attack modes in the
Tomado weapon system, with particular reference to delivery of the German MWI and Kormoran weapons.
Unfortunately the paper was almost entirely descriptive, with little reference to the logical basis of the design or to the
lessons learned from it; this was probably why this was the only paper in the session to arouse no question from the
audience.

The final paper of the session (Roquefeuil, 6) set out in very logical fashion the arguments involved in the design of
an electro optical sight and fire control system for helicopter air to air gunfire. The need for quick reaction and minimum

4 crew workload had led to maximum use of automatics and careful choice of the functions required of the crew. Flight
tests to verify operation of automatic target tracking and determine optimum parameters were briefly discussed.

The mostly active question periods after the individual papers were supplemented by a final more general discussion,
which quickly turned to the role of the aircrew - are they needed and if so what for?. While the view was expressed that
most of the flight control tasks should be automated to allow the crew to concentrate on the weapon/target tasks, it was
also stated that the pilot's feel for the aircraft is most important for man-machine integration, therefore if there is a man
in the vehicle he should be a pilot. It might have been pointed out, though it was not, that the objections of Herr

4Fraedrich and Mr Bading to total integration tend to disappear if there is no pilot - conversely, with total integration
there may be no need for a pilot, as, for example, in guided missiles. Threre was general agreement, however, that air

4 i staffs composed of pilots are never likely to produce requirements for aircraft without pilots.

Session B - Integration of Propulsion Control Systems

This was an interesting session in which the feasibility of beneficial technology transfer was demonstrated in
generous acknowledgement by engine control system designers of their debt to flight control system technology. The
opening paper (7) by Seemann and Lockenour, demonstrated the application of modem flight control system design
techniques to engine control system design; it was claimed that digital control systems designed in this way would enable
full performance to be extracted from the engine without the constraints normally imposed by control system
limitations. The advantages of system design testing by simulation were stressed, particularly the cost saving from
getting the design right at the earliest possible time. This was an impressive and well presented paper, though there were
those who felt that the design philosophy advocated might lead to excessive complexity.

Rambach (8), in spite of the title of his paper, dealt mainly sgin with engine control system design, pointing out the
need to sepaate the flight critical basic control elements and treat them differently from the rest. The information
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normally available within a modem control system can be used for automatic test and status evaluation, so relieving pilot
workload.

In a well presented paper (9) by Seabridge and Edwards, various possibilities for integration between powerplant
control and other aircraft systems were described, with concentration on integration of the engine and its control system
into the aircraft utility systems architecture. Techniques for integration, practical benefits and problems were
enumerated in a realistic way. The authors also pointed out the inevitability of integration of engine and flight control in
advanced VSTOL aircraft using thrust vectoring.

The next paper (10) was presented for its absent author, McNamara, by Seabridge. It described the design concepts
of a system combining engine control, powerplant instrumentation, and data communication with aircraft systems to form
an integrated engine control and management system. It took the principles outlined in the first three papers of the
session a stage further towards practical design, demonstrating how a very high level of fault tolerance can be obtained by
making maximum use of redundancy through the flexibility of digital control and data bus management.

The last paper (1I) of the session carried the progression a stage further with a discussion by Eccles of a system
under development for the AV8B aircraft. In addition to the engine control its integration with flight control was also
dealt with, showing how major performance improvements could be secured.

This was an excellent session, with all the papers reaching a high standard. It was unfortunate that the schedule
allowed no time for discussion after the individual papers, but a period at the end of the session provided an opportunity
for a lively exchange of views. A good deal of attention was devoted to software testing and integrity, and it was
interesting to find the speakers feeling that the problems in this area are over-rated, providing that careful specification
and proper procedures are followed.

Session III- Integration of Diagnostics, Self-test and Built-in Tests

The possibility of using a common set of inertial sensors to meet all requirements of navigation, fire control, flight
control and other systems has been under discussion for some years, and paper 12, by Young et al., described a pioneer
attempt to put this into practice. The laser ring gyro is an important building brick for this purpose, since it combines
the accuracy required for navigation and the wide bandwidth and quick warm up needed for flight control. This was an
excellent paper, with a frank description of the problems encountered which stimulated a lively discussion period.
Perhaps the most important conclusion was the need to bring together inertial system designers and flight control system
designers - integrated systems need integrated design teams!

In the next paper (13), McKinlay set out to consider the need for increased integration to reduce pilot workload
while providing greater accuracy in three dimensional flight path control. His paper demonstrated once again the
difficulty in finding the best line of approach to meet the needs of ground attack, in comparison with the relative
simplicity of the air-to-air combat situation. The conclusion seems to be that an optimum blend of automatics and pilot
control is likely to yield the best compromise between workload, cost, performance and flexibility.

'A diagnosis scheme for sensors of a flight control system using analytic redundancy' described in the paper (14) by
Stuckenberg, is an attempt to use software to reduce the need for redundancy of hardware in flight critical systems. The
success or failure of such a scheme depends essentially on practical limitations, and flight test results were described.

The last paper of the session (I5), by Courtois covered the design of an integrated system of maintenance, in which
built in test is managed and recorded by the central computer via the data bus. Thus low level testing can be interleaved
with operational use, with the test record available on landing. The advantage of testing under flight conditions should
help to remove that maintenance bugbear, the fault which only manifests itself in flight. The following discussion
indicated a strong interest in this paper.

SessionIV-)IntegrationofPropulionandFligshtControl . - ,,j , . - " ,/ F;,- c

Cooperation between AGARD Panels was apparent when Prof. Jacques of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel,
took the chair for this session. Unfortunately it was also at this point that the symposium was most seriously affected
by the problems already referred to, for not only were 4 papers withdrawn from the last two sessions, but also there were
no preprints available for 3 of the surviving papers, and no paper appears in the Proceedings for 2 of them, with a
consequent impact on the quality of this report.

Paper 16, Design Methods for Integrated Flight/Propulsion Control Systems by Skira and Small, AFWAL/POTC,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, USA, noted the trend which will lead to future fighter aircraft being required to have a wide
range of capabilities to deal with a variety of different types of mission and situation. This requirement for versatility,
they considered, is likely to lead to the use of two dimensional thrust vectoring and reversing nozzles to obtain better low
speed manoeuvrabiity, and variable cycle engines for faster thrust response and freedom from stall problems, Flight
control, inlet control and engine control will all be linked by an overall feedback loop, with the pilot operating a compre-
hensive manoeuvre command control, designed to make the control loop transparent to the pilot. In response to a
question on the difficulty of pre-flight validation of such a system, the answer was by a comprehensive programme of
simulation and rig testing.

ix



In the only paper in the programme deailing with systems for civil aircraft, Wuest (18) described a system designed
for flight economy in the Airbus, providing automatic control to achieve specified profiles of speed and height rate.

Pattinson (19) presented an aircraft designer's view of engine/flight control system integration, as applied to a future
VSTOL fighter. Postulating, like other speakers, a manoeuvre demand control over all components of acceleration, he
anticipated benefits in performance from the resulting freedom from the need to design the aircraft to basic handling
criteria. The importance of thinking out the interface with the pilot, and of adapting thrust priorities to the flight
regime, were clearly brought out. This was a challenging paper, and brought a good response from the audience in a
question period ranging over redundancy philosophy, the man-machine interface and computer hardware and software
design.

Session V - Integration of Fire and Flight Control

The final session was chaired by Mr A'Harrah of the Flight Mechanics Parel: it was reduced to only two papers.

Paper 20, "AFTI/F16 Automated Maneuvering Attack System - A Concept in Combat Automation' by Ramage,
AFWAL/FII, Wright Patterson AFB and Lydick, General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas described a system designed to
operate effectively in the very short time available in high speed low level flight for target acquisition, identification and
weapon delivery manoeuvres. The F-16 aircraft, fitted with a triplex digital flight control system and two vertical canards
under the engine intake which can give 2 g lateral acceleration in a flat turn, was already in flight test at Eglin AFB, this
comprising Phase I of the programme. Phase 2, the Automated Manoeuvring Attack System (AMAS) was being prepared
for flight testing in Spring 1984; its main features were a FLIR/laser target acquisition and attack sensor, an integrated
flight and fire control system, a pilot's voice command and helmet sight system, and automatic fuze setting. The
gimballed FLIR sensor/tracker would provide the information to compute lead angle error and line of sight steering
commands, enabling the flight control system to make an automatic attack on the target. The following control law
modes will be selectable by the pilot: normal, air-to-air gunnery, air-to-ground gunnery, air-to-ground bombing. To ensure
pilot confidence in the system considerable attention is being paid to integrity management, including built-in test,
carried out continuously in flight where necessary, incorporation of multiple operating limits, and an arrangement
enabling the various computers in the system to test one another. When the system is operating automatically its inten-
tions are depicted to the pilot on the head-up display (HUD).

Answer to questions elicited the following further information: initial target acquisition will be by the pilot using
either the helmet sight on the HUD: whether the helmet sight could be successfully used under g was as yet unproven.
Voice command had proved very useful in laboratory simulation to insert corrections to an inaccurate helmet sight
designation: however, voice command was proving much less successful in flight because of the effects of the oxygen
mask, pilot stress etc. In order to provide assurance of not hitting the ground the radar altimeter has 360 coverage in
roll, and latest time to pull up is continuously computed and displayed. Pilots apparently like the flat-tum capability
provided by the canards because they can line up the aircraft more rapidly: they are not likely to use it above I g. In
the triplex flight control system, after an initial failure a self test routine is initiated which allows one of the remaining
two channels to be selected for use; the original analogue system is also retained as a back-up. Danger of common channel
failure due to the use of common software can be averted, it is hoped, by the built-in test, in-flight monitoring and
continuous checking of the safety of proposed manoeuvres. (Because no text is available this paper and No. 16 have been
reported as fully as possible here.)

The final paper of the symposium (21) by Dang Vu and Mercier described a theoretical approach to air to ground
gun aiming, in which improvements are obtained by sophisticated multivariate processing of pilot steering commands.
The pilot acts essentially as an estimater of aiming errors, using the control stick to command sight line velocity.
Although the control law derived is essentially non-linear, a simplified linear version had been tried in simulator tests
with some success, and pilots had found it easy to control. Separate controls might become necessary if pilots found it
confusing to changeover between this and normal flight control.

A! 4. AUDIENCE REACTION

The symposium was attended by 129 people, and the generally high quality of the question periods and discussions
. suggested that the majority at least were expert in some part of the field; very few, however, came from the aeroengine

industry.

Questionnaires were completed by 19 attendees; their responses have been summarifd as follows:

Question Good Average Poor
al Quality and relevance of papers, sessions and questions 7 8 3
a2 Did the papers support the theme?* 6 Ii
a3 Did the symposium five up to your expectation?* II 8
bi Views on operational imues and requirements 3 I 6
b2 Assessment of technology (state of the art) 4 3

*Bu there were many eomplaints about the mingt papens.



The response to question a3 is disappointing, since AGARD symposia are usually score better than this: moreover
some respondents indicated that their expectations were in any case low. However, there is no doubt that cancellation of
so many papers was very strongly resented by the audience.

Responses to questions on particular technical challenges and unresolved problems, while giving a very wide range of
answers, focussed particularly on three points. First, what is it that integrated systems, and, it might be said, future
aircraft in general, are really required to do? - there was a general feeling of lack of definition of the problem. Second,
the correct role for the pilot in a highly automated system needs much more consideration. Third, there was a general
consciousness of the need for much more interdisciplinary interaction (particularly, perhaps, with the engine and human
factors experts who were largely absent from this symposium).

5. TECHNICAL APPRECIATION

The answers to question b I of the questionnaire reflect the fact that we are in a period of considerable uncertainty
as to the requirements for future aircraft. Is a high degree of sophistication in the aircraft justified for the better delivery
of old fashioned weapons such as bombs and cannon fire? Brodersen's paper (3) demonstrated that a certain level of
integration is required by the most modem weapons, but could this be generalised into a more universal requirement?
The technology to provide major improvements will clearly be available over the next few years, but which direction to
proceed presents a real problem; the thoughtful paper by McKinlay (13) aired some aspects of the problem, but came to
no very definite conclusion. Given these doubts as to what future systems may be aiming to do, it is perhaps not
surprising that there is also uncertainty as to what the role of the man in the system should be. Even so, there are
grounds for feeling that more progress could be made in defining the role of the pilot in semi specific terms, and at the
detailed level there should be scope for working out the optimum interface with speech recognition systems and other
recent developments. More man-in-the-future-cockpit simulation is certainly required.

On the more directly technical front the conference did very well, the missing papers being at least partially
compensated by much useful discussion. Almost certainly it served to put the problems of digital system integrity with
a better perspective for many of those attending. The importance of some peripheral areas which are often paid little
attention in the formulation of the original system concept, but are nevertheless vital, was well demonstrated by the
paper on integrated maintenance by Courtois. A number of papers dealt impressively with the design of systems of a
relatively high level of integration, and in particular the prospect of a comprehensive flight control system for VSTOL
vectored thrust aircraft in which engine control actions are treated simply as components of flight control, provides one
promising direction for future progress.

6. MILITARY-POTENTIAL

As has been indicated already, the potential military benefits of integration were not clearly brought out, there being
a general taking for granted that more integration must be good. Integration can be applied, however, in a wide variety
of different ways, and the military and the scientists and engineers need to evolve clearer perspectives of which of the
wide range of possible benefits should be aimed for, and what cost would be acceptable. There can be no doubt,
however, that further progress in integration will be of genuine value in some areas, and clearly the flight control of
thrust vectoring aircraft is one of these; more generally, worthwhile improvements will come in both air-to-air and air-to-
ground combat, but the best way to obtain them has yet to be thought out.

7. PRESENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The French authorities are to be congratulated on the local organisation of the meeting and the facilities provided:
apart from very minor problems with busses, everything went smoothly and efficiently. As with meetings in most large
citities, delegates were scattered over many hotels, and a recommendation of, say two neighbouring hotels would have
helped to promote social activities in the evenings. The Programme Committee undoubtedly put together an excellent
programme; had it survived intact it would probably have maintained a higher general level than most AGARD symposia.
Even the revised programme served as the basis for what was undoubtedly a worthwhile conference, though it was
unfortunate that the rescheduling did not allow a more even distribution of discussion periods; some discussion time after
every paper should be the rule.

8. WITHDRAWAL OF PAPERS

Although those attending made the best of this occasion, any repetition of a large scale withdrawal of scheduled
papers is likely to be disastrous for AGARD, for the word would soon get around that the programmes of AGARD
conferencei are not to be relied upon, and there is no shortage of travel budget cutters who would exploit that. To insist,
as many delegates suggested, on an absolute guarantee of all papers in the published programme would probably be quite
impracticable, or at best would lengthen the process of preparation to a degree imocmpatible with fast moving
technology. Undoubtedly something can be done to see that US authors produce papers more in line with their censor's
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requirements, and this need not necessarily reduce their value to a symposium - it is not so much technical details that
are appreciated by an audience as arguments for and against different courses of action, descriptions of problems and
their solutions, etc., which often seem to be quite allowable. Ultimately, however, it must fall on all those with any
possible influence on US policy in this matter to attempt to make it more compatible with an alliance of free nations.
otherwise not only AGARD, but in the end NATO itself may be irreparably damaged.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) In spite of the collaboration of the Flight Mechanics and Propulsion and Energetics Panels, there was little evidence
of participation from experts in these areas. Possibly AGARD should seek means of achieving better interaction
between different disciplines, in areas of common interest; if this had been the only Spring meeting for all three
panels a better cross section would probably have been observed in the attendance.

(b) If such multi-disciplinary participation could be assured, there are a number of aspects of this topic which many
delegates, and I share their views, considered worth further action; in particular symposia designed to bring out
the broader issues of where greater integration will really be justifiable, and to deal more positively with the human
role in highly integrated systems are advocated.

(c) Attention is again drawn to the recommendations contained in paragraph 7 above.

I.
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INTEGRATION OF FIRE, FLIGHT AND PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS,

AN OVERVIEW, RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE
by

Werner M. Fraedrich, ORR, Dipl.-Phys,
Federal Ministry of Defence

RU IV6
D - 5300 Bonn

West Germany
SUMMARY -

_'System integration requires extensive use of dgital data processing.- Therefore,
after a brie glance back into time, 6oe peciarities of data processing w4-1-1 e (
shown in detail. With two examplhs the paper w-l-demonstratef what the problems
are that can arise with a totally integrated system and how some of them may be
avoided.

1 I RODUCTION

In its course, a great deal is sure to be said about the advantages of integratingthe individual systems, so I am going to dispense with any remarks about that side of
the business and do some reminiscing instead. The result will help you see that data
processing alone has enabled complex systems to be made and integrated. Last autumn,
the Avionics Panel held a symposium on Software in Avionics. Addressing that symposium
on "Avionics Software - the State of the Art", Dr W. Ware said that progress in hardware
led to umpteen percent improvement in performance, but that progress in data processing
enabled performance to be improved by whole orders of magnitude.

I should like to stress that statement and assert that progress in hardware components
is for the most part achievable only when data processing is used in all the various
individual developments.

Considering the magnitude of the importance attaching to data processing, andbecause the problems that can crop up in developing software are frequently underestimated
by subsequent system users, I shall be going into some detail in the second part of my
paper on software and its peculiarities.

I shall be closing with a pessimistic example of what the problems are that can
arise with a fully integrated system and a few hints as to how some of them may be
avoided. But knowing the problems does not mean that you have not any more. Everybody
probably knows the problems that icy roads can lead to. But I personally do not know of
any solution - except the obvious one, namely staying at home - which is worth its
salt (fig. I).

2 A BRIEF GLANCE BACK INTO TIME

There were no such things as control systems when military aviation began (fig. 2):
Heading and attitude were controlled by the pilot directly through the sticcand his pedals.

The engines were controlled by using the throttle and advancing or retardingthe spark.
- Fire control was rule of thumb on the part of the crew - you only have to think
of the first bombing raids.

It was not long before they began to think about how to relieve the pilot and
crew of some of their work and how to improve the probability of the weapon's success.

In the case of flight control, this led to the development of stabilisers, heading
controls, and dampers, which made it easier for pilots to hold their attitude and courseand improved the manoeuverability of aircraft. Almost siultaneously, the development
of the autopilot and its integration in the flight control system began. That led to
the guidance and control system, to be found nowadays in nearly every aeroplane.

Fire control was at first Improved with fixed sighting devices, which, however
in the course of development allowed certain parameters (such as speed and croaswind5
to be varied.

Engine control was at first - when aeroplanes flew with piston engines - similar
to engine control In automotive engineering, but more complicated due to the different
flight levels used. Engine control of modern turbo engines is a more complex task, done

y the fuel control mit, which has to consider a great number of parameters. But thisiswhere, a demands upon the engines increase, deadtpntefelcn lui
rise considerably, especially in respect of engine handling. It has to

(1) protect the engine from excessive temperatures, speeds, and pressures,
(2) ensure rapid acceleration and deceleration without any faults (flow separation,

V(2 pumping, flame-out), and
(3) ensure that thrust is always directly related to throttle lever position.
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Now, after that brief glance at the individual systems, back to more general
matters.

Those controls were all analog and contained mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
and/or 01ecric components. Since at least flight and engine control have to be
reliable in operation - their failure may well be safety critical -, there was a limit
to their complexity, and consequently to the integration of the individual control
systems.

The fact that fire control was merely mission critical, but not flight critical,
led both to the use of complex control units such as mechanical or electric analog
calculators, and to the comparatively early employment of the digital technique: after
all, failure in flight was not critical.

The digital technique has now overcome one of its teething troubles: it has become
very reliable. Another advantage Is the tremendous drop over the past few years in the
price of hardware components. Digital computer programmes - which is to say software -
make it possible nowadays to have associations and carry out functions of almost unlimited
complexity. I shall be going into their reliability a little later. And all that
makes the comprehensive integration of flight control, fire control, and engine control
systems possible.

As I showed at the beginning of my paper, the use of data processing makes
possible boosts in performance which are not feasible simply by improving the hardware
components. One important reason is that - s I have already said, very much more complex
associations and functions are possible. That realisation should not be allowed to
lead to the stereotype - and consequently premature - decision, "it is too tricky for
hardware; let the software do it", for software has its problems, too (fig. 3).

3 DIGRESSION INTO DATA PROCESSING

Considering the importance of software, I want to delve a little into its
peculiarities, specifically

- its complexity,
- its errors and its reliability, and
- its development.

At the same time I am going to try and correct a few widespread, but false, ideas,
such as the view that "software is cheap to make and easy and cheap to change". In
reality, it is confoundedly difficult to put together software that Is free from error,
adequately tested, and able to meet all that is demanded of it.

3.1 THE COMPLEXITY OF SOFTWARE

One of the reasons for the widespread assertion that software is cheap is the
fact that the complexity of software is vastly underestimated by the majority of software
uAers. If you compare software with hardware (fig. 4), you should always keep in
mind that a programme (actually quite a small one) consisting of 10,000 machine code
Instructions (which is about 2,000 to 3,000 HOL instructions) is equivalent to circuitry
consisting of about 10,000 circuits. Whilst the software is apparently easy to survey
as a listing, when the hardware is made up of individual components the expense becomes
discernible by the extent alone (roughly 200 plug-in cards)!

3.2 SOFTWARE ERRORS/SOFTWARE RELIABILITY

There is a fundamental difference between software and hardware errors. There
are no signs of wear and tear or fatigue in software. Software errors are in a
programme right from the beginning, but they only come to light when the programme route
containing the false instructions is run. Even then, however, it is not certain that
the error will emerge if its effect is too slight in respect of the current feed-in
conditions. There are examples of errors that have been in programmes for years on end
without being discovered simly because the deviations in the final results have been
too small. Fundamentally, tne same problem exists in the case of hardware, especially
if the hardware is complex. But software is complex almost by its very nature, so
that this problem is never missing.

Let me give you a small example. A computer with fixed coma aritletic had to
work out the sin/cosin value of angles measured with sensors. It was overlooked that
the scales used with the Individual attitude angles ware nWt Identical, and the result
for one angle was the wrong sin(2x) instead of the right one (x). That error remained
undetected until the factor containing the term should have assumed its maximum value
(at x - 900), but showed 0 (sini8sO - 0).

But to get back to the general facts about software errors.

We can make these distinctions (fig. 5)

(1) Systems errors in design and

(2) programming errors.

- ~. .
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In the case of sts eors in design, the mathematics and logic with which the
problem Is described am solved contain an error or errors. These are often traceable
to difficulties of wording and understanding, both in describing the proble and in
specifying the system.

In the case Of 2or min errors- one can again draw a distinction between

(1) errors on the part of the programer and

(2) coanler errors.

hYlout in the ct of (1) the prormmer puts dn brong instructions, so that
his programe does not fulfil the system specification, in the case of (2) the progmme,
written In a higher-Fgramme la ge, tallies with the system specification, whilt
the controllable machine code crpled by the coepler does noty. Ths error, of course,
can be traced again to

- a syste design erro a or

- a pro grh ,itng 
srror

in compiling.

What, then, can be done o ehance the reliability of system convaenpng software?
-You can try to eliminate errors.

-You can try to tolerate errors; for instance by having redundant systems in

the software as well. (If you do that, the reliability of a duplex syste mustbe calculated on fig. 6b and not fig. 6&. )

But there is another property which enhances the reliability of software, and

that is vobstnes By that I mean that the software concerned s capable of standing
up to un a events, such as feeding in dat outside the specification.

3.3 TH DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE

I am sure what I have just been saying sounds very nice. But the question is,
how can it be used?

To answer it, lot us take a closer look at the gesis of software. Broken down
only very roughly, it looks something like this fig. 7):

- In the first instance, there is only t verbal description of the problem (hich
is to say the system planned).

- That verbl description has to be converted to a mathematical/logical description
(say specification).

- On the basis of that specification, taking in few nteyf edate steps which I
am not bong to discuss at hs n th e programme is draughted and written
(encodet) s i o tested.

-Finally, the software is integrated with the hardware and the whole system is
tested.

As you will have learned from literature on the subject (fig. 8), only about a

quarter to a third cf the errors in software are traceable to errors on the part of the
programmer, which iL to say to errors which arise in convertier the specification (i.e.
the mathematical/logical requirement) to the code. Seventy-five percent of such errorscome to light before the final test phase. In this sphere, the number of aide to

f "proving agreement between specification and code is continually growing. But soot of
the errors (about two thitrds to three qurters) are system designing errors, which is
to say they crop up In converting the verbal requirement to the mathessatical/logical
specification. And seventy-five percent of these errors remain undetected until the

final test phase or even the service phase. That is where aids are lackin , and I
doubt whether there ever will be any. The main problem, one that will cont inue into
the future (and not only in respect of software), is "how can it be demonstrated that
the mathematically and logically precise description (which is to say the specification)
of the project system

Ai. (1) is correct,
(2) covers all eventualities, and

(3) tallies precisely with what the user wants?"

But let us get back to the subject of this symposium.

S"4 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

In a modern, high-performance military aeroplane - take the NRCA/Tormado, for
instance - the two-man crew have their hands full with

- flight control,
- navigation,
- fire control, and
- keeping an eye on the terrain they are overflying and their envirorment.

L
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If all that had to be done by one man alone, he would be overtaxed, and the success

of the mission would be very doubtful. But the second man in the cockpit needs a great
deal of room, his own supply and rescue system, and his own displays and controls. And
that increases the deadweight of such an aircraft by some few hundreds of kilogrammes.
That increase in room and weight means more powerful engines with a greater fuel
consumption, which in turn means that more fuel has to be carried. And all that means
that a two-seater aeroplane cannot be below a certain size if it is to have the
required radius of action in the operational conditions laid down. So user demands
for small aircraft with a low fuel consumption can hardly be met. However, in the light
of the worldwide oil crisis such demands are becoming more and more frequent. Not-
withstanding the difficulties involved, technological progress in recent years makes
it possible to come a little closer to meeting them:

Attempts are being made to automate as far as possible individual systems, and
consequently the overall system, always leaving the final decision to the pilot. Such
automation, however, calls for an integrated system (fig. 9), since an automatic attack,
for instance, is feasible only when a fire control system sensor has acquired a target
and the guidance and control system and perhaps the engine control system are so governed
that the aeroplane automatically holds a heading consonant with the engagement of thetarget. In a weapon system of that kind the pilot - depending upon the flight phase
can devote himself to the main task, be it flying the aeroplane, using the weapons, orwatching a display. This lessening of the burden upon the pilot is a decisive requirement;
after all, investigations have shown that roughly seventy percent of the flying accidents
that have taken place in recent years have been due to pilot stress.

Now, there I have pointed to two important reasons for integrating
- the flight control/flight guidance system,
- the fire control system, and
- the engine control system.

They are (fig. 10)
) relieving the pilot of some of his work, especially in single-seaters, and

the improvement of overall systems.

However, integration is also governed by certain parameters, such as
(l) good serviceability and testability,

ease of integration with regard to new weapons and equipment, and
3 the use of known standards, such as

- the Data Bus-STURAG 3838 ( - MIL-STD-553 B) and
- Aircraft/Stores Electrical Interface STANAG 3837 (- MIL-STD-1760).

To wind up this paper, I want to show you where I see the limits of integration
and how I think integration should be accomplished.

4.i THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION (fig. 11)

If you want to design an integrated system to the optimu- by which I mean so that
it always behaves in the best possible way - for instance with regard to

- weapon effect,
fuel consumption,

- pilot stress, and
- survivability,

you can only do so by taking integration into account right at the beginning, in the
earliest design phases, which is to say by establishing all the control laws in accordance
with the ultimate design. That also - and especially - means that the sytem
has to be optimalised with all its control laws. There is no doubt that ailitem
can be developed, but it is going to be very extensive and complex. I do not intend to
go into any detail at all on the difficulties that would attend its development.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that such a system exists, and that it
is used; consequently, it must be maintained and serviced. Before and after missions,
you have to find out whether a sub-system or a piece of equipment Is defective. The
more complex the system is, the more difficult your 3ob is going to be. That applies
in particular when you have to find the cae of the error, even though the effect is
known: is the error to be found in unit , n the coupling with unit Y or is it merely
due to the fact that several items are at the edge of the admissible tolerance?

Another thing to be considered is that the requirement for testability Is going
to increase the complexity of the entire system and, consequently, reduce its reliability,
since it is not only in the system itself that errors exist or can occur; they can
also be present in its monitoring and testing elements.

We can sum up by saying that a "totally integrated" system will certainly not
meet the justifiable demand of the user for good serviceability and testability.

But such a system will not only be used; the time will come when it will have
to be modified - to integrate a new weapon, for instance. If you want to ensure that

t



the system behaves optimally at all times with this new weapon as well, you have to re-
engineer the control laws of the entire system. It may even be necessary to use other
rpproximation procedures if the required real time behaviour cannot otherwise be maintained
(for example the frequency with which the necessary parameters are updated). It will
probably be necessary to rewrite a large amount of the pertinent software. And amendments
to software are beset by the unpleasant fact that each one may quite unintentionally inject
new errors Into the programe (or cause errors already present, but thus far dormant,
to take effect). You may think that sounds pessimistic, but anybody who has had anything
to do with software and its amendment, I am sure, will agree with me. Changes in software
is the very sphere where Sod's (Murphy's) law comes into its own: if anything can go
wrong, it will!

Since this rather gloomy example is concerned with a totally integrated system, we
cannot rule out effects upon the basic flight control system. And in that case the
licensing authority will call for the aircraft to be relicensed - after passing all the
pertinent tests. Let us not look at how difficult that is with such a complicated
system. Here again, we can sum up by saying that a "totally integrated" system will not
meet the justifiable demand of the user for the easy integration of new weapons and
equipment (fig. 12).

That means that two important parameters demanded by the user are not met; only
the requirements for pilot relief and the improvement of the overall system have been
taken care of. The third parameter, the use of known standards, may be fulfilled, but
in this case, apart from the simplification of the electrical and logical integration
of the hardware, it offers none of the advantages hoped for. So integration must not
be practised in the way this example portrays it.

4.2 REASONABLE INTEGRATION (fig. 13)

There is not the slightest intention underlying the example (I have just given)
to bedevil integration. But to my way of thinking you have to exaggerate if you want
to bring the necessary emphasis to bear on the problems that can beset it. And that was
the only intent of the example.

There is no doubt that integration is a sensible aim, provided that it is prosecuted
in such a manner that it remains controllable. In my view that means that you have to
try to design each system, for instance

- guidance and control,
- navigation,
- fire control, and
- engine control,

to the optimum and give it an electrically and logically clearly defined interface through
which it can transmit commands to the other individual systems or receive commands from
them. That means in particular that standards are used wherever possible for

- data transmission in and between the subsystems as per STANAG 3838,
- aircraft/store interface as per STANAG 3837, and
- programming - here a standardised high order language; for instance Ada.

One system (fire control for example) then controls the others by transmitting
command signals through the defined interface to the others (guidance and control for
instance). The individual system receiving a command then determines whether it can
be carried out, or is admissible, which would certainly not be the case if the fire
control system in an aircraft flyingat 600 knots ground speed and an altitude of a
thousand feet wanted to have a 45 ive to bring the weapon to bear on target. In such
a case, the flight control system must report back, "No; only dive angles below 200
possible". That, of course, may mean that the weapon cannot be used. That example
will show you that the flight critical systems (in particular the flight control system,
but the engine control system as well) have to have a "veto", which can report back and
so bring about changes to the commands transmitted by the "requesting individual system".

Now, let us take a look at maintenance and service in this case, too. Since the
individual subsystems of the weapon system are connected together through logicallywell defined interfaces, it is very much easier to trace errors to specific subsystems.
Since, however, errors are to be localised if at all possible at LRU level, the sub-
systems themselves have to be very carefully designed to meet this requirement for goodserviceability.

But let us return to the example of subsequently integrating a new weapon. What

has to be done in an integrated system of this kind? In this case, the fire control
system a1gne has to be modified (and that little word "alone" does not mean that it is
going to a simple, cheap modification! ). Commands issued to the other individual
systems still go out throuoh the well defined interfaces. So no changes are necessary
in the other systems. Such an aeroplane will therefore not lose its general licence,
which - after the requisite tests have been carried out - will merely have to be
extended to cover the new weapon. The complexity of the modification here, then,
depends mainly upon the complexity of the various subsystems.
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There is another advantage of such a system that I would like to touch on briefly,
and that is that a considerable amount of the cost of development and testing can be
saved by real time simulation (where appropriate as hardware-in-the-loop simulation).
Such simulation is much easier if you begin by simulating the individual systems. With
step-by-step integration of the individual systems through well defined interfaces
you can go over to simulating the entire system. Here again, modifying a single subsystem
will in general have no effect upon the other subsystems. The only exception is where
the interfaces have to be modified; in that case, however, the original system would
not meet the parameters I have severally referred to.

To sum up (fig. 14), then, it may be said of an integrated system consisting of
optimalised subsystems coupled together through electrically and logically well defined
interfaces that it will probably not meet the user requirement for pilot relief and
overall system optimisation quite so well as a "totally integrated" system, but that it
possesses the decisive advantage of being able to meet the user parameters of

- good serviceability and testability,
- easily integrated new weapons and equipment, and
- the use of known standards,

provided that its subsystems meet that requirement.

5 CLOSING RE4ARKS

In the examples I have given you, I have demonstrated what problems can occur with
integrated systems and how you can get around them. Even an integrated system consisting
of optimalised systems connected together through well defined interfaces must be very
carefully analysed and desiVred. As I have already said, knowing the problems does not
mean that you know the solutions as well!

Looking back at our two examples, let me ask a purely rhetorical question. Which
of these two weapon systems can be better handled by a user:

- one that is totally integrated, using standards, or
- one that is integrated through well defined interfaces which do not conform to
any standards?

I hardly think it is possible to reach a decision on that point. Either weapon
system will give the user a very bad headache. The conclusion is that standardisationand intelligent integration gives a user advantages. One without the other is not enough.

Before I close, I went to say a few words about a matter which has no direct bearing
on the integration of individual systems: namely, the multi-use of sensors. The
individual control systems all call for a knowledge of certain environmental data, such
as

- atmospheric pressure (pilot and static),
- the angular rates of the aircraft, and
- the attitude of the aircraft.

Here, there is a possibility of using the data from one sensor in several control
systems, whether as master sensors or as redundant sensors. This field of multi-using
sensors is another field which has to be very carefully analysed when the system is
designed, since it frequently happ ens that the various control systems call for differing
degrees of precision and failure behaviour. The high degree of precision demanded by the
fire control systems must not be allowed to result in having several highly accurate -
and consequently expensive - strapdown platforms in a single overall system. In such a
case it is quite certainly cheaper simply to have one in the fire control system and to
give the flight control its own less expensive sensors, and to use the platform data
there at the most as a back-up tfor instance in deciding which of the channels is
defective).

I hope I have made it clear to you that systems of well-nigh unlimited complexity
can be created by using digital technique. But the cost of such systems is out of all
proportion to their degree of complexity.

Our task in future will be to look for a reasonable compromise between the
understandable wishes of users and what is financially and technologically feasible. We
do not want the next generation of NATO military aircraft to consist of mechanised,
armed hang gliders (fig. 15), simply because there are not enough funds to pay for
other systems in the requisite numbers, although hang gliders j meet a few important
requirements, such as

- a wide radius of action,
- a short take-off and landing capability, and
- a very small radar cross-section.

I. .
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SUMMARY/'

Jrhe conventional approach to weapons forEI$4nr)CAS/BI"missions has not provided NATO
forces with affordable, effective firepower of the order required to defeat tAtf
armored thrusts. The conventional approach has led to weapons that are either too
expensive for stockpile -=dand training purposes or too expensive to go to war. It
has also failed to provide 'ATO strike aircraft assigned to fr*CAS/BI missions with
the ability to achieve a large number of kills per pass or kills per sortie. The HVM
concept integrates current and emerging FCS technology with a low-cost, lightweight
missile to provide NATO forces with a significant firepower improvement. The U,- Air
Force has completed a series of ground-launched flight tests that have successfully
resolved all technical issues critical to missile guidance, control and accuracy
questions. This series of successful demonstrations permits immediate continuation
into an air-launch flight test environment to demonstrate the integration of the three
critical elements -- the aircraft, the FCS, and the missile.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Soviet Army (SA) and its Warsaw Fact (WP) allies have been provided with an awesome
array of combat and support vehicles (See Figure 1). The SA strategists and tacticians
rely on the precepts of (I) aggressive mobility through extensive use of mechanized
infantry and associated support equipment/vehicles, (2) use of their quantitative
advantage to generate massed armored assault forces for offensive thrusts and,
(3) heavily structured plans to integrate the mobility of forces with the "punch" of
massed firepower.

The Soviet and Warsaw Pact threat is both dynamic and responsive. Traditionally,
the tactical forces of the Soviet Union and its WP allies have been cast in a role of
overwhelming numerical superiority over NATO forces, both in the air and on the
ground. NATO has attempted to compensate by developing technological superiority in
both anti-vehicular weapons and in armor protection of NATO vehicles. However, the
Soviet Union is aggressively pursuing similar technology advancements for its forces
while maintaining high production rates for tanks, support vehicles, and artillery.
The obvious intent, and unfortunate result, is to ensure continued numerical
superiority and to minimize the effects of NATO technical advancements.

The current U.S. response is production of new strike aircraft (P-16 and A-ID),
improvements in the MAVERICK missile, and development of the LANTIRN fire control
system (FCS) by the Air Force; development of the new M-1 Main Battle Tank, the
advanced attack helicopter (AAH), and a new anti-vehicular missile (HELLFIRE) for the
AAH by the Army. The two major deficiencies in this response are: (1) the weapons are
oriented towards improved performance against current Soviet armor and will experience
degraded performance against future Soviet armor, and (2) current U.S. weapon systems
(including the aircraft/helicopter launch platform) have the capability to attack a
limited number of targets due to both cost and carriage (load-out) constraints. This
response and related deficiencies are typical of the activities within NATO.

NATO forces need a tactical weapon system capability to defeat the SA/WP massed
armored assault forces of the post-1990 era. To meet this challenge, the weapon system
must be effective against future armored vehicles; the weapon must permit high load-out
of aircraft so that the massive number of targets can be serviced with a minimum number
of aircraft sorties; the weapon must be low in cost so that NATO forces can afford the
number required to defeat this array of targets; and the weapon, or its variants,
should be adaptable to launch platforme of all NATO forces (ground and air) that have a
role in the anti-vehicle mission. Such a weapon system would be a true force
multiplier that could provide NATO a valid non-nuclear deterrent. The U.S. Air Force
is now in the process of demonstrating this capability with the Hypervelocity Missile
(HVM) concept.

2
.

0
, CONVENTIONAL APPROACH

2.1 Historical:

The current approach for using tactical aircraft for the Close Air Support (GAS)
and Battlefield Interdiction (51) missions can be traced to World War I. Through World
War II, the Korean Conflict, the Southeast Asian involvement, and the Arab-Israeli
clashes; technology has provided continually improved aircraft and weapons but the
basic operational approach has not undergone a major change. Through the Korean
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Con fl ict,. tct icl aircraft attacked ground vehicle targets with unguided "iron bombs"
and machinegun/cannon fire. Historical data through that period reveals that 4,500 Kg
and I0,000 Kg of "iron bomb" ordnance was required to kill truck and tank targets,
respectively. This level of sortie inefficiency explains the fact that modern tactical
aircraft are still equipped with cannon. It also has provided the post-Korea era
impetus velop accurate guided weapons to hit targets and aircraft fire control
systems to find and direct fire on targets.

2.2 Current:

Technology today allows tactical aircraft to perform the CAS/BI missions with
modern weapon systems (aircraft/fire control system/missile) that significantly improve
sortie efficiency in comparison to the historical data. However, the massive number of
targets and limited number of aircraft resources drive one to the important question of
whether or not the improvement is adequate. Critical factors prevent the desired
n ver with current and emerging weapon systems: (1) The physical and operational
characteristics of modern guided weapons will not permit tactical aircraft to achieve
large numbers of kills per pass or kills per sortie, (2) the cost, physical, and
operational characteristics of modern guided weapons have a major detrimental impact on
the number of weapons available for training and war and on the demand@ placed on the
I CS. These demands reflect the need to ensure that the few, expensive weapons
available in a sortie are used to maximum effectiveness. These same factors are
equally true, in an analogous manner, of weapons sytess for NATO ground forces which
share the responsibility of defeating BA/WP armored assault forces.

Production weapons for defeat of armored assault elements are of two types. The
non-autonomous weapons are typically command-link or semi-active guided weapons, such
as the Laser Guided Bomb (LG). The LOB weapon group is comprised of converted "iron
bombs" that weigh 250-1000 Kg. The autonomous guided weapons, such as the U.S.
MAVERICK, have warheads of reduced weight to reflect the guidance accuracy of these
weapons. These weapons have extended range relative to the LGB group. However, even
these lethal weapons weigh on the order of 250 Kg. Using the F-16/NAVERICK as the
nominal example, a single sortie carries 4-6 missiles and can reasonably anticipate the
destruction of 2-3 targets. This represents a dramatic improvement in sortie
efficiency compared to the WWII and Korea experience. However, considering the target
array in a SA/WP armored assault thrust, production weapons require a number of
aircraft sorties to accomplish the CAS/BI missions that exceed practical limits
if all NATO aircraft were assigned to these missiona. This problem is a direct result
of the multitude of targets to be destroyed and of the restricted number of production
weapons that an attack aircraft can carry into combat.

The operational characteristics of production weapons pose another problem. The
semi-active guided weapons, such as the LGB, typically limit the aircraft to attack one
target per pass over the target area. This is a result of the limited velocity/range
of the weapons and of the fact that each weapon is guided by continuous designation of
the target. The autonomous guided weapons have greater range/velocity than the guided
bombs. However, the timelines required to sequentially acquire/track targets by the
aircraft PCB and for each missile seeker to lock-up on its assigned target permit a
:aximum of 2-3 targets to be attacked in a given pass over the target area. Hven thisnumber of attacks per pass can be reduced by 50% or more if there exists a requirement
to discriminate high priority targets. The limited carriage (load-out) constraints
combined with the weapon cost factor and the typical pressure of the tactical situation
will usually impose this discrimination requirement. The operational characteristics
of the semi-active and autonomous guided weapons prohibit an attack aircraft from
achieving a high target service rate. In point of fact, it should not be consideredtoo extreme to say that target service rate is on the order of the aircraft sortie
generation rate. Considering the limited number of aircraft allocated to the CAS/BI
missions and the limitations on aircraft sortie generation/turn-around, the ability of
NATO aircraft to achieve a desirable high target service rate is a serious question.

The cost of production guided weapons is a major factor in several respects.
Unfortunately, the cost factor is often misinterpreted. The cost of production weapons
varies, based on complexity/capability, from a nominal $25,000 to $100,000 or more. A
superficial examination would indicate a very favorable cost-to-kill for these weapons

J . against high value targets such as tanks. However, the higher cost and more capable
weapons have a degraded cost effectiveness against targets other than tanks and Air
Defense Units (ADUs). The lover cost weapons, such as the LOB, vould appear cost
effective against targets that are not high value. These absolute cost aspects are
procurement cost -- the cost to buy the weapons for training and to put on the shelfpl; for wer. Procurement Cost P1ays an important role in peacetime defense budgets in thatit determines the number of weapons which are to be available for training and for

war.

A more subtle and more important cost aspect is often overlooked or under
emphasized. This aspect is the cost to use the weapons in war, which is why they weredeveloped and procured in the first instance. This cost aspect i.;cludes the definitive
cost of aircraft and their avionics/?Cgs lost during operations to employ these weapons
ia combat. There are also costs such s fuel and operations/maintenance which are a
minimal contribution to this aspect. An additional and important element of this
aspect is the cost of adequate training to establish and maintain aircrew confidence
and competence in the use of the weapon. While the value of training is qualitative
and intangible, it is inherently obvious that it is essential and plays a critical role
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in the ultimate utility/effectiveness 
of the weapons 

during war.

The cost of lost aircraft and their avionics/FCSs is by far the dominating factor
in the cost-to-kill equation, even to the extent of neating the impact of the

procurement cost of the weapons carried on a given sortie. The specific quantitative
ot of killing targets is a function of scenario; the number of sorties flown against

the target array; the number and nature of the SA/VP ADUs during ingress to, egress
fron s and the operational tactics used over the target area. The qualitative nature
this dominating cost of aircraft lost in combat is directly coupled with the number of
passes per sortie and the number of sorties required to accomplish the CAS/BI
mission$.

This dominating factor has the effect of increasing the cost-to-kill by a factor of
5-40.- The lower procurement cost weapons require multiple passes per sortie and very
large numbers of sorties to kill the quantity of targets required to successfully

conduct the CAS/BI missions. That is the reason that production non-autonomous weapons
experience the upper range of the cost-to-kill increase factor. Concentration on the
peacetime budget process has lead NATO to stockpile quantities of low procurement cost
weapons that will be very expensive to use during war.

The production weapons of greater operational capabilities and greater procurement
cost experience the lower range of the cost-to-kill increase factor. This would then
appear to make the weapons that are more expensive to procure the lower cost weapons
for tactical air warfare. While this is true, on a relative scale, these weapons also
have an absolute high cost-to-kill value.

In addition, the high procurement cost creates two major peacetime problems that
will become manifest during war. The first problem is two-fold in that the high
procurement cost makes it difficult to stockpile adequate numbers of weapons for either
competency training or for war. This is reflected by the strong concern over this
problem which is expressed by all NATO forces. The second problem is related to the
limited stockpile availability and aircraft load-out of these weapons which makes it
imperative that they be fired against high priority targets in the CAS/BI missions;
i.e., tanks. This places an immediate burden on aircrew members. It also places a
major burden on the attack aircraft avionica/FCS. Both nircrew and FCSs are driven to
discriminate high priority targets under combat conditions. The net effects are to
reduce the attacks per pass while increasing aircraft/aircrew exposure to ADUs due to
the associated increases in required passes and to increase the i:echnical complexity
and the associated development/production costs of the FCS.

2.3 Status:

The current weapons and the aircraft systems to deliver the weapons are the result
of technological evolutioa. The technical capabilities represent awareness that
targets must be hit to be efficiently destroyed. This awareness is reflected in the
guidance accuracy of modern weapon systems. However, the current systems are either
low cost to stockpile but unacceptably expensive to use in war or low cost for war but
too expensive to stockpile. In no event do any of the production weapons permit attack
aircraft to achieve dramatic kills per pass and kills per sortie. This most important
facet is driven to some degree by cost but primarily by the limited number of weapons
that can be carried in a sortie. Product improvement programs of production weapons
are oriented to provide improved performance, but they do not and can not address the
inherent problems described above.

3.0 A B0LUTION TO THE TACTICAL AIR VARFARE CAS/BI PROBLEM

Solutions to the CAB/BI mission problems must be affordable, in peace and in var.
The solutions must minimize the impact on the aircraft FCB and sircrew in terms of
target discrimination. The solutions must permit NATO forces to perform sufficient
training to gain both competency and confidence in the weapon system -- the latter only
follows the former. The solutions muat maintain the guidance accuracy for the weapon
to hit/destroy its assigned target. The solutions must exhibit physical and
operational characteristics that allow the attack aircraft to carry a large quantity of
weapons that will provide the aircraft with high kills per pass and kills per sortie.
True solutions will not have any single characteristic but will integrate all of these
critical attributes into an effective weapon system. Current and near-term technology

will not support the embodiment of all these critical attributes in the missile alone.
However, current technology will support a well conceived approach to closely couple
ircraft avionics/ PCS* and the missile to achieve these important goals. The U.S. Air
orce is in the process of demonstrating such a concept -- the Rypervelocity Missile

(KVK).

3.1 Concept of Operations:

The gvM concept of operation is based on the following tenets (see PiSure 2)t

(a) The strike aircraft (such as the 7-16 or A-l0) will approach the target
area at an altitude between 60 and 300 meters. The aircraft PCB has the capability to
acquire and continuously track multiple targets simultaneously. This portion of the
VCS is functionally designated as a Target Acquisition/Tracking System (TATB). The
TATS may be based on PLIR (such sa LANTIRE) or active electro-optical radar
technology. A conventional radar TATB would not provide the required tracking accuracy
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nor the desired covertness.

(b) The strike aircraft FCS also has an Active Slectro-Optical Guidance System
(AXOGS). The function of the AOGS is to use target position information obtained from
the TATS to maintain the active optical guidance raster on the target. The missile
uses a time-position scheme to calculate its position relative to the target (which is
centered in the raster) and guide to the target with "hit-to-kill" accuracy. The ABOGS
does not "designate" the target by use of reflected energy nor does the FCS track the
missile. The AOGS is capable of providing multiple guidance rasters, to
simultaneously guide multiple (6-10) independently-targeted missiles, at a high
sequential rate within the AOGS field of view (50x250). The combination of the
TATS and the AIOGS serve the function of the conventional missile seeker.

(c) The aircraft ICS also performs two tasks that are important to missile
accuracy. First, the missile time-position guidance scheme requires an accurate
synchronization of the missile clock and the FCS/AIOGS clock. This sychronization is
accomplished by the FCS immediately prior to missile launch. Second, the FCS
initializes the missile with a number of launch aircraft and target variables. This
information is used to initialize the missile guidance filters and to compute missile
guidance for that short period after launch prior to receiving the guidance raster.

Wd The missile is small, lightweight, low cost, and has high velocity to

target impact: 7.5-10 cm diameter, 8-23 KS, $5000, and 1550 m/s. These
characteristics enable a strike aircraft to achieve a high load-out (for example, 40
missiles on the F-16) of affordable, effective weapons. The high velocity, coupled
with the off-boresight capabilty and the multi-missile guidance of the AEOGS, permits a
large number of targets to be serviced at a very rapid rate. These characteristics
also serve to minimize exposure of strike aircraft to the air defences that accompany
SA/IP armored assault forces. The high load-out, low cost, and high velocity permit
the strike aircraft to attack all elements of the assault force. This negates any
requirement for the TATS to perform target classification (tanks versus trucks, etc).
In effect, a single aircraft can essentially perform a barrage attack with highly
accurate, lethal weapons. If classification were available from the TATS, there would
be some enhancement of mission effectiveness since the ADUs could be removed quickly
and the strike aircraft could attack the remaining assault force elements with
impunity. The combined effect of these tenets is to provide CAS/BI aircraft with an
order of magnitude increase in affordable firepower.

(a) The HVM capability has potential for app lication to the role of ground
forces in this mission area. NATO AAHs must not only destroy SA/WP armored assault
forces, but they are increasingly concerned with defeating Soviet attack helicopters.
The ground forces may also use around vehicles for this dual role. The U.S. Army has
expressed interest in the MVH as a means of meeting these requirements from both launch
platforms.

3.2 The FCS/AIOGS Guidance Function:

The missile has no seeker, in the conventional sense, yet the missile is capable of
"hit-to-kill" accuracy. The FCS/ABOGS plays a critical role in achieving this
accuracy. The AKOGS uses target position information provided by the TATS to center
the guidance raster on the target. The missile guidance scheme drives the missile to
the time center, which is also the geometric center, of this guidance raster at target
impact. Therefore, the accuracy of the positioning of the raster on the target drives
the accuracy of the missile.

The AEOGS generates the raster by "painting" raster lines in a sequential manner.
The AEOGS requires a fixed elapsed time to generate this lx1

° 
raster. After

completion of a raster, the AKOGS goes "silent" for a time equivalent to the raster
generation time. The AROGS uses both electronic and mechanical devices to reposition
the raster during the "silent" period. Multiple missile simultaneous guidance is
accomplished by positioning this raster on each target sequentially. This process puts
the entire missile guidance problem in the time domain rather than the spatial domain.
As the TATS establishes track files on each target in the array to be attacked, the FCS
logic establishes a reference time slot. The AOGS is directed to position a raster on
each target, with each raster scan to be initiated at a determined point in time
relative to the reference time. After all targets in the attack array have been
serviced by a raster, the AfOGS repeats the sequential process untit a total elapsed

4 time (1-3 seconds) equivalent to impact on the maximum range target has been reached.
The FC8 logic can then repeat the entire process for a new attack array. The FCS does
not explicitly assign a missile to a target; instead the FCS assigns each missile a
time corresponding to the start of a raster scan. It is necessary for the missile to
have a clock ad the missile clock must be synchronized with the AZOCS clock. This
synchronization and the missile time slot assignment is done as pert of the FCS
initialization of the missile.

The AZOGS generates two separate rasters, each from a separate active source.
Neither raster is spatially modulated (coded). The function of the Course Guidance
Raster (CGR) is to provide data to the HVN during missile flight from a point
immediately after launch to a time position in the CCI such that the NYN can receive
data from the Fine Guidance laster (FOR). The COR has a fixed field-of-regard (FOR) of
60250. The CCI is not agile but is slaved to the TATS FOR. isl-=itect

sagat~r-
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The function of the CGI is simply to insure the UVN is rapidly positioned such that
the missile can receive the FOR. The CGR is generated by a separate source in the
ASOGS. The CG has & fixed FOR that is only effective over a limited range (approxi-
mately 3500 feet from aircraft). As part of the missile initialization and clock
synchronization, the missile is provided a definition of its assigned time slot in the
CGR which corresponds to the spatial position on which the PFG will be centered. The
missile uses the time-of-orrival technique to determine its position in the CGC
relative to its assigned time slot and hence to determine the miseile control commands
required to maneuver itself toward the proper time slot in the CG. Once positioned in
the assigned time slot in the COE, it maintains this relative time position until it
receives energy from the FOR. In essence, the misaile treats the assigned CGR time
slot as a "target" until it receives the FOR. The missile has a "time gate" in which
it is to expect its assigned FOC to appear. Once under control of the FG, the missile
"time gates" out any future CGI input. These "time gates" provide the missile the

basic mechanism to discriminate CCR energy from FOE energy. A similar mechanism is
used by the missile to discriminate its assigned FOC energy from energy due to the FOR
of other missiles in flight simultaneously.

The function of the FR is to provide time-position data to the RKV to insure
target intercept. The FGR has a FOR of lOx10 that is centered on the target. The
PCI is generated by the AKOGS which provides FG asltity by the use of mechanical
scanners which can position this VCR within a total FOR of 50.250

.  
The details of

how missile guidance and control ir derived from the FC are included in paragraph
3.4.

The FCS system provides a number of aircraft and target variables to the missile as
part of the initialization procedurc. These variables include wind and velocity
components, aircraft state data, target state data, and aircraft/target relative
geometry and range. These variables are used by the missile to initialize the guidance
filters and for initial guidance calculations prior to the missile receiving the
guidance rester shortly after launch. A more detailed discussion of missile initiali-
zation is included in paragraph 3.4.

3.3 The Simple Nissile:

The HVM has generic subsystems similar to traditional missiles except it does not
have a seeker, per se, nor does it have a fuse or explosive warhead. In another sense,
it is lacking those subsystems that nominally account for 75-85Z of the cost end
reliability problems of traditional missiles, further, the absence of these subsystems
and the associated weight, volume, and form factor allow the HVH to be small and light-
weight. These aspects provide the critical conTnikution that the H1Th offers to
tactical strike aircraft -- high load-out of affordable, effective weapons.

The MVN is aerodynamically stabilized by a split-petal flare at the base of the
missile. The missile is controlled by the Attitude Control System (ACS) which is
mounted in the forward portion of the missile. The ACS has two plenum chambers, each
with a nozzle. Each chamber is pressurized by the discrete firing of a high impulse,
short duration squib. The missile spins at a nominal rate to commutate the ACE. A
roll reference sensor provides reference roll position and permits the missile to
calculate roll rate and, thus, when a squib should be fired to achieve the desired
course correction. The primary mechanism for achieving a major missile attitude change
is the contribution from motor thrust rather than ACS thrust. The motor has a
boost/sustain thrust ratio of approximately 10:1. Therefore, missile attitude change
response during boost is approximately ten times the response during sustain or coast.

initialization -- It is desirable to initialize the RVN prior to launch (see Fig-
ure 3) with aircraft date (velocity, attitude, roll attitude, and angle-of-attack),
environmental data (windspeed vector, air temperature, end density), target date
(range, azimuth, and elevation relative to the launch aircraft), and AOGS data (clock
calibration -- to establish the time reference, CCG time slot relative to the reference
time for the assigned target, and time for start of the assigned PCR scan relative to
the reference time). The TM uses this data to compute time-to-go, launch jump, filter
states, and predicted aircraft/target geometry at intercept. This data is also used to
initiate the missile clock synchronization, batteries, the receiver cryogenic cooler,
roll reference sensor, and rocket motor. If initialization data is not provided, the
missile il have pre-loaded nominal values for initialisation. Accuracy is degraded
as a function of which data are not provided and of how far the pre-loaded nominal
values are from actual values. In the worst case (no initialization data), accuracy
can be recovered by restricting the launch aircraft to a dedicated attack on the target
(the aircraft stays pointed at the target until intercept) as opposed to the
simultaneous attack of multiple targets. Detailed sensitivity and trade studies
related to initialisation and preloaded nominals will be the subject of future
efforts.

3.4 UVN Guidance 8 Control Concept:

The besmrider concept, with various implementations, has been the historical method
of tactical missile guidance using electro-optical (50) guidance links. The concept
has been oriented to launch from stationary points on the ground or from relatively
slow airborne platforms (helicopters). The basic concept, regardless of
implemedtation, is for the missile to maintain itself in the center of the 1O bea,

. .
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vhich is centered on the target, throughout the missile trajectory. The AkOGS CG and
FGR are analogous to this O bea. In these traditional applications, the line-of-
sight (LOS) between the guidance source and the target is either constant or changes at
a very slow rate. ToT attack aircraft applications, the aircraft/target LOS is
changing at a relatively high rate. This factor is a driving influence on the HVN
guidance concept which is a significant variation from the beam-rider approach.

Based on initialisation data/calculationa, the missile computes the expected
aircraft and target position at target intercept (position 3 on Figure 4) and
establishes an orthogonal spatial reference system based on the predicted LOS in that

intercept geometry (the x and z coordinates are shown on Figure 4). Synchronization of
the ASOGS/missile clocks at launch allows the missile to establish a reference time for
the start of each FOR scan and the FOR scan time is a fixed value. The time-of-
arrival, relative to the reference time, of active optical energy on the missile
receiver allows the missile to calculate its position relative to the center of the
raster (sa* figure 5). Additional on-board calculations permit estimates of the real-
time velocity and displecement components relative to the reference coordinate system.
Figure 6 indicates the gsometry/calculations for the 2-asis and elevation (the y-axis,
azimuth geometry/calculations are similar). The missile now has the information
necessary to implement the guidance concept.

The guidance concept is designed to avoid missile reaction to the high aircraft/
target LOS rate during missile flight to target intercept and to make optimum use of
the ACS control authority. The goal of the guidance logic is to shape the missile
trajectory such that major missile heading changes occur early in flight (during boost)
and such that the missile trajectory asymptotically aproaches the predicted LOS at
target intercept. Therefore, two sequential guidance laws are used during flight with
transition based on the defined time for boost-to-sustain motor transition.

Boost phase guidance is an acceleration command pursuit guidance mode with the
objective being to orient the missile velocity vector to the predicted LOS to the
target at intercept. This permits the ACS to provide maximum missile turning during
that period of time that the ACS is most effective for that purpose (see Figure 7).

The sustain phase guidance is an acceleration command proportional guidance mode.
This phase will complete any remaining heading change required and then maintain the
missile on the required intercept line. This is accomplished as the guidance law
drives the displacement and velocity components, relative to the reference coordinate
system, to zero prior to intercept. The reduced ACS control authority during sustain
and coast reduces the possibility of missile over-correction as the missile approaches
target intercept. The guidance laws used in both phases are incorporated in the
typical logic implementation shown in Figure S.

The key points are: The missile trajectory is shaped to approach the predicted
aircraft/target LOS at intercept; the CG/FG are used during the boost phase of flight
to shape the missile trajectory; the FOE is used in the latter portion of flight to
insure target intercept by nulling the cross-course velocity and displacement

components. It should be noted chat as time to intercept approaches zero, the actual
aircraft/target LOS approaches the predicted LOS. As this occurs the BVN guidance
concept approaches, in a gross sensethe coeventional beamrider as the missile is

driven to the coster of the FOR which is centered on the aircraft/target LOS. Nowever,
there is a most significant difference. A typical beaurider missile requires the 10
beam to be maintained continuously on the Target until intercept. The EVN guidance
concept uses the guidance raster to update the guidance filters. The missile
actually flies on these filters and the absence of updates has a graceful degradation
effect on the accuracy of these filters rather then a catastrophic effect. The
robustness of this approach has bass demonstrated in ground-laumched flight tests where
the missile has maintained guidance accuracy while mot receiving a portion of the
updates provided during flight.
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V-16 PENUUIN ANTI-SHIP NISSILE INTEGRATION

by
E Brodersen

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
P 0 Box 25, M-2007 Kjeller

Norway

SUMMARY

--- The Norwegian Penguin Mk3 anti-ship missile is currently being integrated for opera-
tion on the F-16 aircraft. Due to the inherent flexibility of both the aircraft and the
missile system, no hardware changes are required on the aircraft. Software changes are
designed such that the pilot can operate the weapon to its full performance by using
existing cockpit controls and displays in a way quite similar to other air-to-ground
missions.

I INTRODUCTION

The Royal Norwegian Air Force has established the requirement for the Penguin Mk2
anti-ship missile for carriage on the F-16 aircraft. Kongsberg V~penfabrikk is contracted
for the missile development. The Norwegian Defence Research Establishment has been
responsible for the development of the target seeker and the inertial navigation system.
General Dynamics in contracted (via USAF) for the aircraft/missile integration and cer-
tification. Prototype test firings from a Norwegian P-16 are scheduled during 1984.

This paper outlines the main features of the Penguin weapon system as integrated into
the avionics and fire control system of the 1-16 aircraft. Figure 1 shows an F-16
aircraft equipped with Penguin during captive tests.

2 THE PENGUJIN Mk3 AIR LAUNCHED MISSILE

This chapter describes the main characteristics of the Penguin Mk3 air launched
missile. This is necessary a a background for understanding the integration require-
ments and mechanization.

2.1 Outline Description

Penguin Mk3 is a major redesign of the ship-to-ship Mk2 version, now operational with
the Norwegian navy among others. Obvious differences between the Mk3 and the Mk2 are
that the Mk3 is longer, has wings of reduced span and has a greater range. The general
layout though, is similar.

Figure 2 illustrates the exterior and interior of the missile. The target seeker is
based on infrared detection. The canard fins are actuated by a cold gas powered
hydraulic motor. The altimeter is a radar altimeter. The control unit is all digital
and contains the autopilot, trajectory generation, missile internal information bus
control and other functions. The inertial navigation platform is a semi strap-down plat-
form (roll axis is gimbaled) using two-axes dry tuned gyros. The platform provides
3-dimensional navigation and angular information. The warhead is a modified Bullpup type
with a delayed-action impact fuse. Penguin Mk3 will have a new single-chamber sustainer
rocket motor using a composite grain. The airframe is roll stabilized by electrically
powered ailerons.

2.2 Main Specifications

These are the Penguin k3 main epecifications:

Length 3.20 mWingspan 1.00 M
Body diameter 0.28 a
Weight 350 kg
Weight incl launcher 400 kg
Warhead weight 120 kg
Range 5-40 + km at sea level
Speed high subsonic

* Turn angle after waypoint 0-90o+
Launch altitude 150-30 000 ft
Launch speed Mach 0.7-0.95
Off-boresign angle at launch 0-50O+.
Captive flight altitude up to 40 000 ft
Captive flight speed up to Mach 1.2
Aircraft maneuver limit a g

4.
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2.3 Modes of Operation

Thebasic requirement for the Penguin Mk3 weapon system is to provide the Norwegian
F-16 wth stand-off "fire-and-forget" anti-ship capability. The pilot must be able to

effectively attack targets in open waters, coastal waters and in fjord areas while flying
over land or sea. All existing F-16 targeting and fire control avionics must be at the
pilots discretion for effective missile delivery. Fulfilling these requirements and

still maintaining simple system operation has been one of the greatest challenges duringthe weapon operation mechanization effort. A number of experienced fighter pilots have
made the most important contributions to the current mechanization solution.

The pilot operation of the Penguin weapon system is best understood by describing the
main weapon delivery modes which are (in parenthesis are the display memonics as viewed
on the Stores Control Display):

- RADAR MODE (RDR). This mode is optimized for targeting by means of the fire control
radar. The mode also include the capability of delivery against preprogrammed target
coordinates.

- HEAD UP DISPLAY MODE (HUD). This mode is optimized for targeting by means of the Head

Up Display optical sight. The mode has two options, namely HUD TURN (HLT or HRT, left
or right turn respectively) and HUD DIRECT (HUDD). The HLT or HRT option include the
possibility of establishing a turnpoint or waypoint by pointing with the aircraft. The
missile will turn to the left or to the right respectively at this waypoint. In adoi-
tion this option gives the pilot the possibility of preprogramming a descent point
where the missile levels out to low level flight. The HUDD option provides no such
possibilities, it is essentially an "aim-and-shoot" option. However, a triangulation
target ranging procedure will be at the pilot's discretion when using the HUDD option.

- MANUAL MODE (MAN). This mode is a beck up mode in case some failure occurs in the
aircraft's fire control, inertial navigation or avionics bus communication system. In
this mode the pilot can fire the missile at degraded performance while aiming with the
aircraft bore-sight axis and keeping the aircraft straight and level.

Figure 3 presents an example of attack sequence using the RDR mode. The pilot lets
the radar paint the expected target area. Then he freezes the radar picture on the radar
display, breaks away and seeks terrain protection while he processes the display. He
slews the target and waypoint cursors to desired positions and fires the missile (or
missiles). In this example the missile then separates and turns to the direction of the
waypoint while keeping the launch altitude. Thus the missile keeps clear of the terrain
before descending, turning and leveling out at the waypoint coordinates. Then it pro-
ceeds toward the target area where the seeker selects a target.

Figure 4 presents an example of attack sequence using the HUD mode, HLT option. The
pilot aims at the target by placing the HUD target designator (TD) box on the target. He
then makes a designation command by which the designated line-of-sight (DLOS) is stored
by the Fire Control Computer (FCC). The pilot wants to attack the target from the rear
side and holds his fire. He breaks away and seeks terrain protection while he maneuvers
his aircraft to the desired launch position. Here he points the aircraft to establish
the waypoint, which is computed as the sea level projection of the intersection between
the aircraft axis and the vertical plane through the DLOS. The missile is fired and
follows a trajectory similar to the one in Figure 3.

Figure 5 presents another example using the HUD mode, namely the HUDD option and
targeting by visual triangulation. The pilot aims and designates (First Designation) as
in Figure 4. A descent point (here called waypoint) is automatically computed on the
designated line-of-sight (DLOS I). In this low altitude attack the HUD target ranging
computation may be extremely inaccurate and the corresponding location of the waypoint
may be highly undesirable. As in the example the waypoint may fall on land forcing t1-e
missile to descend into the rocks. In order to get a better visual ranging to the
target, the pilot flies his aircraft to the side, makes a second designation as shown
thus establishing a second line-of-sight (DLOS 2). The DLOS 1 and DLOS 2 intersection
coordinates are computed by triangulation algorithms in the FCC program giving a quite
accurate target ranging. Then the waypoint (or descent point) is computed correctly close
to the target. After separation the missile keeps the launch altitude until the waypointI " in reached.

3 F-16/PENGUIN INTEGRATION

From a physical fit and operating envelope standpoint the air-launch Penguin is
designed to be compatible with a wide variety of aircraft. A specially designed adapter
containing prelaunch missile electronics and ejector release unit assures compatibility
with existing launch racks. During missile release or emergency jettison the adapter is
always retained on the pylon. Figure 6 is a photo showing the carriage installation, and
the adapter is clearly visible.

The F-16 is currently being certified for Penguin missile carriage on weapon
station 3 and 7. However, it will be an easy task to extend to a 4 missile carriage con-
figuration (station 3, 4. 6 and 7), if that is desired.

'I
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3.1 Electrical Interfaceif The missile adapter acts not only as a mechanical interface between the missile and

the aircraft, it also contains all the necessary 
electronics for interfacing to the

avionics and store control system of the aircraft. The main electronic functions con-
tained in the adapter are:

- Missile DC power supplies fed from the aircraft 3 phase 110 VAC
line

- Aircraft avionics digital bus remote terminal interface electronics

- Discrete signal termination and processing electronics

- Missile data bus terminal interface

- Digital processor for processing of targeting, waypoint, launch
sequencing, missile status/test and other data

- Digital processor for implementation of the missile inertial plat-
form transfer alignment filter

Figure 7 depicts the electrical interconnection between the aircraft and the missile.
No special wiring is required in the F-16 for the Penguin missile integration. Discrete
signals (power, arming, release etc) are connected to the standard Remote Interface Unit
(RIU) in the pylon and the missile will receive mode, target and alignment information
via the MIL-STD-1553 Protocol Avionics Multiplex Bus.

The only change required to the F-16 for accommodating the Penguin missile is soft-
ware change. The operational flight programs in both the Fire Control Computer (FCC) and
the Central Interface Unit (CIU) of the Stores Management System (SMS) have been
increased by some 8% each to include the Penguin tasks.

However, these tasks have been partitioned in such a way that the avionic subsystems
are not required to accomplish functions or provide interface outside their normal
duties. The SMS provides the same weapon control, arming and release functions that it
normally provides. The FCC will compute targeting data for the missile while com-
municating with the Head Up Display (HUD), the Radar/Electro-Optical Display (R/EO) and
the Fire Control and Navigation Panel (FCNP). The FCC will also pass the Inertial Navi-
gation System (INS) velocity and angular data to the missile for transfer alignment of
the missile inertial platform.

Figure 8 lists the interface wiring between the aircraft and missile. All targeting
data are transmitted via the double redundant avionics mux bus twisted wire pairs.
However, the discrete wire noted MANUAL MODDE enables the pilot to command the missile
system into a back-up, degraded performance mode without co uenicating via the max bus.

Figure 9 lists the data messages flowing on the MIL-STD-1553 serial digital avionics
mux bus between the aircraft and the missile system. Note that the missile system
(adapter digital processor) computes all waypoint coordinates in all HUD mode options,
based upon the targeting data coming from the aircraft FCC. In the RDR mode, however.
all waypoint computation is done by the FCC. thus the data noted MISSILE COMPUTED
WAYPOINT are invalid in RDR mode.

3.2 Missile Inertial Navigation System (INS) Alignment

The Penguin weapon operational concept requires a precise missile guidance and navi-
gation system to assure good target selection capability and a high hit probability even
in confined coastal waters. The heart of this system is the missile inertial navigation
platform. To provide the required navigation accuracy this platform must be aligned with
errors down in the milliradian range, velocity initialization must be better than 1 meter

per second. Also excessive bias and scale factor errors of the gyros and acceleromters
must be measured and corrected for. The only way to fulfill the above requirements on a
fighter aircraft is to perform a transfer alignment with the aircraft INS as the refe-
rence. This means to compare the data from the aircraft INS and the data from the
missile INS and then filter out the missile INS errors based on differences in data. The
most convenient data to compare in this respect are velocity and angular data and this is
done in the Penguin alignment filter. The alignment filter is iqplemented on a 16 bits
microprocessor in the missile adapter as an 18 state Kalman filter using 3 velocity and 1angular measurement (azimuth) as input. Figure 10 shows a block schematic of the align-

ment filter structure. The RELATIVE MOTION COMPENSATION block in the figure compensates
for missile offset relative to the aircraft INS location when aircraft rotation occurs.

Figure 11 shows a typical filter response presented as the standard deviation
(milliradians) of the angular error estimates as a function of time (seconds). The pitch
(PI) and roll (Re) deviations are quickly reduced from initial values of 8 mrad to
approximately 1 mrad. However, the azimuth (AZ) deviation is significantly reduced only
when the aircraft performs a horizontal aneuver (3 g) which occurs after 60 seconds in
the example shown.

P' K
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3.3 Cockpit Operations

The inherent flexibility of the existing F-16 cockpit controls and displays shown in
Figure 12 makes it possible to add the Penguin missile without cockpit modifications.

3.3.1 Stores Control Panel (SCP) Operations

Selection of air-to-ground (A-G) on the SCP will automatically call up a Penguin
attack program, which may be preprogrammed to fit the mission scenario. If no prepro-
gramming has occured, the standard attack program shown in Figure 13 will be displayee.

The pilot can modify the attack program by pressing the switches adjacent to the
displayed memonics. The options available are listed in Figure 13.

The attack program display shown advises the pilot to go to the status page (STAT)
because some failure has occurred. Figure 14 shows an example of the status page
display. The example depicts a four missile carriage configuration and a somewhat unfor-

tunate situation. Station 7 is the cued station showing a degraded missile. Station 3
has a hung store. Missile on station 6 is still aligning (W) while the missile on sta-
tion 4 is aligned and ready.

3.3.2 Fire Control and Navigation Panel (FCNP) Operations

The FCNP enables the pilot to key into the FCC memory up to 3 different not of

targeting data consisting of target coordinates, waypoint coordinates, target estimated
course and speed and the time-of-day when these data were valid. The target coordinates
will be automatically updated based on the estimated course and speed and the time-of-
day. The updated target coordinates are continously displayed as cursor position on the
radar (R/SO) display and on the Head Up Display (HUD). The pilot may any time correct
the displayed cursor positions by slewing the cursors.

A spotter function is included in the FCC software for Penguin delivery. The spotter
function enables the pilot to store into the Penguin targeting memory locations the coor-
dinates of the display cursors. He does this by just hitting a switch button on the
FCNP. The spotter function is not only designed for Penguin anti-ship delivery missiens,
but also for reconnaissance missions.

3.3.3 Radar (R/EO) and Head Up Display (HUD) Operations

The operation and symbology on the R/SO and HUD are very similar to normal F-16 air-
to-ground display operations. The normal x-y cursor is used as target cursor on the
R/EO, and an additional cross-hair symbol is generated for the waypoint. On the HUD the
normal air-to-ground Target Designator symbol is used for the target and the offset aim-
point Diamond symbol is used for the waypoint. In addition the FCC computes continuously
the range to the target in percent of the missile's maximum range capability and puts
this 3 digit number up on both displays. The pilot may fire when this number counts down
below 100.

3.3.4 Hands-On Operations

Normally all attack program options are selected long before the aircraft approaches
the weapon launching position. The remaining operations required are hands-on opera-
tions, that is the necessary controls are located on the throttle grip and the side stick
controller. Existing switches and controls are utilized to provide the following
funct ions:

Target and waypoint cursor slew
Left/Righ missile turn selection in HUD mode
Weapon station selection
Attack/Status SCP display selection
Target designation
Sighting reinitialization
Launch command

4 CONCLUSIONS

Lessons learned

No hardware changes wes necessary when integrating Penguin k3 on P-16. This is
thought to be characteristic for advanced weapon systems and advanced aircrafts.

* It took about 2 years to develop the Penguin weapon and fire control software for the

F-16 avonics to a reasonable mature state. It is an iterative process involving many
people. Our experienced fighter pilots have made the most significant contributions as
to cockpit operation definitions and software check-out.

The Penguin integration required 2500 words of software program in the FCC and

3000 bytes in the CIU. This is probably a typical software volume for integrating an
advanced weapon on a fighter aircraft.

* t**-* -
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Integration program status

* Integration software development completed February 1983.

* Integration certification flight tests completed spring 1983 at Edwards AFB and Eglin
AFS, USA.

Figure 1 Figure 2

F-16 with Penguin Mk3 outline drawing of the Penguin Mk3 missile
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Figure 3 Figure 4

Xllustration of a Radar delivery mode Illustration of a HUD left turn delivery
sequence mode sequence
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Figure 6

Figure 5 Pengin 3 and suspension adapter mounted.
Illustration of a 1UD direct delivery de on the wepon pylon

sequence shoving the triangulation procedure
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KSNOWN CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Figure 12 C2961t controls and displays utilized for
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INTEGRATION OF FIRE CONTROL, NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND HEAD-UP DISPLAY

G N Barling,
Principal Systems Engineer,
Marconi Avionics Limited,
Airborne Display Division,
Rochester, Kent, England

SUMMARY

The inclusion of sophisticated Navigation function in a Head-Up Display/Weapon Aiming
Computer (HUD/WAC) is described together with integration of the resultant subsystem into
an overall Navigation/Attack system. >/

At the end of the paper, a growing trend in airborne systems computing is highlighted.

1. INTRODUCTION

The published theme of the symposium states that advances in systems concepts allied to
new technology have led to the possibility of integrating a variety of systems that have
traditionally been separate.

The word -integration" is. of course, capable of interpretation in two ways. Firstly,
two or more subsystems can be said to be integrated if they interface with each other and
this is what is meant when integration of, for example, fire control and flight control
is discussed. The second interpretation of integration means that functions which have
historically been located in separate subsystems are located in one subsystem.

This paper concerns itself with the second interpretation of integration and the subject
is dealt with by describing the equipment that Marconi Avionics (MAv) supplied recently
to form one subsystem of an overall Nay/Attack system.

The subsystem itself is a development of a HUD/WAC which was, and still is, in production
at the time of the start of the development program.

Being a development of a HUD/WAC, the new subsystem naturally came to be called a Head-Up
Display/Weapon Aiming Computer/Navigation System (HUD/WAC/NAV).

As readers will know, the concept of the HUD/WAC which carries out both Weapon Aiming
Computation and HUD Symbol Generation is not new. Such systems hav been available for
some years now and have been reported upon widely. For this reason, this paper
concentrates mainly on the Navigation aspects of the system.

2. CONCEPT OF THE HUD/WAC/NAV

The concept of the HUD/WAC/NAV arose a few years ago. At that time, MAy were proposing a
HUD/WAC to an overseas customer who, in the middle of pre-contract negotiations, asked us
to propose also a Navigation Computer to meet the relatively sophisticated requirements
of a specification which he had prepared.

Detailed study of the customer specification led us to believe that there was no need to
provide a separate Navigation Computer, but that the requirements could be met by
inclusion of the Navigation functions in the HUD/WAC. This proposal was accepted and the
RUD/WAC/NAV was born.

(For convenience the HUD/WAC/NAV will sometimes be referred to in the rest of this paper

as the HUD).

3. THE OVERALL NAV/ATTACK SYSTEM

A simplified block diagram of the overall Nav/Attack system is shown in Figure 1.

The main subsystems of the system are as follows:

Radar - This subsystem operates in both the Air to Air and Air to
Ground roles.

Radio Altimeter - Functionally self-evident.

SInertial Sensing Unit (ISU)
This subsystem provides outputs of aircraft attitudes and 3
axis speeds. In the prime mode, horizontal speeds are
derived from Doppler/Inertial mixing, vertical speed from
Barometric/Inertial mixing.

Doppler - This subsystem provides outputs of 3 axis speeds.

Air Data Computer - This subsystem, besides sensing and computing of Air data
parameters, also outputs angle of attack warning data. This
data has two forms - one for display on the BUD Pilot Display
Unit, the second Is an aural output to the aircraft audio
system transmitted via the HUD Navigation Control Unit.

,r - "



HUD - This consists of 5 units. These are the Pilot Display Unit

(PDU), Electronics Unit (EU), Navigation Control Unit (SCU),
NCU Power Supply Unit (NCUPSU) and Pilot Control Unit (PCU).

In Figure 1, the NCU is shown for convenience as a separate unit. In fact, the NCU is
mounted on the rear face of the PDU as is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The rear face of the
PDU also contains other HUD controls. The NCU and other controls installed on the rear
face of the PDU provide a true "Up Front" system controller.

Fast selection of Air to Air Mode is provided by 2 pushbuttons on the throttle. Pushing
one or both (3 combinations) causes Air to Air mode to be selected with manual
(stadiametric) range set to one of three values. At the same time, the radar begins to
search and, after lock-on, radar range is used by the HUD replacing the selected value of
manual range.

From the stick, the HUD receives inputs of Pickle and Trigger.

The prime interface in the system is a digital data Bus conforming to ARINC 429M, the M
being short for "modified". The principal modification to the ARINC standard was to make
the Bus bi-directional with "handshake" discrete* (Data Transfer Request, Data Transfer
Accept) introduced.

Within the system, all weapon aiming and navigation computing is carried out in the HUD
EU with the exception of a back-up computation of present position which is carried out
by the ISU.

4. HUD COMPOSITION

As stated previously, the HUD consists of 5 units: PDU (with NCU attached), EU, NCUPSU
and PCU. These, with the exception of the PCU, are illustrated in Figure 2.

Entry and display of Navigation data is achieved using the NCU. This is described in

more detail later.

The EU contains the ARTYC 429M Bus Controller.

The NCUPSU contains the power supply for the NCU plus a standby Bus Controller which
takes over automatically when the HUD is switched off. This enables ISU computed present
position to be displayed on the NCU following a BUD failure. The NCUPSU also supplies
power using the aircraft battery to enable long term data storage within the EU when the
EU power is disconnected. Figure 3 shows a close-up view of the PDU/NCU combination. As
can be seen from the figure. the rear face of the PDU, upon which are installed the ECU
and other MUD controls at the top, also has a space on the top right for installation of
the display recorder camera.

The controls located on the top of the PDU rear face consist of the followings

HAD ALT/BARO/TARGET three position switch.
This selects the type of attitude to be displayed on the PDU. (is. Radio, Barometric
or Target). With TARGET selected, Altitude may be set using the potentiometer below
the switch. The RAD ALT/BARO positions also select the type of air to ground ranging
used if the radar is not locked.

TARGET/WGSE potentiometer.
This is used to set the Target Barometric Altitude and, in the Air to Air mode, to met
Target Aircraft wingspan. The values are shown on the PDU.

CAMERA ON/OFF two position switch.
This allows manual switch-on of the display recorder camera.

BPS Potentiometer
T he Barometric Pressure Setting potentiometer is used to set the pressure of the day
in millibars, the value being shown on the PDU.

MUD/OFF switch and potentiometer.
This combined switch and potentiometer switches on the HUD, except the ECU. and allows
adjustment of the PDU display brightness.

- ECU/OFF/STBY combined switch and potentiometer.
This control switches on the ECU and allows adjustment of the ECU display brightness.
After data has been loaded using the ECU, selection of the standby (STBY) position
allows the data to be retained in the KU memory when the EU power is disconnected.
This facility allows, for example, data loaded in the evening to be used for a mission
the following day. Use of the standby facility is indicated by illumination of the
green Light Emitting Diode installed above the switch.

- OP./DCL (ormal/Declutter) two position switch.

Selection of Declutter removes some of the symbols from the PDU display.

Mode selector rotary switch.

Selectable HUD PDU display modes ares

-t- ~ -
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NAV Navigation
APP Approach
GEN General Flying
AA Air to Air Guns and Missiles
CCRP Continuously Computed Release PointCCIP Continuously Computed Impact Point

The Navigation Control Unit (NCU) controls and displays are located at the bottom of the
PDU rear face. The controls and displays consist of illuminated push buttons located on
a legend-less panel and two opticators for data entry and display.

Conventional NCU's using rotary switches would require more panel space to fulfil the
same functional requirements or, putting the point another way, use of illuminated push
buttons enables more functions to be placed on a given quantity of panel space.

The legends on the pushbuttons and examples of NCU use are given later in this paper.

Figure 4 shows the layout of the PCU. This unit is installed on the right hand side
console and contains the least used control functions for which there was no available
space on the rear face of the PDU. The unit is an integrated system panel and contains
the following controls

- A rotary switch for selection of ISU mode.

- On-Board Check Out System (OBCOS) control. This is a rotary switch for selection of
self-test of the NCU, HUD, ISU, ADC and Doppler. The result of the self test is
displayed on one of the NCU opticators.

- Doppler Off/Land/Sea three position mode switch.

- HUD standby sight On/Off and Brightness Control.

- Angle of Attack Warning System audio volume control.

5. MODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC HUD/WAC

In order to convert, as it were, the basic HUD/WAC into a HUD/WAC/NAV fulfilling the
functional requirements specified, a number of changes to the baseline HUD/WAC equipment
were necessary, one of them being fundamental.

The necessary changes are summarised below:

(a) Changes to the EU
- The processor was changed to a three level interrupt type, the three levels being

50Hz, 25Hz and 5Hz.

- The Digital Data Bus was changed to ARINC 429M.

- A Bus Controller was added to the EU.

- The number of analog input channels was increased.

- The read/write data (scratchpad) store was increased.

- Scratchpad store hold-up by aircraft battery was added.

- The EPROM program store was increased in order to provide the Navigation Software.

- The NCU was added to the system, it being under control of the EU.

(b) Changes to the PDU
The NCU was added as an 'Up-Front* controller and containing a Standby Bus Controller.

(c) NCUPSU

This was added to the system to provide power for the NCU and for the Standby Bus
Controller.

(d) PCU
This was added to the system to provide the least used controls. That is. those controls
for which it was considered less essential to be provided "Up-Front*.

6. SYSTEM4 WEAPON AIMING FACILITIES

As previously stated, my paper concentrates principally on the Navigation aspects of the
system. For completeness, th, weapon aiming facilities provided are summarised in this
section.

The weapon aiming facilities are as follows:

M. t.-.



(a) Air to Ground

- Continuously Computed Impact Point (CCIP) for Bombs, Guns and Rockets.

- Continuously Computed Release Point (CCRP) for Bombs.

- Ranging using Radar, Radio Altitude or Barometric Altitude.

(b) Air to Air
- Guns Snapshoot using radar ranging or stadiametic ranging.

- Maximum and Minimum range computation and display for Missiles.

7. SYSTEM NAVIGATION FACILITIES

This section describes the Navigation facilities provided by the overall system. The
navigation facilities are numerous and relatively sophisticated as can be seen from the
description below.

- Latitude/Longitude coordinates.

- Up to 18 waypoints are provided of which 4 are for storage of overflown points on
the ground (eg, targets of opportunity or similar points of interest).

- Storage within the EU of the coordinates of 10 pre-programmed destinations. These
are commonly used waypoints and may be called up as a waypoint in the aircraft route
plan.

- Speeds used for Navigation are Doppler/Inertial or Pure Inertial in the prime mode
backed up by aro/Inertial following Doppler failure or if the Doppler stays in
memory for an excessive period of time. A last ditch back-up mode is use of air
data navigation following a partial failure of the ISU.

- Provision on the PDU of a flight director for guidance along the track, real or
offset, joining the current To/From destinations or, in the Intercept Sub-mode of
Navigation, guidance to intercept an airborne target. The flight director
mechanisation uses a track hold control law computed in the HUD EU.

- Pilot selectable 4isplay on the NCU of one of the following:

o Present Position

o Waypoint Coordinates

o Distance and bearing to the current destination

o Coordinates of the pre-programmed destinations

o Groundspeed and track

o Cross-track error concerning the current To/From waypoints.

o Current Windspeed and Direction

o Fuel and Time necessary to fly between any 2 waypoints either by direct flight
or by following the planned route.

o Fuel and time necessary to fly to the next destination from present position.

o In the Attack Sub-mode, the estimated time of day of arrival at the entry point
of the attack. In order to assist the pilot to arrive at the entry point of a
planned attack at the desired time, a speed error symbol is displayed on the PDU.

o Weapons carried on the mission (shown on the PDU).
-f

o Mission route plan (shown on the PDU).

S- Pilot selectable automatic or manual destination change.

- Planned Fix on a waypoint or Random Fix, both by overflight.

- Data entry either manually or using an automatic data loader.

- Data entry of
o Waypoint coordinates. Waypoints can be random or use can be made of the already

stored pre-prograemd destinations.

o Nominal groundspeeds and fuel consumption rates pertaining to each leg of the
route plan.

o Time of Day. V

-t
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" Attack sub-mode data, including desired time of arrival at the attack entry.

o Intercept sub-mode data.

" Mission route plan (shown on the PDU).

o Windspeed and direction.

o Random fix data

o Desired left or right offset from track.

o Magnetic Variation and runway Magnetic Heading for the reference mode of ISU
alignment.

o Mission weapon data.

In the event of HUD failure, back-up Present Position calculated within the ISU
and displayed on the NCU.

8. NCU OPERATION

In this section, the operation of the NCU controls is described in some detail and
illustrated by two examples. The NCU is used for entry and display of navigation and
other data and is, we believe, an elegant, unique solution to a complex problem.

8.1 Layout of the Controls and Displays

Shown in Figure 5 is the layout of the NCU with all pushbutton legends illuminated. This
is a situation which never happens in practice since the illumination of the legends, or
not as the case may be, is completely under the control of the EU software which allows
illumination of only those legends which are available for selection at the particular
time during the flight or during the particular phase of NCU usage. Additionally, some
functions are mutually exclusive. For example, FIDO, the automatic data loader, is
available for selection only before wheels up. A second example concerns the MAN/AUTO
pushbutton. This refers to the type of destination change, either manual or automatic.
These are obviously mutually exclusive and, therefore, only MAN or AUTO will be lit at
any one time. Change from MAN to AUTO, or vies versa, is achieved by pushing the button.
As a third example, selection of AUTO causes the CHANGE DEST key to be blanked.

Referring to Figure 5, it can be seen that, for descriptive purposes, the NCU controls
and displays may be considered as consisting of four parts:

- Functional Pushbutton Group
- Keyboard

- Small Opticator
- Large Opticator

(a) Functional Pushbutton Group
This is the group of 10 pushbuttons located above the two opticators. The following
functions are provided:

- Selection of destination change type (MAN or AUTO)
- Selection of the Attack and Intercept submodes of Navigation (ATK or INT)
- Automatic data loader operation (FIDO)
- Manual Destination Change (CHANGE DEST)
- Storage of the coordinates of overflown points (STORE POS)
- Fixes (PLANFIX, RANDFIX)
- Selection of whether the NCU will be used for display of data or programming

(entry) of data (DISPLAY/PROGRAM)

(b) Keyboard
This is a group of 12 pushbuttons. The lower halves of each pushbutton are used for
entry of numerical and other data. The upper halves are used to select the type of data

to be displayed or programmed.

(c) Smell Opticator
This is a three "window" alphanumeric display used to give messages to the pilot
concerning, for example, system status or OBCOS results.

d) Lare Opticator

The large opticator is used for display of the data requested by the pilot, for example
present position, or to hold keyboard entered data during programming operations of the
NCU.

8.2 NCU Display Example
Figure 6 shows the appearance of the NCU in the Display Select mode. As no data is to be

entered, the numerical part of the keyboard is blanked while the small opticator show*
that we are flying from weypoint 3 to weypoint 1 with the Doppler in memory. The top
halves of the keyboard show the menu of displays available for selection.

-----------------------------------------------------------
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Suppose that display of Present Position is desired. The pilot pushes POS and the CU
appearance becomes as shown in Figure 7 with Present Position shown in the large
opticator. Of the available display selections, only POS remains illuminated as a
reminder of the data being displayed. A further push of POS returns the NCU to display
select mode.

8.3 NCU Program Example

From the display of, for example, Present Position, as shown in Figure 7, the pilot
presses DISPLAY and the NCU appearance changes tc the Program Select mode as illustrated
in Figure 8. DISPLAY has changed to PROGRAM and the menu of programs available is
indicated in the upper halves of the keyboard pushbuttons.

Suppose that the loading of waypoint coordinates is desired. The pilot presses DEST and
the NCU appearance changes to that shown in Figure 9. Of the program menu, only DEST
remains illuminated and the letter D has appeared in the small opticator as a reminder
that the next task is the entry of the destination (or waypoint) number. The keys 0 and

1 are illuminated ready for the entry of the first digit of the waypoint number which
must be a 0 or a 1.

After entry of the waypoint number, the NCU appearance changes to that shown in Figure 10

in which a waypoint number 06 has been entered.

The next task is to ACCEPT or REJECT this data by pushing the appropriate button.

If accepted, the next task is to load the coordinates of waypoint 6 as shown in Figure 11
following which a further ACCEPT completes the entry of the waypoint number and its
coordinates.
(Note: The REJECT key is red when illuminated on the real NCU and, therefore. may not
appear to be illuminated in Figures 10 and 11 because of reproduction in black and
white).

8.4 Small Opticator Middle Window Indication Examples

Section 8.1 has given one example of how the small opticator is used during data loading
using the NCU.

Illustrated in Figure 12 are some examples of the appearance of the middle "window" of
the small opticator when it displays system status during normal flight - that is, when
the NCU is not in Program mode.

The referenced figure is self-explanatory except for the example given at the bottom
which indicates that we are flying from waypoint 3 to waypoint 2 with the D.,ppler
currently ii. memory.

8.5 Small Opticator OBCOS Indications

The appearance of the small opticator dLring self-test of the subsystem selected using
the OBCOS control located on the PCU is shown in Figure 13.

9. TESTING OF THE NAV/ATTACK SYSTEM

This section of the paper describes briefly the philosophy of integration and flight
testing of the overall prototype Nav/Attack system.

The testing comprises six phases as follows:

Phase 1

Each subsystem was acceptance tested before leaving its factory for delivery to the
systems integration and test rig site.

Phase 2

Upon arrival at the rig site, each subsystem was subjected to an identical acceptance
test using identical test equipment.

Phase 3

Progressive Integration Testing of the system on the rig against written test procedures.
In the context of integration testing, the word "progressive" means that the subsystems
were, where possible, first tested in pairs, then triplets etc.

Phase 4

Ground test of the syst.a on the trials aircraft against a written ground test procedure.

Phase 5

Flight Test. The flight test phase was essentially qualitative in that virtually no
performance measurements were taken. The objective was to prove that the system was
functioning, but not in terms of accuracy measurements.

Phase 6

Flight Trials. This phase is quantitative and will determine the accuracies of the
Navigation and Weapon aiming modes.
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For the latter part of the Flight Test phase and for the Flight Trials phase, an Airborne
Data Recorder (ADR) was installed on the aircraft to record from the data bus. The EU
software was also modified to output special parameters onto the data bus for recording
purposes. Since no instrumented range was available, other techniques had to be
developed for accuracy testing. These techniques, allied with the ADR and its associated
ground equipment, enable satisfactory flight trials analysis.

At the time of writing, the project is entering the Flight Trials phase.

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TRENDS

In conclusion, this paper has described briefly a HUD/WAC/NAV system built to satisfy the
requirements of an overseas customer. Integration of Navigation and Fire Control within
a HUT has been shown in testing to be a viable concept. In particular, the NCU approach
of using illuminated pushbuttons is an elegant solution to the problem of providing a
complex navigation control and display unit in a limited space and of locating such a
device where it belongs, "Up-Front". This is due, in particular, to the fact that no
dedicated panel engravings are necessary.

For the future, we have to pose the question -

"Are we heading towards central computing with more and more functions, which have
historically been separated, integrated into one subsystem?"

However, it seems likely that such integration should be limited to those system LRU's
and sensors which are required to operate in a co-operative manner to achieve a given
function and one will certainly not see a widespread integration crossing many different
boundaries of redundancy, integrity and performance such as by integrating flight
control, engine control, navigation, stores management, etc, all into a single computing
complex, however all encompassing the theoretical integrity of such a complex might be.
Not only would such a system be highly expensive because of the need to design every
system up to the level of the most demanding, but it poses what are presently insoluble
problems in the field of common mode failures.

Therefore, as a basic systems design technique, I do not believe that we are moving back
towards the original central computer complex. On the other hand, in the area of
aircraft weapon system retrofit, where one is adding one or two quite distinctive
features to an existing aircraft, or integrating some of the existing functions within
the aircraft, it seems possible to adopt the benefits of central computing systems whilst
at the same time maintaining the existing levels of redundancy and integrity which are
available within the basic aircraft to which these new functions are being added.
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Figure 3 PDll and ECU
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Figure 6 NCJ Display Select Mode
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rigure 7 NCU Display of Present position
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Figure 8 NCU Program Select Mode
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Figure 9 MCi "DEST* Program



Figure 10 MCU -D18T Programn (continued)
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Figure 11 ACU "DEST* Program (continued)
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/T SUMMARY

4The transition from mechanical to redundant digital electronic flight controls started in 1950 and is
at a rather advanced state. The first few full authority digital electronic engine control systems have
completed initial development. Many of the control laws and redundancy management techniques that were
pioneered in flight controls are directly applicable to digital engine controls.

Section 1 outlines the authors' recommended system design approach. Section 2 discusses some
considerations for the design of electronically implemented control laws. Section 3 describes a typical re-
dundancy management concept, based on digital flight control techniques, for a quadruplex engine control
system. This is followed by the authors' recommended analysis methodology to determine the probability
of control system failure. The conclusion of Section 3 discusses some implications that use the probability
theory has on the control system design requirements. Section 4 discusses the recommended integration,
development test and validation test approach of the authors.

1 GENERAL CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

1.1 Engine Control System Ilistory

The first turbine engine became operational less than 50 years ago. Comparing todsv's sophisti-
cated hydromechanical turbine control system to the comparatively simple turbine control oi the first
engine shows the tremendous progress made in the turbine controls field. This progress, In our opinion,
will be overshadowed by the progress that will be made in the next three to six years with the new
digital engine controls.

A turbine engine is a device that, unless controlled in an exact manner, has the tendency to self-
destruct. Control must be obtained in a reliable, efficient and cost effective manner. In many ways this
is similar to the control of an unstable aircraft with which the authors are more familiar than turbine
engine controls. However, the application of digital control techniques and redundancy management con-
cepts demonstrated In flight controls, as well as the lessons learned in flight controls, are directly appli-
cable to engine controls.

1.2 Hydromechanical Control System Design Priorities

To adequately control a turbine engine is always a difficult job. This was especially true in the

early days of turbine engine control work. There was little analytical basis for the control work and
experimentation formed much of the basis for early control systems. Out of these experiences came the
control system priorities that still hold true for today's hydromechanical controls:

1. Engine protection against self-inflicted damage for self-destruction from:

a. Temperature limits being exceeded
b. Speed limits being exceeded
c. Pressure limit being exceeded

2. Engine stability is lost as expressed in:

a. Engine thrust fluctuations
*b. Fan and compressor stall margins

c. Augmentor spikes

3. Compatibility with aircraft inlet to satisfy engine requirements for:

a. Airflow corridor
" b. Minimum burner pressure

4. Steady-State performance and accuracy of engine with regard to:

a. Thrust modulation
b. Thrust and fuel consumption requirements
c. Control sensitivity
d. Repeatability

5. Transient requirements of total engine to assure:

a. Thrust in a monotonic function of time for monotonic throttle command
b. Acceleration and deceleration times are reasonable and repeatable
c. Combustion stability is always present

6. Reliable start and transition to normal operation is available

7. Engine maintenance is minimum and can be performed In a reasonable manner.

x~t~i_______
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It is the authors' opinion that prioritizing digital electronic control system requirements in this
manner can be detrimental to a successful digital electronic control system. It is expected that proper

use of the digital processors (with the necessary help of advanced multi-variable controls theory) will
make it possible to meet all these criteria without necessarily assigning a priority order and without
sacrificing overall safety or performance at any point in the flight envelope.

1.3 Control System Design Procedure

The recommended design procedure is shown schematically in Figure 1.1, Control System Design
Integration and Validation Flow Diagram. It describes the method used by the authors in d~sign of flight
control systems. It is felt that this method would be applicable to engine control in the same manner as
to flight controls.

1.3.1 Concept Development

Any control system has three major requirements: The first is the functional requirements which
relate to the plant that must be controlled. The second is the environmental considerations which must
be specified to ensure the survivability of the control system. The third is the related probability of
operation of the control system which is especially applicable if there are redundant control modes.

The functional control law characteristics determine the engine efficiency, utility, response charac-
teristic and performance. These characteristics are obtained by synthesizing the control laws and are
validated by analysis in the design phase and by testing prior to actual use on the engine. The environ-
mental characteristics specified under which the control system components must survive are determined
by the location of the components on the engine and/or with-in the airplane. These considerations influ-
ence the basic selection of the control system components that can be used. They also affect the overall
control system architecture.

Probability of engine operation requirements are specified as the allowable probability of loss of
engine, probability of allowable mission abort, and probability of damage to the engine due to engine con-
trol system failure. The specified requirements can be used by the control system designer to determine
the required fault tolerant approach to meet the design goals for a fly-by-wire engine control system.
Redundancy considerations, In conjunction with the reliability of the individual subsystems, form the basis
of the engine operational readiness, the probability of operation, the probability of mission abort. as well
as maintenance and life cycle costs o 'he engine.

Applying probability numbers based on Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) data of component, and/ 45
or subsystems to determine probability of engine loss, etc., has severe implications on the requirements
for Continuous Built In Test (CBIT) and Initiated Built In Test (IBIT) of the engine control system.
The standard practice of using MTBF data in control system probability analysis subtly implies that prior
to each flight the control system is completely checked to verify that no latent failures are present in the
system. In addition, failures that occur and have provisions for failure isolation and system reconfigura-
tion must be identified and the system must be reconfigured. These CBIT and IBIT test requirements
must be identified and implemented as part of the fault tolerant design of the engine control system.

1.3.2 System Definition and Development

The combination of functional and probability of operation requirements results in the complete defi-
nition of the conceptual engine control system. The authors feel that it is prudent at this time that the
initial Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Single Point Failure Analysis (SPFA) be conducted
to determine if there are any failure modes within the control system that have not been properly ad-
dressed. Merely conducting a single point failure analysis and a failure modes and effects analysis is not
sufficient since it only identifies potential problem areas and potential solutions. The potential solutions
must be validated through testing on the actual engine control hardware to assure that the conclusions
derived are correct. Therefore It Is important that the testing facility be available that has the ability to
validate single point failure analysis results and failure modes and effects analysis results.

The functional analysis results must be validated in a similar manner - preferably on the same con-
trols test stand. The method proposed here for functional and redundancy management verification is toconstruct an engine controls test stand that will allow validation of control systems characteristics. The
definition of such a test stand must be considered in the conceptual engine control system design. The
validation of the control system operation as influenced by environmental characteristics is done as part
of the component testing and is not considered in the test stand design.

After the conceptual design Is completed, the system must be separated into Individual line replace-
able units (LRUs) must be done. The line replaceable units are computers, actuators, sensors, etc.,
each requiring its own dedicated specification. Satisfactory results from the control system analysis, theI-FMEA ad the SPFA assure that the specification is ready for vendor selection and contract negotiations.
As part of the contract award negotiations, a definition of LRU development testing, acceptance testing.
environmental testing. reliability development, and life testing must be defined and made a part of the
contrat.

1.3.3 Verlfic,ton, Validation, and Integration Testing

Based on the authors' experience in flight control systems, it seems almost impossible to Integrate a
high authority digital engine control system or flight control system without the use of a control system
test stand. A generajised block diagram of such a control test stand is shown in Figure 1.2. A control
test stand is used to integrate the control system hardware, perform functional validation of the control
laws and redundancy management implementation of the engine control system design.

___
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Experience in flight control system has shown that it is extremely important to perform formal test-
ing with well-documented and rigidly controlled test procedures. It is helpful to perform some develop-
ment testing prior to the official tests in order to assure basic system operation and to allow identification
and resolution of early fundamental operation problems. Close cooperation is required between the
selected LRU vendors and the buyer to assure that the vendor's development test procedures, acceptance
test procedures, environmental test procedures, life test procedures, and the buyer's system integration
test proced,-es, development test procedures and validation test procedures are properly coordinated.
This coorea.,cion is especially important for the design of the integration test facility at the buyer's

facility. wrich places special requirements on many of the Individual LRUs. These special requirements
will require extra features of the lab test units to allow visibility into internal operation of LRUs to aid in
problem identification and debugging.

The test stand facility must serve the purpose of conducting preliminary trial runs of tests to be
conducted at a later date on the engine in the test sell or on the aircraft. Time and money should.
therefore, be saved in the test cell and aircraft tests by debugging the test plans and procedures and by
allowing the test cell and aircraft tests to be checks of critical points and a verification of previous
results.

Satisfactory completion of all testing on the engine controls test stand should be a prerequisite for
the control systems testing in the engine test cell. If a good representation of the thermodynamic engine
was used In the closing of the control loops on the controls test stand, the test results of the engine test
cell should be identical to the results obtained on the test stand. This in turn implies that the test cell
operation of the engine control system and the total engine operation is a validation of the previously
obtained engine controls test stand results. Proper use of the controls test stand therefore allows the
inexpensive operational use of the engine controls test stand to be substituted for many hours of expen-
sive test cell runs.

The test procedures used and validated on the test stand can also be used on the engine test cell
operation and engine installation testing on the aircraft. Again, this will lead to further cost and time
savings in the final phases of the program when time is generally at a premium and delay costs are high.

2. '"NCTIONAL TURBINE ENGINE CONTROL LAWS

section briefly reviews typical current Hydro-Mechanical control law developnent for turbine
enf" A gives a general example of a hydro-mechanical control law. This will be followed by a dis-
c, f expected parallels between turbine engine control and flight control system developments.

2.1 Engine Model for Control Law Discussions

The turbine engine model selected for detail discussion of the control laws is shown in Figure 2.1.
It is an afterburning, two stage turbine engine with the sensors and actuation system controls identified.
The engine Is typical of those used in current generation fighters.

2.2 Typical Hydro-Mechanical Control Law Concept

Current turbine engine control systems schedule the inlet fan vane guides and high pressure
compressor vane guides as a function of component corrected speeds. These schedules are derived from
component tests and are designed to maximize component efficiencies along the operating lines which will
assure adequate stall margins for even the most severe operating conditions anticipated.

The fuel control is similarily designed to schedule fuel flow as a function of RPM, engine pressures,
engine temperatures, static pressure, free air temperature and Mach number to assure that none of the
operating limits of the turbine engine will be exceeded and the required operational characteristics are
maintained.

The general approach used in hydro-mechanical controls is to use a "predictor" control law that
predicts in advance the desired vane guide position, nozzle position or fuel flow desired based on pres-
sure. temperature or other sensor signals.

In brief, this design approach is well understood by the engine controls community and has a large
I data base to support its use. The hydro-mechanical control computers development in support of this

.* control concept are an outstanding engineering achievement representing a mature technology.

*2.3 Recommendations for Digital Electronic Turbine Control Laws

The potential performance improvements obtainable by modern electronic control systems in increased
thrust over the flight envelope, improved Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), improved probability of
Mission Success, lower probaoility of engine damage and engine loss and the promise of lower develop-
ment, acquisition, operating and life cycle cost will, in the authors' opinion, make the current approach
obsolete.

However. digital electronic computers show only small advantages when incorporating conventional
engine control laws into a digital hardware/software architecture. This can be vastly improved by adding
an electronic control law concept which also uses command position (or fuel flow) to drive the plant to be

..........



74ntrolled to desired operating conditions and is implemented by following several guidelines used in the

development of digital flight control systems. The following guidelines should be observed:

1. The design approach should lend itself to small amplitude - piecewse linear systems analysis
using either state variable or complex plane techniques.

2. The limit functions should be excluded from the control law analysis. The inclusion of limit
functions prohibits initial use of linear analysis, which is a very powerful tool for validating the
initial design concept. Table 2.1 shows a Hst of 38 limit functions required for a generalized
two spool engine. Any or all of these limits can be functions of multiple variables used or not
used in the primary engine control laws.

3. The linear analysis should be followed by time domain non-linear analysis to evaluate the effects
of limit functions and other nonlinearities.

4. Actuator control loops should be designed to be single command/feedback functions with only
one summing junction in the loop structure. Reduction of the actuation system(s) to first or-
der, second order or third order linear system must be possible.

2.4 Recommended Interface Between the Hydro-Mechanical and Digital Flight Control Subsystems

Designing control laws based on the preceding recommendations is expected to produce superior
performance over the hydro-mechanical system. However, since the new control laws and mechanization
have not been proven to date, it is advantageous to build the initial systems such, that the control laws
of the electronic system are in control. but the hydro-mechanicl control system is also active and ready
to take over should the electrical system perform unsatisfactorily or even fail. By the same token, it
must be possible to disconnect the hydro-mechanical system if that portion of the system should fall.
This switching concept is shown in Figure 2.2. For the case shown, the inlet Fan Vane control and HPC
Vane control is spring-loaded to the hydro-mechanical control. By applying hydraulic pressure to the
transfer valve the electrical control mode is selected. There are Independent loop closures for the
electrical and hydro-mechanical actuation system. Through the use of the transfer valve, either loop
closure can be selected.

3. REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATION

This section first describes a typical redundancy management concept used in quadruplex digital
control systems. This is followed by an example of probability analysis applied to such a quadruplex
control system. The conclusion of this chapter discusses the authors' approach to probability of opera-
tion specification for a control system, some implications that use of probahility theory imposes on the
system design and the definition of the authors' "cost effective" design goals.

3.1 Typical Redundancy Management Concepts for Quadruplex Digital Processor Systems

One of the desirable features of a digital processor is its capability to process large amounts of
data, perform complex computations, and make complex logic decisions in an efficient manner. The unde-
sirable part about the digital processor is its failure modes. First, these failure modes can be cata-
strophic at any time without prior warning. This is in contrast to a mechanical system where failures are
normally preceded by detectable wear, leaks, or degraded performance. Second, there are many failure
modes that allow basic operation of the processor, but do not allow performing the computations and the
desired logic decisions in the manner required by the system design.

3.1.1 Built in Test Concept

The problen of the processor operating but coming up with wrong solutions can be handled by
using a well-structured and dedicated method of testing. One should realize that a unique feature of the
digital processor is its capability of determining if the last st of computations performed by the proces-
sor were performed correctly. This is accomplished by a testing method commonly called built-in tests
(BIT). BIT can be separated into two parts; continuous BIT (CBIT), which is run any time the func-
tional algorithms are being executed, and initiated BIT (IBIT), which is run when power Is first turned
on or when selected by ground crew or pilot.

The concept of continuous BIT and initiated BIT must be an integral part of the control system
design. It is not a feature that can be added on at a later time, but must be considered in the initial
system design. The hierarchy of a redundancy management system starts with the digital processors.
Once the processors' operation has been verified all the Interfaces between the digital processors and
between each processor and the outside world are tested. After that testing has been completed satisfac-
torily, testing Is extended to the sensors and their interfaces, the actuators and their interfaces, and

* also the discrete signals and their interfaces.
The continuous BIT Is running continuously and checks the normal operation of the control system.

The initiated BIT checks, in addition to the normal operation, such Items as failure detection monitoring
circuits, control system reconfiguration circuits, and display interfaces. Failure to pass these tests leads
in general to the disabling of the affected system portion(s).

A generally accepted philosophy is that a digital processor ean declare only itself as failed. It is
considered imprudent to allow the other processors to declare a particular processor failed. Considering
the amount of self-testing that Is possible In a digital processor, the authors feel that this Is a proper
decision.

* -.... . -
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A typical series of tests conducted by the digital processor to assure Its operational status is:

1. A watchdog type monitor in the computer hardware that is of the "dead man" switch type.

2. A PROM memory test that performs a check sum of the memory and compares it against a stored
number Indicating the correct check sum.

3. A separate computation involving all the microcode instructions of each individual processor.
The correct results of the computation(s) is stored and compared to the actual results obtained.

4. A parity check that verifies the validity of data previously stored prior to its use.

5. A pattern check* of the RAM memory.

6. A pattern check* of the digital processor bus system and the registers.

7. A check of the power supply within the control system.

* NOTE:

A pattern check consists of writing all zeros into the desired locations and then reading the infor-
mation back out to assure that the input and output information is identical. This process is
repeated With all ones, alternate zeros and ones, alternate ones and zeros, alternate zeros and ones
in pairs, and alternate ones and zeros in pairs.

If a processor can perform all the indicated functions for continuous BIT correctly, the processor
can be assumed to be working with a very high degree of confidence. Once the processor is operating
satisfactorily, the next step is to test the interfaces from the digital processor to the outside world.
These interfaces are:

1. The analog to digital and digital to analog converter

2. The discrete input and output signal interface system

3. The intercommunication systems between digital processors typically called the cross channel
data links.

4. The MIL-STD-1553 bus if such a device is part of the system.

3.1.2 Built in Test Applications

The analog to digital (A to D) and digital to analog (D to A) converter continuous built-in test is
beat described with reference to Figure 3. 1. This test uses a dedicated wrap-around test loop and the
previously described test patterns that were used in the RAM memory testing. The digital processor uses
the test pattern, one at a time, and sends the data out through the D to A converter. The wrap-around
test loop is activated and the analog data transfers directly through a buffer amplifier to the analog to
digital converter. The analog to digital converter receives the digitized data and verifies that the data is
within tolerance. Typical tolerance is ±2 least significant bits. By using all test patterns and obtaining
satisfactory results the normal operation of the A to D and D to A converter is assured.

The discrete signal interface system is best described with reference to Figure 3.2. This system
also uses a wrap-around test similar to the analog to digital and digital to analog converter wrap-around
loop. The discrete signals coming into the digital processor are stored In a latch buffer and are coming
in through the parallel interface. From there the signals are sent to the digital processor via the digital
processor bus. The output discretes are sent via the digital processor bus to the output latch buffer.
From the output latch buffer the discrete signals are transferred in the parallel mode to the discrete hold
circuits. The hold circuits are the refresher type that require periodic updating for the discretes to
stay in the ON state. This assures that if the digital processor stops functioning the discrete signals
will go towards the OFF state typically within two to four samples. The wrap-around loop uses the serial
interface of the shift registers. The output latch buffers are wrapped around to the input latch buffers
and the testing Is similar to the analog to digital converter test. The digital processor uses the test pat-
terns previously discussed and feeds the date to the output latch buffer in the parallel manner. From
there the data is transferred to the input latch buffers using the serial link between the input and out-
put latch buffers. The digital processor receives the data from the input latch buffer and compares them
for bit identical patterns. Using all test patterns, one pattern at a time, and obtaining good results
assures normal operation of the discrete interface. The experience of the authors is that the discrete
interface is a much more cumbersome and difficult task for design, test, and validation than the analog
signal interface.

The cross channel data link Interface In best described with reference to Figure 3.3. This inter-
face is the communication link between the different digital processors of the engine control system. This
test uses again the previously discussed test patterns where each of the digital processors sends the test
patterns to the other processors, all working time synchronous. The digital processors start their on-
putational cycle, which typically varies from 10 to 20 milliseconds, at the same instant. Since all pro-
cessors start their task of continuous BIT simultaneously and all processors know what data is to be
received since they are also transmitting the same date, each prooessor can check the data received from
the other processors and verify normal operations. Receiving all test patterns from the other processors
in the bit Identical manner assures normal operation of the cross channel data link.

Many of the digital processor Interfaces to the outside world have their own dedicated RAM memory.
This RAM memory requires a separate test, Identical to the test for the previously discussed processor
RAM memory, which was described at the beginning of this section.

... .A .. ,__ _ __
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The testing of the MIL-STD-1553 bus system is specified as part of MIL-STD-1553. The only
recommendations that the authors have is that if the dual bus which is specified in the MIL-STD is used,
the system should alternate between the A bus and the B bus. By using the buses in an alternate
manner, a failed bus is detected at the time the first failure occurs and a failed system is not carried
along without knowing that a failure has occurred. Using the same bus until a failure occurs can result
in having had a failure in the bus sytem not being used and when trying to use the second part finding
that the system had previously failed.

3.2 Typical Redundancy Management Concepts for Signals Interfacing With A Quadruplex Digital Control
System

3.2. 1 Input Sensor Management

This section discusses the failure detection of redundant input sensor signals. In case of engine
controls, typical input signals are pressure signals, RPM signals, and temperature signals. Pilot command
signals and actuator position signals also fall into this category. The testing is best described with ref-
erence to Figure 3.4 which shows the data flow for the testing. One capability found in the digital sys-
tems that is not available in analog systems is the use of separate criteria for selecting the signals to be
used for computation and detecting if a signal is failed. Assuming the quadruplex channel system, shown
in Figure 3.4. each of the four processors receives all four sensor signals, one from its own A to D con-
verter and the other three from the cross channel data link. The typical procedure is to perform a rea-
sonableness test which also produces some filtering on the data.

This filtering is helpful in determining if the local channels sensor signal is within normal operating
limits relative to the other channel sensor signals. The standard procedure is that each processor can
only declare its own signal failed. The criteria typically used is that each sensor must be different (by
more than the failure threshold) from all three sensor signals in the same polarity direction. It is not
unusual to alluw a signal to indicate that it has failed for several consecutive samples before the sensor is
officially declared failed. Such an occurrence is stored as failure indication data. That data should be
displayed at the post flight system check for maintenance action. If the signal is not within tolerance, it
is not used as part of the signal selection algorithm that determines the sensor signal value to be used in
the control computations.

The selected signal for computation is typically the average of the middle values if all four signals
of the previous computation have been declared good; it is the middle value if there are three good
signals; and it is the lower, nonzero value, if there are only two good signals remaining. The lower
nonzero value is chosen to prevent hardover signals and signals failed to zero from being selected.

Discrete signal failures are detected through a time relationship. Each digital processor receives all
four signals (either through Its own interface of through the cross channel data links) and determines the
good/failed status of each signal and the switching action that should take place in the central system.

The closing or opening action of switch contacts on a multipole switch typically do not occur simul-
taneously. Consequently it is possible that there is a substantial time difference between the status
change of the first set of contacts and the last set of contacts on a multipole switch in response to a
typical command. The only exception is switches incorporating a mechanical overcenter device that makes
the switch assembly into a bistable device. The bistable switch assembly is recommended for use with
redundant digital systems.

Assuming that a switching action is initiated by some component within the engine control system,
actual switching in the processor occurs after a majority of the good signals have changed state. For
example, if there are four good signals and three of the four signals have changed state, the processor
assumes that the switching command Is correct and will perform the switching indicated. Discrete signals
have a designated time limit, a typical number is 150 milliseconds, to complete switching. If the fourth
signal in the previous example completes switching prior to the switching time limit expiring, no failure is
declared. If the fourth signal does not switch prior to the time limit expiring, the processor will declare
the fourth signal failed. The same procedure is used if there are only three or two good signals.

One should note that in discrete signals It is quite possible to have two simultaneous failures.
making it impossible for the processor to isolate the failed signals. It is therefore important to define for
each type of discrete signal the preferred state to which the processor will revert the system if it is no
longer possible to determine what the discrete status is. In some cases. the preferred state is a condi-

tional situation depending on other variables available.

3.2.2 Actuator Management

The remaining failure detection concept is the actuation system failure identification. This is the
most difficult concept and also has the most conceptual variation. The authors' preferred concept is the
electro-hydraulic servo valve with multiple coils. This concept is shown in Figure 3.5. The advantage of
the multiple coil concept is that it allows interface of multiple electrical channels to one actuator without
violating the electrical isolation requirements. Most engine control systems use the single-fluid actuator,
which is substantially simpler to control and monitor than the dual fluid system typically used in flightcontrols. Since position accuracies of ±2 percent are acceptable for engine control systems, the electrical

command, mechanical feedback concept is recommended. This, in turn, will lead to the simplified in-line
monitoring concept shown in Figure 3.5. The in-line monitoring concept duplicates the drive circuit used
on the primary actuator for monitoring and compares the drive currents from the model drive circuit to
the actual circuit. Failure identification of each circuit is nearly instantaneous and thereby prevents
large failure transients. This actuation system Is three-fail operate electrically, but since there is only
one EIIV and only one fluid system, there Is no fail operational capability in the fluidic portion.

1-t~
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There is an additional method of failure detection available for engine control systems. This con-

cept is based on real time modeling of the thermodynamic engine In the onboard digital processor. This
concept is shown in Figure 3.6. Such a real time model was developed by General Electric and demon-
strated as part of the FADEC progrsm. The results are published in a SAE paper (Reference 1). This
paper describes a real time modeling concept of the thermodynamic engine which provides all sensor
signals of the engine. This model can be carried in the digital processor controlling the engine and the
sensor outputs from the model can be used to control the engine. By using Kalman filtering techniques
to make the engine and sensor signals track together, one can determine failures of the sensors and con-
tinue to operate the engine in the presence of sensor failures, even if there is only one digital processor
in the engine control system.
3.3 Computing Probability of Engine Operation

There are several possible approaches to determine the probability of operation of an engine control
system. A typical approach is to determine the for each component and the probability of operation is
the sum of all the individual 's. This approach is not suitable for redundant fly-by-wire type control
systems. This is mostly due to the fact that there is a high dependency and interrelationship in
redundant control systems that defeats the summation technique.

For the probability of operation analysis of redundant electronic control systems the probability
block diagram modeling approach is recommended. This requires the construction of a block diagram rep-
resenting the total control system. The total control system consists of the electrical power circuits, the
fluidic power systems, the electronic system segments, the wiring of the control system, the sensors and
the actuators of the control system. The basis for such a diagram is shown in Figure 3.7 for a gener-
alized control system. The solid lines represent a single digital processor system. Adding the dotted
lines results in a dual digital channel processor system. The fluidic portions are single channel. Each of
the components or blocks has its own MTBF and the probability of failure of that block is l/MTBF.

By adding the sensors, electrical fuel control circuits and electrical actuator control circuits to the
output states defined by Figure 3.7 a probability of operation flow diagram can be constructed, as shown
by Figure 3-8. The control system is operational if a continuous path exists from the left side of the
flow diagram to the right side of the flow diagram. The individual branches of the flow diagram are con-
nected by AND gates and OR gates.

Figure 3-8 illustrates probability of operation for a nonredundant control system. Being single
channel, the system has poor probability of operation with the expected number of failures per million
flight hours determined by adding the probability of failure (or ) of each block.

Figure 3.9 represents a dual digital channel engine control system with the piviously used single
channel fluid systems. The outputs of Figure 3.7 are used as inputs to Figure 3.9 as in the previous
example. The sensors, electronic fuel control circuits and electronic actuator control circuits are also
dualized. The multiple EIHV coil interface approach, previously discussed, was assumed. The resulting
block diagram, shown in Figure 3.9, is substantially more complex than the previously shown single
channel system. By inspection one can determine that the resulting control system can operate after the
following failures:

1. One digital processor, or

2. One fuel control channel failure plus one Vane guide actuator channel failure plus one nozzle
actuator channel failure, or

3. One electrical power system failure. All other failures lead to loss of engine control.

An additional level of redundancy Is shown in Figure 3.10. In this configuration use is made of the
Crss Channel Data Link (CCDL) that allows data exchange between the digital processors. The outputs
of Figure 3.7 again provide the inputs to Figure 3.10. Even though the hardware complexity increased
very little, the complexity of the block diagram in Figure 3.10 increased substantially over the previous
two figures. The addition of the CCDL allows the control system to operate the actuation control circuits
of channel I with the sensors of channel 2 and visa verse. In addition, the exchange of sensor signals
allows better testing and failure isolation.

The systems shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 can no longer be analyzed by summing up the probabil-
Ity of failure of the individual blocks. In order to obtain the probability of the engine control system
failure, one must write the probability equations of the block diagram and compute the probability of loss
of engine control based on mission duration. The probability of aircraft loss increases exponentially with
mission duration.

There are additional implications to the block diagrams in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Each of the OR
gates indicates redundant systems with either system having the capability of controlling the engine. By

*. computing the probability of operation in the manner indicated, one makes implicitly the assumption that
all failures are detected and the control system is reoonfigured in a safe manner. In other words, a
failure can not cause critical damage to the engine prior to system reconfiguration and the reconfiguration
circuits can never fall. This would imply a coverage of 1 which is not possible. However, using good
design practices and a good CBIT and IBIT concept, coverages above 0.95 are possible and are also
satisfactory.

By using the recommended analysis approach, ona can analyze systems of any complexity. Being
able to analyse systems allows one to trade off different system redundancies and redundancy management
concepts. Based on work perfbrmed In flight controls, the authors believe that it is possible to meet the
"proposed requirements definition for redundancy management" postulated in Section 3.4.

I I
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3.4 Requirements Definition for Redundancy Management

The redundancy and fall-operational capability requirements of a control system must be developed

with guidance from probability analysis. The basic design requirements for such an approach is to define
the criteria for:

1. Allowable Probability of plant shutdown due to control system failure.

2. Allowable Probability of Mission Abort.

3. Design Mission Duration.

4. Probability of damage to the plant being controlled due to control system failures.

Using again Flight Control Technology as reference, the probability of loss of aircraft due to flight
control system failures of a tactical fighter is typically less than 10- 7 

and the probability of mission abort
due to flight control system failure must be less than 10- 3 . Mechanical flight controls cannot be built to
meet these criteria, but an electronic flight control system, designed to have the necessary redundancy
and fall-operational capability, can meet the specified criteria.

The criteria for engine control system loss can be specified in the same manner as for flight con-
trols. There might be a difference in loss of control criteria for single and multiple engine aircraft. The
critical case is the single engine airplane and the criteria development in this paper will use a single en-
gine tactical aircraft example. Considering that loss of engine control typically causes loss of the air-
craft, the allowable probability of engine control system failure is less than 10- 7 .

The second item that must be specified is the probability of mission abort due to engine control
system failure. The probability of one mission abort per 10+3 

missions used in the flight control system
is considered applicable and will be used here.

The third item is the mission duration time. According to MIL-F-9490D, the applicable flight control
system specification, the design mission is typically the longest mission that does not require mid-air re-
fueling. The longest mission for a tactical fighter is the ferry mission and the specified mission time for
this design is 2 hours.

Fourth, the allowable probability of damage to the engine due to the control system failures must be
considered. Due to the high cost of engine repair, no failure within the engine control system is allowed
to result In damage to the engine. The probability specified for engine damage must therefore be less
than 10- 7 

which is the probability of total loss of engine control. The specified probability is 10- 8 .

The design requirements specified so far are:

1. Allowable probability of engine failure due to engine control system failures is less than 10- 7 
or

one failure in 107 
flight hours.

2. Allowable probability of mission abort due to engine control system failure is less than 10- 3 
per

mission. This can also be expressed as one mission abort every 103 
missions.

3. The design mission duration is 2 hours.

4. Allowable probability of engine damage due to engine control system failure Is less than 10-8

Based on these requirements and proper use of probability analysis, the redundancy management
portion of the engine control system can be specified.

Missions time for probability operations are not necessarily the same functionly as mission time
which is from take-off to landing. Mission time for probability computations is the time between complete
system validations. This includes all functions rarely used, such as limits, reconfiguration circuits,
failure detection circuits, sensors, actuators. etc. To make this definition mathematically complete, a
coverage greater than .95 for all systems and component tests is specified as an acceptable system
validation. It can be safely stated that a manual system check to 95 percent coverage is not possible.
Such a test is typically automated as a combination of continuous BIT and preflight/poetflight BIT with
some manual tasks such as moving controls and switches done by the pilot. Such a test must be con-
sidered from the initial design to meet the specified requirements. One should note that the probability
mission time approaches equipment installed time as coverage approaches zero.

4. CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION, DEVELOPMENT TESTING, AND VALIDATION TESTING

A complex digital control system, of the nature discussed in this paper, must be integrated and
validated in a closed loop environment. A closed loop environment means, in this case, that thethermodynamic engine characteristics are being modeled by a digital processor and that the input vari-ables (such as flow, fan position, vane guide positions, and exhaust nosle area) are used as input to

the thermodynamic engine model. The outputs of the thermodynamic engine model are the sensor inputs
to the engine control system. Having a complete engine control system, consisting of the actual hardware
and software, not a simulation of it, integrated with the thermodynamic loop closure as previously
described, allows one to simulate engine operation of the total engine in its final configration. In the

K-.
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design of the control system (prior to specification release for the individual LRUs), one must make pro-
visions so that all inputs to the thermodynamic engine model are available as electrical signals, and to
make provisions so that all inputs from the thermodynamic engine model to the engine control system can
be entered In parallel with the actual sensors. An alternate to this approach is a sensor input simulation
so that the output of the actual sensor can be used as input to the engine control system.

Testing to be performed on such engine controls test stands consists of the following:

1. Integration of all control system components and their functional evaluation.

2. Engine controllability evaluation over the flight envelope. (It should be pointed out that the
controls test bench testing is rather inexpensive and that time can be spent cost effectively
verifying all aspects of engine operations.)

3. Validation of the failure modes and effects analysis and the single point failure analysis.

4. Dynamic thrust response evaluation of the simulated engine and engine control system com-
bination.

By performing the testing in a rather rigorous snd extensive manner many problems typically dis-
covered in the flight test program can be discovered on the engine test stand. The prerequisite for such
a statement is that the thermodynamic engine model, which Is contained as mathematical equation in a
digital processor, has the necessary fidelity. Such models can be formed as is indicated in Reference 1.

The authors' design for an engine controls test stand is shown as block diagram in Figure 4.1.
Assuming that the engine test stand is used by the engine designer, it must have the capability of sim-
ulating typical aircraft acceleration and deceleration profiles, typical climb and descent profiles, and oper-
ation at any constant Mach and altitude point. At any of these points in the flight envelope, the engine
must be able to accel/decel, simulate air starts or perform any other required functions.

It Is the authors' opinion that all testing to be done in the engine test cell should also be done
first on the engine controls test stand. This assures that the time spent in the test cell is used for
maximum benefit since all test procedures have been previously validated. One of the experiences fre-
quently encountered is that the first set of test instructions shows definite weaknesses and have to be
corrected prior to use on the actual aircraft.

Another benefit of the controls test stand is the total validation of the continuous and initiated
built-in tests. It is extremely difficult to finalize such concepts on the actual engine. The capability of
stopping the simulation at any time, investigating the individual conditions existing at that point, and
continuing on after all the errors have been corrected and unexpected indications are understood, is of
immense value. This type of testing is not only of value at the initial development of the engine control
system, but also during engine tests and flight test programs. One can simulate engine abnormalities and
thereby gain a better insight into problems occurring in testing that cannot be analyzed in such detail in
an engine test cell or in a flight test program.

The authors also envision use of engine control test stands by the airframe manufacturer. Such a
test stand will probably become part of the control system development test stand. If a complex
fly-by-wire control system or integrated flight and propulsion controls test stand is used on a particular

* airplane, the interaction between engine, electrical power system, hydraulic power system and the flight
control system can be validated. By having all these subsystems functioning together on the same
controls test stand, interactions of these subsystems can be analyzed if there are problem areas;

* .corrections can be found and implemented.

An additional area of concern for the airframe contractor is the engine inlet and the airframe inter-
action. By modeling the inlet In the proper fashion and by using the controls test stand as a flying aim-
ulator, the excursions of alpha and bets (which are typically critical to the inlet and airframe integration)
can be investigated. In considering such an investigation one must realize that the maximum alpha and
beta excursion which are of interest typically occur during failures in the control system or are due to
gust disturbances on the aircraft. By obtaining the alpha and beta excursions due to control system fail-
ures and simultaneously simulating the effect on engine performance, one has the capability to verify if
there is a problem and test possible solutions to the problem. The same is true for disturbances due to

* gusts.

S. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the control system design technique used by the authors in the develop-

ment of electronic flight controls translated to the development of engine controls. Valuable lessons have
been learned in the past decade in the development of fault tolerant, flight critical flight controls.
Through this experience a process of linearlnonlinear analysis, simulation, and hardware integration test-
ing has developed. Structuring the control system design, documentation and testing as recommended In
this paper offers the hope of leading to control systems that function as desired, have no hidden prob-
leme, and can be developed in a cost-effective manner.

6. RESUMES8
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He is presently the Director, -Technical Staff of the Vice President of Engineering, Northrop
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I. TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE LIMIT 20. RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS PILOT LIGHT OPERATION

2. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR/TURBINE RPM LOWER LIMIT 21. LEAN FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS PILOT LIGHT IGNITION

3. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSORITURBINE RPM UPPER LIMIT 22. LEAN FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR All PILOT LIGHT OPERATION

4. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR STALL LIMIT 23. RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AN IGNITION

S. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR OUTPUT PRESSURE UPPER LIMIT 24. RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS OPERATIOR

S. LOW PRESSURE COMPRESSOR OUTPUT PRESSURE LOWER LIMIT 25. LEAN FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS IGNITION

7. ENGINE BYPASS RATIO (UPPER) LIMIT 26. LEAR FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS OPERATION

S. ERGINE BYPASS RATIO LOWERI LIMIT 27. MAX MAIN BURNER TEMPERATURE LIMIT
S. HIGH PRE ASS RE COMPRAI SORI TUR LINE RPM LOW ER LIM IT 2 7. MM MAIN BU RN ER TEMPERATURE LIMIT

1 HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESRORITURSNIME RPM UPPER LIMIT 2. MAX MAIN BURNER PRESSURE LIMIT

II. HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSURE OUTPUT PRESSURE UPPER LIMIT 30. MIN MAIN BURNER PRESSURE LIMIT

12. HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSURE OUTPUT PRESSURE LOWER LIMIT 31. MAX All TEMPERATURE LIMIT

11 HIGH PRESSURE COMPHESSURE OUTPUT TEMPERATURE UfER LIMIT 32. MIN AS TEMPERATURE LIMIT

I4. HIGH PRESSURE COMPRESSURE OUTPUT TEMPERATURE LOWER LIMIT 33. MIN FAN VANE GUIDE ACTUATOR ELECTRICAL TRAVEL LIMIT

IIL RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR MAIN COMBUSTOR IGNITION 34. MAX FAN VANE GUIDE ACTUATOR ELECTRICAL TRAVEL LIMIT

IS. RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR MAIN COMBUSTOR OPERATION 31. MIN HPC VANE ACTUATOR MECHANICAL COMMAND LIMIT

17. LEAN FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR MAIN COMBUSTOR IGNITION X. MAX HKC VANE ACTUATOR MECHANICAL COMMAND LIMIT

28. LEAN FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR MAIN COMBIUSTOR OPERATION 37. MIH VEN ACTUATOR ELECTRICAL TRAVEL UMIT

1. RICH FUEL FLOW LIMIT FOR AS PILOT LIGHT IGNITION 3. MAX VEN ACTUATOR ELECTRICAL TRAVEL LIMIT

TABLE 2.1 ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM LIMITS
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LIENS ENTRE LA REGULATION NUNERIQUE DUI MOTELIL

E T LES AUTRES YONCTIONS DE L'AVION

Ingdnieur A I& SNECKA - 77550 MOISSY CRAMAYEL

RESULME

La rfigulation numlrique ouvre Is porte A une plus grande intlgration du moteur A l'avion
par Ie biais de nouveaux dialogues avec le pilate et les entree systaxes avions, soit
pour assurer de nouvelles fonctiona, soit pour perfectionner lea services actuels. Les
domaines vis~s couvrent de meilleures performances, une optimisation plus globale et une
plus grande facilitfi de pilotage. Pour cela, ii faut faire dialoguer plusieurs sysames.
Plusieurs structures le permettent. Une mfithode de choix de structure eat propoode pour
conserver 4 chaque systlme important son autonomie en cas de difficultfi et pour toutefois
b~nlficiar des avantages de l'intgration. Lea fonctions soot analysdes puis regrouples
en pyramide de fajon A respecter une non propagation de panne. L'objectif eci de conser-
ver au syst,%me intkgrg une organisation compr~hensible et matirisable. Cette organisation,
non optimsle, donne Is prioritg A Is sicuritg d'une part, et A un partage des responsa-
bilitds Sans ambiguitg d'autre part.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Dans un moteur traditionnel, lee fonctione de rigulation moteur, de surveillance moteur
et de maintenance, Etaient bien diatinctes, rgnlisdies par des Equipements slipards. La rE-
gulation assure Is ou lea d~bits carburants et Is position des organeo mobiles a partir
d'Equipements hydromdcaniques, rlgulateurs et quelqusfois Eilectroniques, calculateura ana-
logiques. La surveillance se limitait A des indications pilate. - PCA - Tt7 - N2, charge
au pilots d'exercer Is surveillance propremeot dute. La maintenance at faisait au Sol,
par des moyes spicifiques, mallettas, cabines de test, suivant un calendrior programmE
ou en Sanction d'aoomalier do fonctionnement telles qu'elles pouvaient Sire per~uea par
Ie pilots.

Si lea fanctions rigulation, surveillance, maintenance, Etajent distinctes. A fortiori
lee autree fonctions de l'svion 6taient rialisfes qussiment sans lien avec Is moteur.
L'introduction de Ia rigulation numfirique, rendue indispensable par Is complicati--o des

moteura, incite I repenser cee liens, sait pence que la rialisation d'une nouvelle fanction
peut quolquofois lire limitfie A une simple modification de logiciel pluidi qu'S l'adjonc-

optimisationes globales qui auraient Stfi trap pinalisantes en anslogique.

A titre d'exemple, une rigulation numfirique rodondanta implique un systiue sophiatiqui
de d~tection de panne, pour pouvoin automatiquement at tr~s rapidement commuter d'ur.
vale our une autne. Cat autotest r~gulation implique une surveillance moteun qui Pau, s
aubstituen I callo exencla par 1. pilot.

Un seine example d'interflnences ontre sysilmeo distincte rendus poseibles par I* neal-
nique, pourrait lire une modification sutomatique des lois de rigulation an Sanction do

Ia chargesrvio:. TU

1i . i~t due in t~gration fonctionnalle

it 1.1. La r~gulation du nateur

nLarguistion, pour sea becames prapros, recueille our Is moteur un ensemble d'infor-

OatRe tletrt.II serait dammag. qua coo rlcultate me acient pas dieponibles pour
satbecoin d'informations motaur. Ceex-ci cant deune part, I& surveil-



lance en vol d u mo teur et sa maintenance, d'auire pert lea autree systames avions dont en
p arti culiear 1la navigation et l'armement.

nous sembe manifese

Ladmande du pilt s obe Eres libir6 de toute surveillance moteur quand "tout
va bien"; il 1cc crfe done une nouvelle fonction de surveillance automatique. Cette fonc-
tion s'appuie cur une modglisation tempe riel embarqute. L'autre demande ect de disposer
d'informations prficises quand "tout ne ye plus bien" et d'un guide de dicision (mgmento

glectronique). Ceci suppose qu'apras Ia ditection d'une anomalie 11 y ait une localisation
suffisamment pricise de Ia dfifaillance et, soit une reconfiguration automatique avec infor-
mation au pilots (parte redondance, par example). soit reconfiguration manuelle avec diag-
nostic en clair au pilots (tube cathodique).

II - I.2.La maintenance moteur

La maintenance juatifie dis aujourd'hui cur des moteurs existants des fiquipemants talc
que concentrateur de dones (PMUX), compteurs de cycles, etc..La fonction concentra-
tion de donnges ect en grande partie redondante avec celle de rdgulation. Las traitemants
de ces informations pour lea besoins de Ia maintenance soot iras variables suivant lea
utilisations, mais ils peuvant tous utiliser dec macures et des calculs effectuis par Is
rigulation. Sans dfifinir lea niveaux de maintenance on pent distinguar quatre niveaux de
"demandeurs" d'informations qui viseni A la maintenance du moteur

- Diagnostic en vol.

- Enragistrement en vol (at dipouillement au sol).

- Tests au aol.

- Geation ceniralisfie d'un parc de moteurs.

A l'exception peut ire du premier niveau, ccc opirations font appal A des matfiriels
spfcifiques A Is maintenance at diffirent entre eux. 11 eat par contra possible (at sou-
haitable) qua le moteur prfisente une interface commune A ccc matiriels. Las niveaux de
maintenance ftant de plus an plus informatisis cette interface moteur, ella-mime numirique,
eat un pfiriphirique intelligent des moyans de maintenance.

11 - I.3.Au-delA du moteur

Avec is navigation at l'armemeni on entra dans le domains de l'intfigration fonctionnalla
propremeot dute. DijA aujonrd'huj des calculateurs comma l'auiomanetta, Ie N1 limits,
l'appauvrissaur de t font des liens entra navigation, t at moteur. 11 eat bian 6vident
qu en natuare d'optimisation (nombre de liaisons filectriques ou ficonomias carburant par
exemple) una meillaure ripartition doit i1tra 6tudlie.

Nouc prandrons trois eamples:

- Dana un avion supersonique, les entrfes d'air oni une gdomfitrie variable pour adapter
l'ficoulement ct obtanir le meilleur randament d'entrge d'air. Il s'agit en giiral d'une
rigulation en boucle ouverte ou Is position de l'filfiment mobile eat fonction du Macb.
Prandre en compte le paramatra antrfie dair dens Is problime de commande multivariable
one consiue dijA Is rfigulation ne pourrait qu'amiliorar la performances ginfirales.
Cetta approcha pourrait Aire gfiniralisfa aux commandes de vol pour lasquallas Ia poussfie
eat un paramaire essential de l& dynamique de vol.

-Un autre example oO one certaine intigration eat dijA un fitat de fait, eat celui du
tir. Devant Ia risque de prisenca de gat chand devant Ia moteur, ia rigime do celui-ci
eat antomatiquement riduit par I& rigulstion pour Iviter un risque de dicrochage. De
mame, d'autres conditions do manvaise admission, comma un forte incidence, cooduiseni
A une riduction prdventive des gas. Use mailleure connaissance des conditions tfieles
d'admission at une action plus modulde, c'est-4S-dire momns bruisle, pourrait riduire
sinon filimmner des chutes de performances qui peuvent Sire asses ginantes pour Is pilote.

- La troisiime example s'appuie dane son vocabulaire our I'aviation commerciale.
Certains avions sont aujoord'hni Squipls d'un F.M.S. (Flight Management System) connectS
A un T.C.C. (Thrust Control Computer) lui-mime agissant cur une automanette d'une part,
at sur Is rigulation moteur d'autre part, par l'intersidiaire d'un P.M.C. (Power Mana-
gement Control). Il y a 11 un oultiplicitfi de calculateurs at V'on verre sans doute

4 arapidement cotta chain@ ao rfiduire d'su momns une uniti, car I. moteor sera a mime d'Stre
directement connacti aux sutree calculateurs.

II - 2,Modes de rfigulation intigris

La rfgulation a pour fonction de transformer une demands do poussie (manette des gas)
en une poussfie effective. Pour cola, @Ile doii assurer on fonctionnement stabiliss en
cheque point do domaine de vol le plus proche possible do point do fonctionnement thermo-
dynamique optimal do moteur, at *lle doit assurer lea transitoires lea plus brillants
possible on respectant tout on ensemble do contraintes :surchauffe, survitesse, dicro-
chags rich*, dicroches pauvro........Avec one rigulation hydromlcenique ou m Im ic-
tronique analogique, ml n'tsit risliste quo do trouver on mods do rigulation "universal"
qui Stait I* meillor coupromis. an numirique, ii eat beaucoup plus envisageable d'ayoir
plusiours modes do rigulatione.

Certains modes *oot des choix interne& do ri-ulatiom do type mode Scomomique, domi Io
cruit.r sers do riduire Is consommation do pot~otial moteur o do carburant, um sute
pout Sire Is mode opposi, "super plus", qui dommora un sutctoft do performance an ditrimasnt
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du potentiel, Aquivaleni aujourd'hui de la surcharge. Il y a Ividemment 6galement les] modes de secours ou modes dlgradds qui seront automatiquement encienchls en cas de panne.

11 peut y avoir 6galement dec modes risultaot d'une 6tude d'intlgraiion. Il existe dlja
des rlgulations d'approche ou rlgulations de Vi, main d'autres modes peuvent lire envi-
eagle. 11 y a ceux qui correspondent comme Ia rlgulation de Vi, A modular ia poussle pour
accervir un paramatre de vol. C'est en sorts un pilots automatique du moteur. D'autrec
modes pourraient rester Acommande manuelle, maic en modifiant l'interprltation de cette

commnds. Per exemple, par une action particuliare cur Ia manette on pourrait augmenter

sa snibilit6 auinur du point de fonctionnement, effet de loupe, pour faciliter le vol

liss en fonction de l'utilisateur et des missions de l'avion.

I- 3.Description ditun syctlme propulsif intlgrf

!ouc avons jusqu'ici employl Is terme d'intlgration fonctionnelie. C'est pour l'oppocer
a inigraionphysique. Ii nous parait que ce serait une erreur d'envicager i'intlgration

comme la rfunion de plusieura petite calculateurs en un soui gins mime ci i'intlgration
doit permettre de rlduire Ie nombre de calculateurs. Sans vouloir redfimontrer lee risquec

anaiogue au niveau du moteur. Refucer que iea calculi cc fassent au niveau du moteur

Le battier qui en rlcsulterait, surtout s'il doit lire Muni d'un coupleur numtrique pour
dialogue avec Ie calculateur central, sera Presque ausci important que le c~iculateur de
rfigulation autonome et source de beaucoup plus de probllmes, en particuiier cur le plan
de Ia sficuritf.

11 ous semble donc, qu'A la base et par moteur, ii doit y avoir un dispocitif (calcu-

lateur numlrique) capable d'assurer lec fonctione

- de rlgulation

- de dialogue numlrique

- de concentration de donnfies.

Un certain nombre d'autrs fonctions sont moins attachles au moteur proprement dit,
et couvrenr plutlt lVensemble du systame propulsif, en particulier dane le cac d'un
multimoteur. 11 s'agit d'une torte de auperviseur qui effectue des riches de traitement
ctisellection de consignes qui interpr~te dec informations moteure et lee met en forme
pour d'autres cyst~mes avion. C'ect au minimum Ie coupleur dec bits avions. Cette function
peut itre physiquement intlgrge au calculateur de rlgulation, mais cile peur aussi Itre
distincte; ous l'appeflerone alors :calculateur de gestios du syctame propulsif. Cette
structure (cf. Figure 1) permet de dietinguer un dialogue interne numlrique entre cap-
teure numfiriques (le jour o .. ), calculateurs de rlgulation, caiculateurs de gestion
du cyctame propulsif, liaison qui dait lire tras afire male qui peut itre lente at le
dialogue avion cur Ie bus rapide cholsi par l'avionneur et modifiable scion l'application.

III - LES CHOIX EN MATIERE D'INTEGRATION

III - I.Difflrents types d'intlgration

Si lion concidire que lVintlgration consists a rfunir plucleurs fanctions en une fonc-
tion A caractare plus gdnfral , 11 fout distinguer alors plualeurs types d'intfigration
selon l'archiiecture des liaisons physiques et cel',e dec liaisons fonctionnelles. Nous
citerone comme exemples quelquec uns des choix possiblec sans chercher A lee analyser.

-Intfigration centrasisle le maximum de fonctions sont regrouples dane un 6quipement
ceniral (cf. Figure 2.1).

-Intlgration "anarchique" souvent rlsulie d'apports successi~s; lee liaisons physiques
et fonictionnelles ne coincident pas forcfiment qt lee interactirns sont multiples et dis-
ordoundes (cf. Figure 2.2).

-Intlgration physique structurlie Male intligration foncti-.,nelle anarchique, la liaisons
physiques sont rlduites et semblent cohfrentes Maio lea dipendances fonctionnelles sont
iris diffirentes des liaisons physiques (cf. Figure 2.3).

-Intigration physique at fonctionnelle structurge. Lea liaisons physique et fonctiannelle
coincident at Is systime set tel qu'en cat de pents de certaines fonctions lee autres

fonictions restent capable. de randre un minimum de services.

La plupart des grands syatimes d'un avion sont en gfinfral considirds comma suffisamment
impartants pour qua Ia parte do Ia function correspondente suit difficila 8 admettir,.
Chaque systime pout alora Stre dot# de radondances talles qua Ia probabiliti do paet
do Is fonction davianna nigligeable. 11 eat siduisant alone de ralier cas systiffis par
un (ou daux) bus numfirique "efir' at do G'autorisar slors n'imports quel type d'Schankge
(intfiration type, Figure 2.3). Cotte dimarche est en Principe acceptable, Male tout
risque sur un systime, Aventuellement acceptable pour ce systilme, pout SIrs inacceptable
pour un autre. Una tells intdgration set donc dangerouse at noue lui pindffrons une archi-
tecture ou cheque sy time rialise une int~gration physique at fonctionnelle structurds
(type, figure 2.4), lea systImes iant relids antre eus par unit liaison (type bus) Maie
n affectant qu'une partia bien difinis do cheque systime interconnecti (cf. Figure 2.5).
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III - 2. Los limites de i'intigrsrjon fonctiounlle

La siparation des fonctions itait Ia cousfquence de deux objectifs

- Une bonne *Scurjti.

- Des Tespousabilitgs techniques et industrialiesm claires.

Ces objectifs essentiels pourraient se voir rexis en cause par fue intigration conduits
mans prficautions.

L'intigration eat en fait une faqon d'apporter des services suppldmentaires sale ccc
services ne vont pan done I e ans de Is diminution du watgriel. Plus de mattriel veut dire
plus de psuncsa t ces pane peuvent avoir plus de ripercuaeions. It doit done y avoir
une analyse de I&s aicuritci pour qu'en cas d'incident d'un dispositif complimentaire
(Scran cathodlique, euregistreur. .. ) on ne perde ps une fuction fondsmentale (ufgu-
lation du moteur ...

La nficessitS de reaponsabilitis techniques et industrialiesm claires sat igalement fon-
damentale. It faut que chaque participant A un programme puusse s'eagager A sstisfsire
un objectif mans que cit objectif dipende d ,un autre participant dont le propre objectif
ddpend iui-mgme du premier participant. Dan$ un tel partage chaque participant rejettera
sur I'autre Ie maximum de problmes et en cas de difaut de fouctionnement une polfmique
mans fin s'engsgera. Un cas particuli~rement sensible est ceiui dVun systime pour lequel
lea reaponsables fonctionnels, nateriels at logicials ne sersient pas confudus.

La limits peut fitte de iintfigratiou fonctionneile eat de limiter celie-ci de fagon A
ce que le mattre d'oeuvre, qui est un homme at non pas one machine, puiss conserver Is
conprghension du fonctiounement de son systgme, de cc qui fait quoi it de qui fait quoi.

III - 3. Construction d'un attime intigrg

La suite Ct Ia fin de cet article sera consacrte A dicrire une milthode de construction
d'un systine intfigrg que nous appeilerons par simplification pyramide d'intigration.

Cette nithode ne prfitend ps dicouvrir quui qua ci suit de neof. Bile veut au cuntraire
faire comp'endre une approche qui neost mans doute ou du mom.s nous iiespfrons que loss-
prealion du bon gene.

Bile ne ie veut pas non plus une mithode d'optimisation car au contraire, elle impose
des contraintes ptnalisantes de faqon A respecter lea linites de i'intfigrstion fonction-
nelle teiles que dicrites ci-dcssus.

III - 4. Principe de is pyramide d'intigrstiun

Le Principe do Is pyramide d'intfigration consists A identifier l'ensembic des function.
I rialiser :fonctiuns A. B, C ........Z, puis I crier one relation ds dfipendance antre
ces functions du type, Is function D est constitute dot Is riunion des fuctions A, B et
C. Ces fonctions doivent ensuite itre associfes I leur mode de rialisation ce qui conduira
A cunstater que certaines des functions A, 5 it C peuvent exister aeules (A it I par cea-
pie) d'autres nun (C par example). on dire slurs qua A et 3 sout d'uu niveau iufirieur a
C ct D it on les rcprisentera comme Ie moutri Is figure 3.1.

L'ensemble des function, sirs slurs architecturi en criant Ie nombre do niveau nices-
saire et in a'intri t qu'une function d'un certain nivesu dipende de plos doune fuc-

todeniveso G imi iment supiricur. On obtient slurs des architectures telles& que
reprisenties done Is Figure 3.2.

La pyramide ue sets satisfaisante que lorsqu'il sets possible de dimontrer qu'une panne
ne peut pas descendre Is pyrsmide, c'est-A-dirs quo Is perts douse fuction ue peut ps
offecter les nivesux infirisurs.

Dan* cette d~composition, un muds d~gradE eat flue fuction en taut quo tel (A 00 a par
.4 example), at 1. compldment A ce mode d~gradE (C par exempls) une autre function. Le muds

normal (D par example) est bien I& rfunion do ces modes.

_4 III - 5. Zxemple dsappiication

La Figure 4 constitue on semple plus explicit. do Is pyramids d'intigration. Ixaminons
Ie cas do I& Nauette des gas. La Nanette des gas repr~sents Is demands do poussfie. Calls-
ci sot sujuurdbhui trausmise par un systbms do tringlerie at do flexible laurd at source
do numbrouses difficultis. 11 strait intfressaot do faire plutic trausiter cette demands
par on bus avian et cols d'autsnt plus qulen cs 0 odo iutigration" cette deande pilots sers
corrigie par d'autres systmeas aviom. Dans I* description do Is Figure 4, 1& liaison nun&-
rique (bus anion) intervient au nivsau supiriour do I& pyramids (niveau 4). L'informstion
"Nanette digital." est donc utilisds par I* caiculateur do gestian do I& pausse. lit cat
do perts do cotte information l** nivisux infiriour so doivsut pas itt. affectfs. Lout
function uicessitsnt une information Nanette, ii ait done obligatoir* quin autre infor-
mation vienmo A o nivosu infirisur par example au niveau 2, Nanette flectrique. Les
fuctions spicifiques a is Nanette digital* no peussut donc qosappsrtenir o niveau 4.
Do I& mime faqon it apparsit one fanction so niveso I rigulation tacbymitrique minimum
qui doit itro &*surge mime en cai do parts do Is Nanette glectrique. 11 faint &lore crgo ron troisibme niveso par example on asipuiateur A impulsion@ ou accepter un r~gime fix@.
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c D-+B+C nivesu 2

niveauI

PYRAMIDE ELEMENTAI.E

Figure 3.1

niveau 4 Am -
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Figure 3.2
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I111 6. Aventages at inconvanients do I& pyroside

ctrIleinteditIs prtae C namen fonction do nivesu tnffriour par plusjeurs foac-

probabiliste. Elle as conduit n11 vers une solution unique ni, I fortiori, optimal.

Par contre, elle s prite bien I une analyse de panne. Ella lie bion lea spicifications
fonctionnellee at I* rialisation matdrielle. lIe permet d'aboutir A des pattages (sous-
traitances) seine, c'est-&-dire oa Is coopgrant eat responsable d'un ensemble coh~rent.

IV - CONCLUSION

L'utilisation du onmirique A bard de Vavion at en perticuliet doe I* cee du moteur,
ouvte Is porte A do multiples communications qui Sviteront certaines redondances at sur-
tout qui permettront d'offrir tout n ensemble de nouveaux services.

Le risque, at Ie moteur y eat particulilrement sensible, et quo pour faire un peu
mieux, an aboutisas A un systime si interd~pendent qu'il ue gerantisse plus Is sficurits.
11 nous seable dont qu'su momns pour lee grandes fonctions de leavion. il eat indispen-
sable de *'imposer qu'en coo d'incident, quitte A perdre des services suppl~amentaires,
Is systame revienne automatiquement A des functions de base, bien indlpoudantos sas
possibilitd de propagation de panne. Cci veut dire qua cheque systame eat con~u at r~a-
lisE comma un systlee indipendent aux otdres du pilots et qua L'intdgration fonctionnelle

se ou perpose pour aug menter le performances at diminuer Is charge de travail du pilots.

*11
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SUMMARY

4'Three aspects of integration are examined in which the Powerplant Control System
can be integrated with the Aircraft Systems to provide mutual benefits. It is shown
how the Powerplant Control System can be progressively integrated into the aircraft
systems architecture by means of a distributed computing system for Utility Systems
Management. A number of benefits can be expected as a result but, more importantly,
the Powerplant Control System is shown to be a candidate for further improvement as a
result of the integration and the ready availability of off-take load related 3ata.
Finally some of the advantages of integration with Flight Control are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Work in the area of Utility Systems Management for future aircraft conducted at
British Aerospace, Warton has led to the adoption of a control system architecture
based on Digital Computing and Multiplex Data Busses. The system evolved has enabled
the base mechanical functions of the aircraft: Fuel System, Hydraulic Systems,
Environmental Control and Secondary Power Control, etc to be successfully integrated

* into the Avionic architecture which includes high technology cockpit displays and
controls essential for the reduction of pilot workload in complex weapon systems.

The system can be shown to be suitable for allowing the introduction of Powerplant
Control Systems into the aircraft in such a Way as to retain the required integrity,
allow intercommunication with other systems, and, Importantly, to allow a gradual

*increase in technology from current day analogue powerplant control systems to fully
integrated digital systems with minimum disturoance to the overall aircraft programme.

In addition the use of sophisticated digital systems allows more data to be made
available which can be used to the mutual benefit of the integrated systems. Since the

* aircraft manufacturer is constantly seeking improvements to the weapon system in order
to make his product more competitive integration is seen as an important tool toachieve performance benefits. Once integrated into this structure the Powerplant
Control System becomes a candidate for similar potential benefits.

* FUTURE AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS

For future combat aircraft there is pressure to achieve better manoeuvrability
under combat conditions, and the generation of projects aimed at providing Vertical
Take Off and Landing (VTOL) or Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) capability
collectively provide additional challenges to the control system designer. As well as
improvement in combat handling there is a need to improve the overall aircraft

°4 performance by using lighter materials to reduce airframe weight and by improving
engine performance over the aircraft flight envelope.

In addition the increased power load resulting from a large avionic equipment fit
and the demands for high rate control surface movementa lead to a need for high power 4
offtakes with transient demands. This can result in problems with maintaining optimum
continued engine operation throughout the flight envelope.

Aircraft which use thrust to provide manoeuvre contnol, either for take off and
landing or for combat manoeuvre enhancement, demand a degree of integration of control
that has hitherto not been considered. In this type of aircraft especially the pilot
will expect to achieve carefree handling of both aircraft sand engine in all regimes of
f light with minimum workload.

ASPICTS OF INT RATION

Integration is evident in many areas of the modern aircraft project proposal,
particularly in Avionics, where the Date Bus is utillsed as a major integrating medium
for functional components of the system. The data bus and the emergence or readily
available digital computing elements has given impetus to the Integratiom of mehemical

..
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systems into the avionic structure. These mechanical systems include the aircraft
Utility Systems and the Powerplant Control System.

Integration in the area of Powerplant Control can take a number of forms

1. Integration of Powerplant Control with the Powerplant.

2. Integration of Powerplant Control and Flight Control.

3. Integration of Powerplant Control and Aircraft Systems.

Each aspect has its own advantages and disadvantages and in each case the
mechanism of integration differs.

In 1. integration of the Powerplant Control system with the Powerplant itself
ultimately consists of mounting the control unit on the engine, incorporating the
various pneumatic sensors into the package, and simplifying the Hydromechanical
components by the use of suitable algorithmic techniques. This method can offer
significant cost, weight and complexity reductions depending on the degree of
integration that can be tolerated. However, with modern high speed aircraft the means
of providing sufficient cooling to obtain the requisite reliability targets poses a
significant obstacle to immediate application (1).

In 2. the integration of Flight Control and Powerplant Control is achieved by
appropriate exchange of information between the systems. Information exchange can be
provided by data bus links or direct connections and further integration can be
provided at the man-machine interface by suitable design of controls : Throttle Box and
Control Column.

Integration of the systems is seen as a method of achieving benefits in the areas
of pilot workload reduction and weapon system performance improvement.

In 3. the powerplant control system and the aircraft systems can be integrated
using the data bus as a suitable medium for information exchange, enabling an
interaction between systems for mutual benefits.

It is this latter aspect of integration that will be further discussed in this
paper. However it is likely that future aircraft will be designed to encompass the
advantages of all 3 aspects.

The mechanism for integration of the powerplant and the aircraft will be based
upon a system for control of the aircraft Utility Systems which is based upon extensive
use of digital data transmission systems (2).

* UTILITY SYSTEMS

The Utility Systems of the aircraft have been classified as those relating to the
• base mechanical functions such as Fuel Gauging and Management, Environmental Control,
* Hydraulics, Secondary Power, etc. Work conducted at British Aerospace, Warton has led

to the proposal of an Integrated Computing System operating on a standard multiplex
data bus as shown in Figure 1.

In this diagram the Utility Systems Management Processors perform the tasks of

s Data Acquisition from connected sub-system sensors.

* Performance of control and self test algorithms.

s Control of Power to connected sub-system loads.

The Processors form a link to other data bus systems on the aircraft and provide a
means of interfacing the essentially individual mechanical components and elements of
control into an aircraft architecture based on serial digital data transmission and
using sophisticated techniques for information presentation in the cockpit.

The interconnection of aircraft data busses enables data to be transferred between
adequate separation of systems to allow the application of well proven methods of

procurement and testing.

I--.
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PROGRESSIVE INTFGRATION OF POWERPLANT CONTROL

Since the majority of the constituent systems of Utility Systems Management are
esse:ntial to the continued and safe operation of the aircraft Utility Systems

Management provides a sound basis for the integration of Powerplant Control into the
airframe system architecture in such a way that progressive changes to accommodate
technology improvement and increasing integration can be achieved with minimum
disturbance to the systems configuration.

In Figure 2a, for example, an analogue Powerplant Control System is shown
connected to the Utility Systems Management Processors in such a way as to use the
analogue and discrete interfaces to provide a means of integrating with a ditital
aircraft system.

The provision of spare stub coupling units on the data bus will allow a full
digital control system with the appropriate remote terminal hardware to be connected to
the utility Systems Data Bus. This digital control unit can be either airframe or

engine mounted depending on the size and complexity of the unit and the likely
operating environment of the aircraft (1).

In this way the aircraft manufacturer can design a project configuration to
minimise development risk by selecting current technology for engine control, whilst
allowing the option of progressive updating at minimum incremental cost. For example
one can update from airframe mounted analogue to airframe mounted digital to engine
mounted digital with minimum change to wiring as illustrated in Figure 2 a, b and c
respectively.

1. i

-. ,-zT
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FIG. 2a. INTEGRATION OF AN ANALOGUE POWERPLANT CONTROL SYSTEM

In Figure 2a an analogue engine control system is shown which comprises A

Powerplant Control Unita a number of ancillary units. These items are connected to
the engine by a Iarge number of wires. To provide an interface with a data bus type

system implementation the items need to be connected to Utility Systems Management with
a similarly large number of wires.

Figure 2b shows a system in which the functions of the ancillary units are

integrated into a single Powerplant Control Unit.

This retains the analogue, hard wired connections to the engine, but can be
connected to Utility Systems Management in conventional analogue fashion (shown in
broken lines at "a") or alternatively, and preferably, using the stubs onto the Utility

Systems data bus (shown at ffb-.).

In the diagram the distance "d" represents the distance between the powerplant
connector interface with the airframe and the Powerplant Control Unit. This wiring
represents a weight penalty of approximately 2 Kglm which can be reduced by locating
the Fowerplant Control Unit close to the engine. In Figur thea Control Unit is
shown inteitod with the Powerplant, thereby reducing the majority of the data
exchanges to the Utility Systems Data Bus connection.
boeurther integration and the use of digital techniques has been shon to llow a

significant simplification of the engine hydromechanical components with consequent
reduction in weight and cost (1).

BZNgFITS

The benefits of even this limited amount of integration are significant in terms
of the flexibility allowed to th e designer in his freedom to make early design
decisions, ilst allowing for technology improvements with little capital investment

at the beginning of the project.

1------ -

.---- ~-
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Available also are the benefits accruing from integration - those associated with
weight, cost and performance configuration (1).

Weight Reduction - resulting from reduction in wiring and connectors on the
airframe and from simplification of hydromechanical components on the
engine. This has been estimated to save 170 Kg for one particular
configuration (1).

Wiring Reduction - mainly arising from mounting the electronic control hardware
on the engine and continuing the data bus connection across the

engine/airframe interface. This has been estimated to reduce the number of
individual wires connecting the airframe to the powerplant wiring by a
factor of 15 (1).

* Cost Reduction - arising from the simplification of hydromechanical components
which currently contain many complex casting and machining operations in
their manufacture.

Maintenance - improvements are expected from the ability to communicate with a
sophisticated Maintenance Monitoring System which will reduce diagnostic
time. Simplification of fuel system components should result in reduced
potential for wear and manufacturing error with consequent reduction of the
need for adjustments, a reduction in engine running hours, and, as a direct
result of improved reliability a reduction in the need to remove components
with long change times.

Development Flexibility - arising from the ability to gain access to pre-set
datum values in the control system by means of data entry devices eg the
cockpit keyboards or Maintenance Data Panel Keyboard. This means of
changing datum values with the control system hardware in situ can reduce
engine change time, particularly if values need to be changed during engine
runs.

Reliability - improvements resulting from a simplification in the engine fuel
system components. This combined with improved electronics and sensors has
been estimated to provide a 5 fold improvement in MTBF (3).

Safety - reduced probability of consequential hazardous effects following
single engine failures by use of a suitable automatic aircraft load shedding
routine.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM

The integration of the Powerplant and its control system into the aircraft Utility
Systems architecture enables the system designer to take advantage of data within the
system or to envisage data that can now be made available to improve his overall system
design.

For example it is possible to obtain information about the power offtake load
taken from the engine by inspection of the pilot's actions, the Utility Sub-systems and
the Avionic Systems during the course of a mission.

Monitoring of pilot selections and Avionic Equipment mode selections, together
with its own knowledge of internal control functions leading to automatic load
selections allows USM to continuously monitor the state of connected electrical loads.

As an example, consider the system shown in Figure 3 which is representative of a
typical combat aircraft total system fit - Avionics, Weapon Systems, Countermeasures,
Radar, Utilities etc. Each of these sub-system classes will contain loads which vary,
either continuously or discretely, thus presenting either smooth variations or step
changes in connected load. Examples of this latter mode of operation are De-Icing or
Electronic Countermeasures which impose large step electrical loads at certain stages
in the mission according to atmospheric conditions or mission requirements.

On current powerplant installations it has not been practical to measure offtake
shaft torque, therefore the operation of engine Bleed Valves, for example, is usually
scheduled with altitude and airspeed but cannot be modified by offtake power. As a
result it is often the case that the bleed valves are opened at a fixed point in the
flight envelope, which leads to an unnecessary restriction in engine power by premature
air bleed selection. Utility Systems Management, with its access to all systems
connected to data busses, can obtain information related to mode selections and pilot
selections as well as automatic operations that can be used to determine a sufficiently
accurate estimate of total connected load throughout the mission. This can, in turn,
be used by the Engine Control System to modify fuel flow or bleed valve schedules as
necessary. This transfer of information is shown diagramatically in Figure 4.

K._ _
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The connected systems 1, 2, 1, 4 ..... N are assigned an Identifier I. (i ...... N)
which is received by Utility Systems Management from each connected equipment when that
equipment is considered to be ON or in an active condition. Some equipments may
require more than one identifier to indicate which mode they are selected to if mode
selection significantly affects their load characteristics. Utility Systems Management
assigns, for each I , a load value Pi, which is calculated to take into account the
nature of the load snd its effect on the generation system. This calculation will
include Load Power, Reactance, Nature - continuous or intermittent, and may be entered
into a look-up table in the Utility Systems Management software.

Utility Systems will then calculate e sum of all connected loads, EP and output
a data value to Powerplant Control which is a function of total connected load
f(TPi). This total can be made to represent air bleed and hydraulic offtake demands as
well as electrical loads. The powerplant Control System will then use this data to
perform whatever functions are required to maintain efficient engine operati:'.g
conditions in the presence of the connected loads and other external conditions. This
action may involve operation of Bleed valve, scheduling of Inlet Guide Vane position,
or modulation of Fuel Flow.

This same information can be used in a "Load Management" function to perform a
selective load shedding action in the Single Engine failure case : Rapid, automatic
load shedding can reduce the impact of the transfer of offtake load to the remaining
engine.

As a result of this action the following additional benefits can be expected

* Fuel Savings - resulting from the use of system data to optimise engine control
laws both at the design stage and also continuously during engine operation.

0 Performance Benefit - resulting from the ability to design the engine and its
control system laws to take advantage of a knowledge of connected offtake
loads and to protect the engine from the effects of sudden changes in load
and hence maximise the useful flight envelope.

FLIGHT CONTROL INTEGRATION

Aerodynamic and configuration studies carried out at Warton have shown that
integration of flight control and powerplant vectored thrust operation is essential in
situations where aerodynamic control surfaces have little effect, eg Ultra Short Take
Off, Hover, Vertical Landing and, to some extent, in Post Stall Manoeuvring. It is
achieved by arranging for the flight control system to demand changes in the magnitude
and direction of the thrust vector(s) in a co-ordiated fashion in response to pilot
demands utilising stick, pedal and nozzle deflection control with appropriate control
functions. Combat manoeuvrability can be similarly enhanced, and engine handling
should be improved in poor intake airflow conditions, eg very high incidence.

Independent manual flight and engine control in all flight modes is only practical
on aircraft such as the Harrier because of the simple nozzle vectoring system (rotation
in one plane). Even in this case the low speed operation is at the expense of a high
pilot workload requiring the use of five independent controls. Separation of flight
control and powerplant control is expected to result in an unacceptably high pilot
workload in future aircraft employing thrust vectoring in more than one plane. Some
attractive configurations may well then be brought into practical consideration by
judicious blending of automatic and manual control eg twin engine, tilting nacelles
with deflecting nozzles operating in two planes.

Preliminary aerodynamic studies and simulation work have shown, however, that even
aircraft with these particularly severe control requirements can be confidently
proposed (4).

For future projects it is expected that data exchanges between Flight Control and
Powerplant Control Systems will allow the aircraft to be handled equally confidently in~combat as in the transition from airborne to jet-borne flight.

Work is in progress at British Aerospace in conjunction with Rolls-Royce to
further examine the aspects of tightly integrated systems. This work will be supported
by extensive simulation activity with models of various engine and airframe
configurations aimed particularly at Advanced STOVL aircraft.

The integrity aspects of the Powerplant Control System are receiving attention
particularly with regard to providing fault tolerant artehitectures with emphasis on
use in integrated systems (5).

I.t
1I
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CONCLUSIONS

Data is available in Utility Systems Management which can be used to obtain an
accurate indication of total offtake load and can be used to allow prediction of
increased demand. This information can be used to allow the engine to operate with
more precise control of air bleed valves to obtain better control of thrust throughout
the flight envelope.

The current implementation of Utility Systems Management can be used to obtain the
requisite information and perform the calculations provided that the information is
made available in the connected systems.

The ideal, totally integrated system is shown in Figure 2c in which an engine
mounted, twin lane, fault tolerant powerplant control system is connected by data bus
to a Utility Systems Management System for intercommuniu.... 4th aircraft systems and
flight control with a directly connected thrust demand unit.

This system configuration allows full interaction between the Powerplant Control
System and the airframe systems using the data bus, on which data interactions can be
used to the mutual benefit of all systems.

The potential benefits are summarised in Figure 5 which shows from which aspect of
integration they are derived.
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SUMMARY

4The paper describes the architecture and construction of the system being applied
to the Pegasus engine and aimed at the AVER application. The system's architecture was
particularly determined by the requirements of a single engined VSTOL aircraft. It is
essentially a dual-dual system. This architecture was chosen to provide reliable and
positive detection of failure with rapid reaction and no degradation of performance.
The paper discusses the likely extension of this system to the control of plenum
chamber burning (PCB).

The system includes a data bus terminal in each lane of the system. This provides
a communication path between the engine control and EMC system in the aircraft. A
similar terminal could provide a path through which the operation of the flight control,
the weapon control and the engine control systems could be Integrated. This integration
Is required because of interaction between the operation of the engine and the release
weapons, the attitude of the aircraft and the mechanics of these interactions and the
principles employed in the mitigation of their effects. 4

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the particular case of VSTOL aircraft using vectored thrust.
DSIC has supplied a FADEC for flight evaluations on a Pegasus engine in a single
seat, single engined Harrier VTOL aircraft. (1), (2), (3), (4). This flight
demonstrator system (5) Is described initially followed by the definitive system
currently being designed and built. The definitive system Is aimed at the AVEB
application of the Pegasus engine.

2.0 THE PRESENT SYSTEM

The present engine control system on the Pegasus engine (6) Is a hydromechanical
control, with an electronic temperature limiter, and has an emergency system
fitted. The emergency system Is required because any failure In the engine
control itself which leads to loss of thrust or engine shut-down would have a
catastrophic effect for the aircraft. The emergency system was fitted with the
control from the first flight and, as yet, no accident of the aircraft has been
attributed to control failure.

The emergency system itself is very simple. The control of the engine Is by
modulation of a valve coupled to the shut-off valve and directly operated by the
pilots lever as shown in Figure 1. A changeover valve by-passes and disconnects
the main metering valve in order to engage the emergency system. It also
disconnects the limiter by-pass valve and back-flow is prevented by a check valve
in the downstream line from the metering valve delivery. In normal operation the
shut-off valve is fully open and the manual flow control is therefore set to a
flow determined by the lever position. For changeover from the normal operation
to emergency operation the manual flow control Is returned to the Idle stop by
means of the pilot's lever and the changeover valve i operated by means of a
switched solenoid. Once the changeover valve has moved to the emergency position
then the throttle lever can be advanced to an appropriate thrust setting. This
procedure is required In order to prevent surge were the changeover valve to
operate while the manual flow control was selecting a high flow.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram for the system with the changeover selection from
normal operation using the hydromechanical control plus temperature limiter to the
manual flow control operation. The electronic limiter has a multiple datum
selection and mting switch.

The nosale setting Is comnnded from a separate lever in the cockpit and Is
positioned by an independent follow-up servo.

4,. !;, ,



3.0 DEMONSTRATOR SYSTEM

The dontto yt i on nigr3.It uses two electronic control

to one of full capability and one of reduced capability. 
he ystem normally

operates using the main digital electronic control but switches automatically to
the emergency control when the main electronic falls. The predicted probability
of both the electronic controls failing I very much lower than the probability of
failure of the hydromech cal control which they replace. Frequency of reversion
to the andual flow control should therefore be lower than with the existing system
but, for safety, the manual flow control was retained. The man areas of Interest

in the design werf ae is p roi ded w the partial control lane
and of the production configuration.

The system comprises two major components as shown in Figure 4. The hydromechanical
section Is adapted from the current system. As shown In Figure 5 It retains the
same basic hydromechanical circuit schematic as the existing system.

However. an electro-hydraulic interface Is provided with the fuel metering valve
which allows either of the two electronic control lanes to position the valve

through a stepper motor interface. The electro-hydraulic interface includes a
mechancial P3 multiplier and the electrical command to the system is for WF/P3
(fuel flow divided by CDP).

The mechanical reversionary system is unchanged.

3.1 INSTALLATION

The electronic module shown in Figure 4 is engine mounted, being carried, as
illustrated in Figure 6, by a frame cantilevered from the hydromechanical module.
It is vibration isolated and fuel cooled as a single unit and the electronics are
withdrawn as a single block.

The environment in which the control system is located Is extremely hostile. Bay
temperatures of up to 150"C can occur for short periods after shut-down, while
heat Is soaking from the engine into the engine bay. In normal operation, the
fuel temperature used for cooling is low, but it can peak to temperatures above 80°C
for fairly long periods during sowe types of operation.

The main area of attention in this design is keeping good thermal paths between
the components themselves and the coolant. Particular attention has been given to
areas of metal contact within the design of the unit and the thermal washers and
gaskets are used in order to secure low thermal impedances at critical points in
the design.

The method of assembly, illustrated in Figure 7, uses metal frames which carry
pairs of circuit boards. Each board has a copper facing which runs under the
components and Is clamped between the board and the frame. The frame itself Is
clamped to the case through which fuel ciruclotes. The fuel passage lies
immediately below the shoulder on which the frame is clamped. This arrangement
provides the minimum number of interfaces and the shortest possible path between
individual components and the fuel. The frame also stiffens the whole assembly
and improves its mechanical integrity.

The front section of the case forms an enclosure behind the connectors. EMC
filters are mounted on a bulkhead at the back of this enclosure.

The power supply Is installed in a second enclosed volume on one side of the
unit. This arrangement provides two benefits. First, It excludes from the main
electronics compartment interference generated by the switching regulators in the
power supply. Secondly it allows high dissipation components to be mounteddirectly on the case.

Figure 8 shows one of the demonstrator units opened and the modules separated to

expose all components. The wiring shown Is strictly a feature of the prototype
construction. Flexible film wiring would be used in production.

3.2 CONTROL LAWS AND PERFORMANCE

Figure 9 shows the control functions provided by the system. Water modulation is
an optional feature.

The control laws provide for steady state control of thrust by governing the fan
speed. A range of ratings is used to permit short lift and "wet" engine operation
in vertical lift operation. Rating selection is made automatically by logic using
several state signals defining configuration and operating mode. Similar logic
selects one of up to 7 datums for the T6 limiter. Additional protection for the
engine is provided by a non-dimensional NH limiter.



The system provides full transient control during acceleration and deceleration to

avoid compressor surge or flame-out respectively. The system provides automatic
starting and transient reduction of fuel flow during weapon release to avoid gun-
gas Ingestion.

The system uses conventional low and high error selection gates to ensure that the
correct control loop is closed onto the engine at any time.

3.3 SAFETY & MONITORING

The system provides automatic failure detection and response to failure. Where
failure is detected the stepper motor drive is inhibited, the output is, therefore,
frozen and the signal line to a changeover relay Is activated. This relay sets in
train the necessary actions to effect reversion to whichever system Is next to be

used.

The main control lane uses dual microprocessors which are cross-compared to
provide very high fault coverage. Most Inputs are either dual redundant or, as do
reso have dual outputs which can be compared using an algorithm such as
sin + cos

2 
= 1. The engine speed signals can be compared by using knownrelationships between HP and LP shaft speeds. The only Input variable not

monltorable by comparison is the T6 signal generated by an 8-thermocouple harness.
Individual couple failures only result In inaccuracy.

The outputs are monitored by position pick-offs driven by the stepper motor. A

failure In either the Motor or the pick-off is immediately detectable. In effect,
the main line to a duplex sub-system with very high failure detection probability.

The emergency electronic control uses a single microprossesor, single sensors, and
software monitoring. This was considered adequate with pre-flight checks on each
flight and its being called into use only after the main lane had failed.

Attitude control, as well as lift in vertical flight depends upon the engine.
Furthermore, there Is no store of energy, such as the rotor In a helicopter, which
can be drawn on In an emergency. Neither is it possible to recover aerodynamic
control without great loss of height. It follows that the major design objective
is that a first electronic failure be detected with very high confidence and that
control be restored rapidly and automatically in response to that detection of
failure. This, the system is designed to achieve.

The demonstrator system has been evaluated over the full flight envelope of the
Harrier, Including tests in hovering flight.

4.0 DEFINITIVE SYSTEM

The demonstrator system for Pegasus uses one and a half lanes of electronics. The
complexity of the reversionary lane depends on the amount of capability required
to be retained after a failure In the main electronics control. In principle, the
inputs to the partial lane can be reduced to two and the monitoring of the partial
lane can be eliminated completely. Various increasing levels of complexity and
sophistication are possible from this base depending upon the degree of capability
required to be retained after the first failure. However, retention of mission
capability after a first failure and simplified logistics led to the selection of
a system using two identical lanes for the definitive system. (Figures 10 and 11).

It uses the same basic methods of procedure as the Demonstrator system but is
adapted to use two extended "main" lane controllers in place of the two dissimilar
lanes. It embodies two relevant additions to the Demonstrator system. The first
of these is a digital data bus interference for commnication with other equipment
in the aircraft. The second is the addition of an angle of attack input. This is
used to reset the control to allow for the reduced surge margins experienced athigh incidence. The construction of the system Is similar to that described for

the demonstrator.

In the longer term, extensive development of the system can be envisaged to match
the expected progress In V8TOL aircraft design and operation. It is expected that
supersonic versions of this type of aircraft will be designed and built (7). Such
aircraft will probably ebody plenum chamber burning (PC ). This corresponds to
an augmentor system in conventional turbo-fan and turbo-jet engines and provides a
significant increase in thrust. The addition of this feature to the engine,
giving supersomic capability to the aircraft, will require extensions of the
control capability in the future. The control requirements for PCB are similar to
those used by DSIC in the control of P880 and Adour engines (8) and (9).

-_ _
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PCS control Is essentially the mae as a two gutter augmentor system. The dry
engine system will require the additions shown In Figure 12. A variable nozzle is
required and two metered fuel flows could be involved. The control laws used
would be similar to those for normal augmentors with a pressure ratio control of
nozzle area and non-dimensional schedules of fuel flow.

Changes required of the system will. typically, be the addition of one input
variable and three output channels to each lane. Complete duplication will be
mandatory if PCB Is used in Jet-borne STOVL flight.

Both the demonstrator system and the definitive system use the existing nozzle
control and variable guide-vane control as the standard engine. Both also have
the same type of hydromechanical emergency system as the existing fuel control.
However, the definitive system uses repackaged hydromechanics with the electronics
mounted separately on the fan case. The new configuration uses the same drives
and mounting points as the existing system but exhibits a significant reduction in
weight and complexity.

5.0 FLIGHT CONTROL/ENGINE CONTROL INTERACTION

There are many manifestations of interaction between the airframe and the power
plant operating states. They occur both In conventional wing-borne flight and in
Jet-powered hover and are both static and dynamic. They all reduce to changes in
the net aerodynamic force vector on the aircraft and to changes in its pitching
moment.

Eccles et al (10), reporting work on this topic conducted by Dowty Group and
Smiths Industries in 1974, identified the following as candidate applications for
integration of flight control and engine control In VSTOL aircraft.

a. matching nozzle angle to flight condition

b. offsetting changes in static margin fcllowing stores release, configuration
changes or fuel burn

c. increase in permitted c.g. range

d. transient Increases in normal force during turning manoeuvres

e. cancellation of transient lift-loss following positive pitch demands

f. improved turn performance when entered from speeds well above the optimum and
when emergency loss is not important

g. simplification of pilot controls in the pitch plane through non-interacting
control of forward and vertical speed

h. reduction in trim flows bled from the engine to the reaction controls in hover.

Significant returns in overall performance were predicted for many of these
features.

The Pegasus definitive system already provides for three other interactions:-

a. transient reduction of fuel flow to prevent engine surge following release of
mlssilies or discharge of guns

b. compensation for reduced engine surge margine caused by inlet distortion at
high angles of attack

c. dynamic compensation for the effects on thrust of the engine bleed required
for the reaction control of attitude lu the hover.

Each of these three functions is proper to the engine control itself and responds
to signals derived from the aircraft state. Some of the other interactions may be
located in the flight control system (FCB) rather than the engine control system
(ECS) proper.

A clear thrust example of the latter is the determination of the best combinations
of thrust and nossle angle for any particular manoeuvre. Theme can be defined by
mapping techniques entered from the demanded thrust vector determined by PC8. The
FC8 could then comand the engine power and the nozzle in an open loop fashion.

In the absence of a direct mauere of thrust, this simple arrangement will be
sensitive to changes in engine performance. It may be preferable to place them
within a closed loop control of flight path. However, the principle that the PCS
indpendently commmads the nozzles and engine power remains true.

Kth-



The mapping technique Is essentially one which Is static or quasi-static. For

dynamic interaction it my be less easy to identify where best the control should
be located.

For Instance, In configurations using "hot" and "cold" nozzles, differential
nozzle modulation would produce a static pithcing moment which could be used to
trim the aircraft and reduce the bleed taken to the reaction controls from the
engine. It Is questionable whether this control should be direct from the ECS,
where the other bleed effects are handled, or indirectly via the FCS. A compromise
solution would be to permit a limited authority differential nozzle trim and
thrust reset to be commanded by the ECI with the prime control from the FCR. The
purpose of this discussion is not to advocate the use of differential nozzle
operation in order to reduce bleed but to explore the implication of the
possibility. The method chosen might also be used to reset static margin following
configuration changes, or weapon release.

All jet powered VSTOL aircraft do not benefit from the positive ground effects
experienced by helicopters. Indeed, the effects of re-ingestIon can result In a

negative ground effect with thrust reducing as the aircraft approaches touch-down
and the re-ingestion effect Is amplified. This effect could be alleviated by a
simple addition to the ECS which would increase the demanded thrust before touch
down in response to some height determining input. The same function could
alternatively be located In the FCI and operate on the engine power demand. The
major factors affecting the choice would be the severity of the effect and the
general redundancy philosophy of the aircraft. A determining factor would be the
need for the function combined with an ability to land the aircraft In some
emergency mode with the full FCS inoperative.

Aircraft with positive static margin require an increase In downwards lift on the
horizontal stabillser in order to increase the pitch attitude of the aircraft. This
results In a transient "sinking" effect Immediately prior to generating the desired
pitch rate. This effect could be removed by a combined downwards nozzle deflection
and compensating thrust increase which restore the total aerodynamic force to Its
value prior to the application of the pitch command. This effect Is analogous to
the use, in a helicopter engine control, of collective pitch as an anticipatory
signal to generate an immediate engine respons- to rotor load and avoid the
transient loss of rotor speed which is inevitable with a conventional rotor speed
governor.

This now raises the issue of the form of the interface between the PCS and the ECS.
It could take the form of an autothrottle. If so, the response of the servo might
be too slow satisfactorily to operate in the anticipatory mode. The choice is
then either to by-pass the conventional power lever by a fast-acting limited
authority trim command generated by the FC8 or to feed the elevator signals to the
ECS in the same way am Is collective pitch in a helicopter engine control. The
elevator signal used my originate In the FCS. The issue involved lies In the
responsibility for the dynamic response of the arrangement and will probably
determine that it lies within the PC8, the elevator signal being shaped to produce
best aircraft performance. The ECS would incorporate a protective filter against
fault conditions In the command.

A further practical reason for supporting this outcome Is the difference in
development timescales between engine and airframe. Engine development normally
starts well ahead of airframe development and the definition of the relationship
between elevator demand and thuret vector response Is only likely to occur late in
the engine control developngnt history. Changes to engine control software at this
stage would be undesirable whereas no such problem would occur were the changes to
the implemented in the PCI where control development is probably still in process.

Direct control of thrust will not be possible if the aircraft uses non-interacting
*; control of forward and vertical speed. There sill be no place for an s,.tothrottle

in this type of operation and an entirely electrically thrust command Incorporating
the pitch anticipation term would be transmitted from the FSC to the " 8.

At fixed fan speed the operating of PCB in a Pegasus type of engine Increases the
thurst from the front ("cold") nozzles without changing the thrust from the rear
nozzles. The result, unless the nozzle thrust lines all pass through the aircraft

,c.g., is a change In pitching moment which met be offset either by coordinating
setting of PCB and fan speed or by a change in longitudinal trim controls. The
trim control will be on the elevator in conventional flight and on reaction nozzle
flows in hover. The trim control adjustment my be initiated in one of at least

three ways:-

a. by the commnd to the PCB control

b. by the PCB control output

c. by the aircraft response to the PCI pitching moment.

.................
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Considering each In turn it is seen that alternative (c) has slower reposes than
either (a) or (b) while alternative (a) my anticipate a thrust change which does

not occur. Alternative (b) introduces a data feed from ECS to PC8 with the
minimum data content that PCB is lit and hence the data path between the FCS and
SC8 will be bi-directional and my need a data rate appropriate to the PCB
modulation bandwidth.

Other engine state signals will need to be communicated to the FCS. The actual
engine thrust my depart from the expectations of the FCS because of the operation
on the engine of some protective limiter such as a non-dimensional speed or a
turbine blade temperature limit. The engine control ceases to behave In a linear
fashion and the CS can only function correctly if the existence of a fixed thrust
condition is signalled to it. There is. therefore, a need to transmit to the FCS
a range of Informmtion on the operating state and the controlling loop in the ECS.

This "reverse" data flow can be used in other ways. It has been found helpful, on
large coomrical fan engines. to display to the pilot the power demnd to the

engine which corresponds to the actual power lever position. The pilot my then
position the lever to generate the engine power he Is seeking rather than manipulate
the power level until the actual engine power coincides with the desired value.
The pilot then operates directly on the fast loop leaving the ECS to handle the
slower engine response. The removal of the inter-action between the loops results
in a aigrificant Improvement In control performance. The method is equally valid
.' the pilot i replaced by the FC8 and an autothrottle, or other intermediate
control interposed between the FCS and the ECS.

6.0 FLIGHT CONTROL AND ENGINE CONTROL INTEGRATION

"Integration", In the contest of this paper has the meaning of mking the system
complete In concept rather than integrating the hardware into a single entity.
The means by which this end Is achieved is exchange of data between the various
system to be integrated so that each has available to it all the dta it needs
properly to coordinate Its actions with the others. The data Is e*banged over a
serial digital data bus network. K

Figure 13 shows how the longitudinal control functions could be related In a VSTOL
or STOVL aircraft. The only inter-connections shown are between individual
systems and the FCS. Figure 14 shown the data flows between the various functions
an identified in the previous section. It would appear logical, with an engine
mounted control, to combine the command of the nozzle vector actuator with the
engine control hardware. Integration of this "Thrust Control System" with the
other systems could then take a form similar to that shown in Figure 15.

The integration of flight control and engine control will involve the bi-directional
exchange of data between engine control and flight control system. This may take
place over a general data bus or over a dedicated data system. In either event,
more will be involved than simple data exchanges and more issues than have been
raised In the previous section.

One such issue depends on the levels of redundancy In the PC8 and ECS. It can be
expected that the FCS will be double failure surviving (say quadruples) while the
engine control is most likely to employ nsom form of dual redundancy. If the data
bus system are also redundant there is a clear but complex issue to be resolved
on the control of the system configuration following progressive failure, the
routing of informtion and the prevention of fault propogation. The previous
section Indicated how this problem my be mitigated by careful choice of location
for a particular control function and by appropriate limitations of control
authority. However, the min question cannot be addressed within the limits of
this paper.

A second issue Is the "testability" of the system and the verification of Its
operational status. This will be an Important consideration in the integration
of the system. The methods outlined will simplify the problem but it will be
essential to conduct detailed studies of this aspect of the integration of the two
system for each application.

It is assumed that the FCS and ECS will be digital. A third, and mior issue,
* will be the configuration control of software in two Independent but highly

interactive development programmes, one of which is controlled by the airframe
manufacturer. This, rather than the performance issues discussed earlier, my
well be the pivotal consideration In may instances.

t



This paper has described a digital control system for a VSTL engine. It has
described the Interactions between engine and airframe functions and shown how
major performance improvements could be secured. It has also Indicated how
performance, safety and Interface responsibilities can affect the partitioning of
functions between the P05 and 308. Finally. it has Indicated som of the major

considerations which the paper does not address.
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SUMMARY
Reliability, redundancy, and survivability are key issues as integrated requirements

for flight control, fire control, and propulsion control are developed. These
integrated control systems require dependable sources of inertial measurement data.
Current inertial sensors, however, are expensive to acquire and maintain, dedicated
to specific systems, and are not designed to meet integrated control reliability,
redunand survivability requirements. The-NMittfunrtion Flight Control
-Refere y FCRS ~concept uses a minimum number of inertial sensors in a
survivable configuration to provide inertial data for flight control, navigation,
weapon delivery, cockpit displays, and sensor stabilization. Because of advantages
in survivability, life cycle cost, size, and performance, the MFCRS program was
initiated to verify, through flight test, the key issues of redundancy management and
flight control. A redundancy management system based on parity equations was
designed. ensor implementation consists of two skewed and dispersed sensor
clusters. Each cluster is an orthogonal triad of colocated inertial quality ring
laser gyro and accelerometers. Testing showed noise levels were higher than
predicted While the noise had little affect on the navigation performance of the
baseline ardware, additional filtering was required for MFCRS to prevent false
alarms ad high frequency actuator response. This filtering affected the flight
control tability and performance and caused the flight control design to be
modified."tA key lesson learned is that integration of inertial data for fire
control, flight control, and propulsion control will require close coupling and
coordination between functional groups to resolve performance conflicts and com-
promises. Testing to date has not shown any basic flaws in the multifunction concept,
and flight test is scheduled in late 1983.

1. BACKGROUND

Improvements currently being developed for advanced fighter/attack aircraft include
integration of flight control, fire control, and propulsion control systems. Also,
flight control is becoming more sophisticated with advances in trajectory control and
automatic terrain following/terrain avoidance techniques. As these advanced develop-
ments proceed, formerly mission critical functions now become flight critical. The
high reliability and redundancy classically associated with flight control must be
designed into these integrated systems. Survivability is also a major design factor
given the increase of the number and quality of the threat air defense systems.
Inertial data is required for all of the advanced flight control techniques and is a
key component in many of the integrated systems.

As shown in Figure 1, current operational fighters obtain inertial data from a number
of different sources such as the Inertial Navigation System (INS), the Attitude
Heading and Reference System (AHRS), the Flight Control Gyros and Accelerometers, and
the Fire Control Lead Computing Gyro (ILG). These sensors are dedicated to and
optimized for specific functions. Current generation inertial sensors do not, however,
meet the reliability and survivability requirements thet integrated systems will
need. For example, flight control sensors are not considered survivable when the
gyros are clustered at a single location near the primary Aircraft bending antinode
or when the accelerometers are similarly located together at a node. Mission
critical sensors such as the INS or LCG are neither redundant nor survivable. This
will become an increasingly important problem as the INS outputs are used to generate
inputs to the flight control/flight management system to perform maneuvering attack.
automatic terrain following/terrain avoidance, or night, all weather control. For
these functions, the inertial sensors are in essence part of the flight control/
flight mnagement system and should be designed to meet the rigorous flight control
safety requirements. Another problem with current inertial sensors is their long
reaction time. Current gimbaled INS systems require 4 to 6 minutes for warm-up and
alignment prior to beginning valid navigation. Current inertial systems are also
costly to maintain This is due in part to the fact that most current systems
require complex platform electronics to support the electromechanical gimbaled
devices. Also, each unique inertial data source requires a dedicated interface which
must be maintained through the existence of aircraft intermediate shop support and
the training of highly skilled maintenance personnel in each specialty field.

---- U- - -----.------ -- ~.
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Flgure . Cooveanal App~roach tolnoillDaaRequirements

The Ilultiunction Flight Control Reference System (MFCRS) concept shown in Figure 2
was developed to solve these problems. (1,2) The MFCRS concept is an innovative
approach that uses a ninimum number of inertial sensors in a survivable configuration
to satisfy the combined inertial data requirements of flight control, navigation,
weapon delivery, cockpit displays, and sensor stabilization. One key element of the
IIFCRS concept is the ring laser gyro (RLG). The RLC in a strapdown configuration
provides both the accuracy required for navigation and the dynamic bandwidth requiredfor flight control. The strapdown RLC assemblylcluster is also less complex and mre

rugged than the current four gimbal inertial platform since the PLC is a solid state
device. The other key to the tIFCRS is the availability of high speed digital micro-
processors. Hicroprocessors allow the wide variety of functions required of the
!IFCRS to he calculated and provided in real-time. The processor does fault
detection, fault isolation, dynamic reconfiguration, navigation, flight control
compensation, and compensation required by the other systems using MFCRS data.
The IIFCRS cnetwsinitially investigated by the Multifunction Inertial Reference

Aircept Air

Assembly (MIRA) program. (1,2) The MIRA program, jointly sponsored by the Air Force
~Wrlfht Aeronautical Laboratories Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFWAL/FI) and Avionics

Laboratory (AFWAL/AA), identified several potential benefits and payoffs for a
projected late 1980's production system. First, reliability and mission success

~probabilities would be increased for all functions. This is due to the fact the
system could provide fail-operate, fail-operate flight control data, and fail-operate
navigation and weapon delivery data. The MIRA study also estimsted a 212 decrease in
life cycle cost. This was based on the mean-time between failures increasing from
0 hours to 1,670 hours and the mean-time to repair decreasing from 2.6 hours to 1.4

hours. Weight would also decrease from 120 pounds to 90 pounds and only 2 line
replaceable units would be required instead of 7. The RLO has a faster turn on time
than the present gimbaled INS and reaction time could be reduced to 1.5 to 3 minutes
for gyrocompass alignment and to less than 30 seconds for stored heading alignment.

SIRA also predicted a 302 improvement in comhat survivability when the sensors were
dispersed in two clusters. These benefits and payoffs are summarized in Figure 3. (1,2)

These increases in reliability, survivability and redundancy afford the opportunity
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Combined Navigation FlightMinimum, Redundant Control and Weapon Delivery
Set of Strapdown Retmace System
Inertial Instruments

ft-rn
* Fault Detection
* Fault Isolation

* Dynamic Reconfiguration
C Navigation Algorithm

I Flight Control Compensation

Figure 2. Multifunction Concept

to eliminate aircraft intermediate shop (AIS) maintenance support for inertial
systems. They are also required to support the operational readiness of advanced
weapon system functions such as integrated flight fire control, terrain
following/terrain avoidance, and multi-mode control laws. When the HIRA program was
completed in December 1978, several key issues were identified that could not be
resolved in HIRA's limited laboratory demonstrations. The MFCRS program was
initiated in Hay 1980 to resolve, through flight test, the key issues of redundancy
management of skewed and dispersed sensors and the compensation required to use
navigation quality RLG's and accelerometers for flight control reference in an
advanced high performance fighter. A contract was awarded by the Flight Dynamics
Laboratory's Flight Control Division (AFWAL/FIG) to McDonnell Aircraft Company
(MCAIR) to develop and flight test a multifunction unit.

I Increases Reliability and Mission Success Probability for All Functions

- Two Fail-Operate for Flight Control, Fail-Operate for Navigation and Weapon Delivery from
Minimum Sensor Complement

* 21% Life Cycle Cost Reduction

- Longer MTBF 240 hr -1,670 hr: lncreases Availability

- Shorter MTTR 2.6 hri- 1.4 hr 
' a n d 

Eliminates AIS

0 Reduces WeightlVolume

- 120 lb 90 Ib

- 7 LRUs'- -1I02 LRUs

* 30% Improvement in Survivability Due to Sensor Dispersion

0 .Reaction Time 1.5 - 3 min

0 Supports Advanced Tactical Fighter Sensor Requirements
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2. BASELINE DESIGN

The MFCRS program is intended to resolve the two key issues discussed above: redun-
dancy management and flight control compensation. To meet these objectives in a cost
effective manner, the MFCRS program modified two existing RLO navigation units built
by Honeywell Incorporated for the AV-8B program. The resulting MFCRS design will
provide an adequate technology base, validated by flight test, upon which designrecommendations for a production multi function prototype can be made. Figure 4 shows
the components of the MFCRS and their location in the F-15 test aircraft. Motion

Reference Unit (MRU) A is aligned with the aircraft axes and is located on an avionic
shelf in the nose barrel of the aircraft. MRU B is located 2.8 meters aft and the
MRU is skewed 60

° 
about its cone axis relative to the aircraft axes. The amount of

separation required for survivability was determined in the MIRA program to be at
least .76 meters. The limited number of available equipment installation locations
on the test aircraft resulted in the large separation for the MFCRS program; however,
the compensation developed for this separation will demonstrate a worst case situa-
tion. Demonstrating this worst case will provide additional flexibility in locating
these components in a new aircraft design. The skewing of HRU B is necessary to
provide the redundant inertial information required to perform the two fail-operate
redundancy management. Changes to the MRU electronics were required to allow inter11,U communication, communication with the aircraft instrumentation, and communication

to the flight control computers. A separate 14FCRS unit called the Test Management
Panel (TMP) was built to serve as both an interface between the MRU's and the flight
control computers, and as a test input/output source for the pilot. Because of
safety considerations, a switching unit was also installed to allow selection of
either the production aircraft flight control sensors or the MFCRS sensors.

Switching Unit

Teat Managemnt Panel

Flight Tat istrumlnlation

MRU No. I MR No. 2

Flwe 4 MFCIS EUApfmee Latom

2.1 REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT BASELINE DESIGN

A redundancy management system that compares the sensor outputs using parity equations
was chosen for implementation. (3.4) As shown in Figure 5, the results of the sensor
comparison, the parity equation residuals, are compared to trip levels and the
results are used as a pointer to select the three best sensors based on stored
tables. This approach of parity equations and stored tables has a low processing
requirement which allows the existing processor to be used at a 50 Hz processing
rate. The two key aspects of the redundancy management system are 1) the compen-
sation to allow sensor outputs to be compared, and 2) the generation of the stored
tables. The sensor differences that act as error sources and methods of compensation
are shown in Figure 6.

.. .
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The first error source is the moment arm effect caused by the separation of the

accelerometers. The sensed acceleration at MRU A is corrected by a set of deter-
ministic equations to the HRU B location so the outputs can be compared. The second
error source, static misalignments, are installation errors that are normally
corrected by boresighting. Because of the distance between the two MRU locations and
the limited access, boresighting both boxes would not provide the required accuracy
and is not feasible. Conventional boresighting is only accurate to ±6 arcminutes
while the MFCRS redundancy management system requires the relative orientation of the
boxes to be known to *1.5 arcminutes. The ?IFCR program uses a unique approach of
boresighting just one box and then using the existing navigation alignment algorithms
to calculate the exact installation orientation of each MRU. The results of the
navigation alignments are compared and used to calculate the relative orientation of
the HRU's to within the required *1.5 arcminutes. This method of making corrections
for static misalign ents is faster, cheaper, and more accurate than conventional
boresighting and may have future application in determining the relative orientation
of remote installation mounts for other systems. The third source of error is noise
caused by the mechanical dithering of the RJG's to prevent "lock in" at low angular
rates. This dither noise affects both the gyro output, by aliasing into the flight
control frequencies, and the accelerometer outputs, by causing notion of the sensor
block. Dither noise in the gyro channel also couples into the accelerometer channel
through the angular rate and angular acceleration terms in the moment arm equations.
The gyro outputs require extensive filtering because the differentiation process to
et angular acceleration amplifies the dither noise and the long moment arms add
urther gain. Gain is also added by the coefficients required to transform the HRU B

, urthe
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outputs to the aircraft axes. A -60 db digital notch prefilter at the dither fre-

quencies was placed in the gyro path and a third order analog lag prefilter was
placed in the accelerometer path to attenuate the noise. The next error source is
the misalignment between the two MRU's caused by aircraft bending during high g
maneuvering. To account for this misalignment, the trip levels that the parity
equation residuals are compared against are scheduled as functions of the sensed
rates and accelerations. One major objective of the flight test is to validate the
trip level equations and the aircraft bending models upon which they are based.
Sensor biases are accounted for during turn on and warm-up by calculating the parity
equation residuals under static conditions and then using these residuals as bias

correction factors. With all of the errors compensated, any miscompares detected by
the parity equations should be caused only by incorrect sensor outputs. As
mentioned above, the status of the parity equations is used as a pointer in a set of
look up tables to pick the best sensor triad. The look up table generation is done
by an off line program that relates all possible parity equation states to the sensor
that is most likely failed. The equations that relate sensor failures and parity
equation states can be either interpreted geometrically, or derived rigorously using
the Greatest Likelihood Ratio test. References 3 and 4 contain a detailed discussion
of the redundancy management system and the generation of the stored tables.

2.2 FLIGHT CONTROL BASELINE DESIGN

The other key issue to be resolved by MFCRS, the flight control compensation, is
shown in Figure 7 and consists of two sets of moment arm compensations and network
compensations for the selected gyros and accelerometers. (4,5) The first set of
moment arm compensations, as discussed above, corrects the sensed acceleration at MRU
A to the MRU B location for redundancy management. The second set of equations
corrects the selected accelerometer outputs from the MRU B location to the location
of the production accelerometers. This second compensation allows switching between
the production and MFCRS accelerometers. and avoids any changes in the F-15 flight
control computers. The network compensation also avoids changes in the flight
control computer by compensating for dynamic bending effects in the feedback loop of
the flight control system. Network compensation is required since the accelerometers
are not located at the primary aircraft bending nodes and the gyros are not at the
antinodes. Instead, the accelerometers and the gyros are clustered so the system can
navigate. In MFCRS this caused flight control system sensitivity to aircraft struc-
tural modes resulting in unacceptable stability and handling qualities. Using the
baseline F-15 gain and phase margins as design goals, the open loop frequency
response was used to determine the network filter requirements to achieve acceptable
performance. A 15 db notch filter was required in the pitch rate and normal accel-
eration paths and a 30 db notch was required in the roll path. The yaw path did not
require compensation based on the open loop frequency response. To offset the effect
of the computational delay, a 3 db lag-lead network was placed in the pitch rate and
yaw rate feedback paths. The 50 Hz computational cycle that was used by the naviga-
tion program appeared adequate for both the flight control compensation and the
redundancy management.

Figure 7 UFCRfSfg Ceson A A. .1- M e O
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3. MODIFICATIONS DENTIFIED BY TESTS/SIwiLATIONS

The baseline system design described above has been subjected to a number of simu-
lations and tests. Based on these results, modifications were required to both the
redundancy management and flight control sections. Some of the results suggest
modifications that are not within the scope of this program, but should be lessons
learned" for the production prototype design of a multi unction system. The redun-
dancy management test results are discussed first, since some of the required modi-
fications impacted the flight control design.

3.1 REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT TEST RESULTS

The initial testing of the redundancy management went smoothly. To protect against
coding errors, MCAIR developed a test case which injected simulated gyro and accel-

erometer inputs into a MCAIR computer simulation of the redundancy management system
Honeywell had coded. Intermediate results were generated all the way to the output
and the inputs and results were provided to Honeywell. Honeywell was then able tocompare to the results generated by the flight code when the same simulated inputs

were used. This method of testing was instrumental in assuring a very smooth soft-
ware development. One of the keys to the success of this approach was-the fact that
the software for the MCAIR simulation and the Honeywell flight software were generated
by different individuals. This check and balance situation insured design quality.
The other key was the absolute requirement that all software changes must be incor-
porated in both sets of software, a new test case generated, and the Honeywell and
MCAIR results compared to ensure proper coding.

The first indication of problems occurred in the software/hardware integration
process. At this point test data indicated that the noise due to RLG dither was
present on both the accelerometer and gyro outputs and was significantly larger than
predicted analytically. This noise was large enough to cause false alarms in the
redundancy management system. The trip levels were raised to the point where
additional increases would allow sensor failures to cause aircraft transients b, ore
they were detected. After the trip levels were raised, the noise in the MFCRS was
measured in an end to end test. Results showed that the noise was still unaccept-
able, and the sixth order filter was not providing the expected attenuation.
Analysis showed that part of the problem was RLG quantization. The RLG measures
angular rotation in discrete increments and accumulates these discrete rotations over
a set time period to calculate rate. The increment to which the rotation is
quantized creates quantization noise that raises the gyro path noise level to a
-30 db value versus the -60 db design goal. The RLG resolution can be changed to
reduce the quantization level, but the effort is beyond the scope of this program.
Any future system must consider the flight control requirements in the design of the
basic sensors. This problem does not affect navigation since the outputs are inte-
grated over a long period of time and, unlike flight control, any quantization errors
average out.

In addition to the gyro noise coupled into the accelerometer path by the moment arms,
the accelerometer path also had more noise than expected with the third order lag
prefilter. This noise appears to be related to the hardware implementation method
rather than any fundamental phenomena. A careful redesign of the electronics with
awareness of the noise sensitivity would probably eliminate the problem. The use of
existing hardware and the limited scope of the program did not allow this compre-
hensive fix. Instead a first order .1 second lag filter was added to the accel-
erometer path, a 5 db lead lag filter that had been added for flight control was
eliminated, and the parity equation moment arm compensation was changed to do the
parity equation comparison at a central location. This last change had the effect of
shortening the moment arm and reduced the noise in this path. Minor hardware changes
Pre also being nade to provide isolation in the accelerometer electronics. These
filter changes required the modifications to the flight control system described
below. In addition, these changes significantly increased the computational burden
to near the processor limit. Any future design should attempt to minimize MRU
separation in excess of that required survivability as well as allow sufficient
processor sizing. Another solution that may be available to future systems is the
selection of a redundancy management system that is less sensitive to noise. This is
a difficult goal to achieve since the sensor reconfiguration must be done quickly
enough to prevent transients in the flight control outputs. Some form of weighted
averaging may allow a longer time period for decision making. These problems,
solutions, and recommendations are summarized in Figure 8.

3.2 FLIGHT CONTROL TEST RESULTS

The first major flight control test was a msan-in-the-loop simulation. The conclusion
of this testing was that the system was stable and controllable for all maneuvers.
However, during small amplitude stick raps and rudder kicks, the MFCRS system was
slightly less damped than the basic F-15, requiring an extra half cycle of
oscillation to damp. This decrease in damping was traced to the 3 db lag-lead
network. To increase the damping and maintain desired stability, this filter was
replaced with a 5 db, second order, lead-lag network. While this network was adequate
to maintain stability and performance, analysis indicated that performance would be
better if a computation rate between 80 and 100 hertz was used. This would allow a
sharper roll off on the filters. The use of existing hardware with limited processing
capability denied this option to the MFCRS program. However, performing flight
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controsl at 50 hertz with an existing processor will demonstrate this technology is
feasible on current processors.

This modified implementation was given to Honeywell to code into the dRU processor.
The same test case methodology described for the redundancy management was used in
testing and verifyino the flight code for the flight control modules. The development
of the flight control software was complicated at this point by the filtering require-
ments discovered during the redundancy management testing discussed above. One of

the result s sthe addition of a .i second first order lag filter on the accelera-
tion feedback paths. To maintain stability, the gain in the pitch and yaw control

loop had to be scheduled based on dynamic pressure. Analysis also showed the 5 db
lead-lag network provided some gain of the accelerometer noise. The use of ain
scheduling allowed elimination of this network. To verify stability and performance
after these changes, another man-in-the-loop simulation was conducted. The results
indicated that this approach will provide acceptable performance and sabiltr.

These changes illustrate the difficulty of integrating multifunction sensors wth
existing systems. Multifuncton systems should not be inserted directly into current
flight controlisystems simply as a sensor replacement. The multifunction system is
part of the flight control loop and, to derive maximum benefit, the implications of
the sensors should be considered in the complete flight control design. The FCRS
was constrained from modifying the flght control hardware so the flight control
system could remain compatibl wre o e existing flght sensors. This constraint
should be removed in the design of a prototype system.

3.3 INTEGRATION VS INTERFACING

Taken together, the above flight control and redundancy management problems poin o
a cundamontal problem in the design of integrated systems. The navigation units
currently available for the oFCRS test demonstration were designed by navigation
specialists who did not have any flight control requiremnts imposed upon them at
that time. The flight control specialists who made the initial design modifications
to the RU' o were not fully aware of some of the assumptions earde in the basicnavigation design. Currently, systems are designed for specific purposes and are

made to interce wit thiser tems. True integration, as shown by this program, is
more difficult. As the integrtoion of fire control, flight control, and propulsion
control continues, similar problems are expected. In order to minimize integrationproblems and to take advantage of complementary capabilities, future programs need to

te strongly influenced by a sys tems integration group. 
The mjective of this group" isto interact with engineers that are specialists in all of the systems being

integrated in order to find and resolve conflicting requirements early in the design
stage. To carry out this function, excellent communication must exist between the
organizational elements responsible for flight control. fire control, and propulsion
control, and the coordinated effort must be responsive to the influence exerted by
the multifunction integration group. Project organization must facilitae these
requirements for communication and coordination.

The foregoing problems, short-term solutions, and long-term recomendations are
summarized in Figure 9.

L1
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4. FUTURE PLANS

The testing in the rFCRS program has been instrumental in identifying problem areas
and design considerations for future Systems. However, there are sill questionsthat cannot be answered bytlaboratory testin . The HFCRS system will be flown in an
F-15 testbed in late 93 to evaluate aircrat stability and handling qualitier
fault coverage, reconfiguration transients, navigation performance, and reliability.
This flight test is not meant to be an exhaustive evaluation of a new system but willfocus on two key areas: flight control and redundancy management perlormance.
Stability and hand ling qualities evaluations will answer the question of how well
separated sensors at non-optimal locations can be used for fighter flight control.
Fault coverage and reconfiguration transient evaluations will hinge on how well the
effects of structural bending and differential vibration have been modeled and com-

pensated for in the redundancy management algorithm. The program schedule in Figure 10
shows the tasks that have been accomplished to this point and those remaining,
including aircraft integration and flight test.

Calendar Year
Activitles 190 1981 1982 1963 1964

2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 213 4 1 2

Develop Control Laws and
Redundancy Algorithms .......

Design the High Accuracy _ I_
Sensor Assembly ............... L

Fabricate HASA ............................................ ......

Aircraft Modificat'r
Group A Provisions ..............-
Group B Provisions ...... .................. .......Honywll.................~~t -............-.... r-

Testing at Minneapolis-
Honeywell ............................ .... ......... ..... ...... .... Z....I.I.

Testing at MCAIR ........ .. ..... ...... .... .......... ..... .... ..........
Installation and Ground

Checkout ................... ............................. .. .. 0

Flight Test ..... .............. .. ... . .. .... ................. . -
Final Report ....................... .... .......... .... ... .... Vo 2.

i i i~
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The Multifunction Flight Control Reference System concept addresses the problems of
current systems that require inertial data and provides for the needs of futuresystems. The MFCRS program uses existing hardware to demonstrate the concept in a
cost effective manner.

A redundancy management system using parity equations has been developed for the
separated sensors. One key aspect of the redundancy management is the use of an
off-line program to relate parity equation status to the most likely failed sensors.
This off-line program reduces the real-time processing requirements to allow use of
an existing processor. To support the redundancy management system, a one time
electronic alignment procedure has been developed and implemented to determine the
relative ortentation of the two sensor clusters to within ±1.5 arcminutea. This
electronic alignment procedure is faster, cheaper, and more accurate than current
optical/mechanical boresighting procedures and has potential for application in other
programs.

Flight control and redundancy management compensation has been developed, implemented
and simulated for a worst case sensor separation. The software for the redundancy
management and flight control was successfully developed and coded. A key to the
successful software development was the use of a test case to validate the original
code and all subsequent changes.

The results of testing have shown that noise caused by RLG dither is a severe problem
for flight control redundancy management. Noise attenuation should be addressed in
the basic system design. Testing has also shown that a multifunction system must be
considered as part of the flight control loop and the overall flight control system
design must consider issues peculiar to the multifunction system.

The suggested management technique to design future integrated systems will be to use
a strong systems integration group to interact with and be part of the design team.

Future testing on an F-IS aircraft will provide data so the key areas of flight
control and redundancy management performance can be evaluated.

The design, development, and testing of the MFCRS to date has not shown any basic
flaws with the multifunction concept, but has provided valuable insights for future
designs of integrated systems.
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SOME ASPECTS OF FLIT? TRAJECTORY CONTROL IN FUTURE AVIONIC SYSTE1S
FOR COMBAT IRC0RAFT

by W.H. McKinlay, Ferranti plc, Ferry Road, Edinburgh EMS 2XS, Scotland.

SUMMARY

This paper considers some of the reasons for increased int-
egration with the emphasis on Flight Profile Control in combat
aircraft, largely in the ground attack role. lfavlng examined

* aome of the reasons for further integration involving flight control rC /
,'" P. ..-. looks at the various phases of flight and highlights particular

problems to be considered. Having suggested trends or solutions

in the more important specific areasthe paper suggests that future
work will consist of developing particular capabilities, concentrat-
ing on the relationship between pilot and total system, learning
how to control the design of such a closely coupled system and
handling the important problems of testing, reliability, maintain-
ability and the attainment of minimum economic configurations which
will satisfy all these goals. The need for flexibility in any
system which combines automation with a high degree of pilot part-
icipation is stressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

For some years the design of avionic systems for combat aircraft has been subject
to a number of pressures which have not always been compatible. The need for surviv-
ability in an increasingly hostile environment drives such operations towards flight at
very low altitudes which in turn tends to raise the pilot's workload and minimise the
extent to which he can operate head-down. At the same time a drive to operate at night
and in low visibilities involves the carriage of more sophisticated forward looking
sensors such as enhanced radars and electro-optical systems which, in their initial form,
require considerable pilot interpretation. Future dispenser or guided weapons for use
against vehicles or tanks should be highly effective if launched appropriately in con-
junction with sensors, but this could complicate the pilot's task in weapon delivery.

All these trends indicate the need to reduce pilot workload by using automation
while at the same time improving the accuracy with which the desired flight profile is
flown. While past standards of navigation have been adequate as regards position find-
ing there is a need for improved path keeping and conceivably for an improvement in
basic accuracy, both of which increase the interest in flight automation.

There is also considerable scope for the application of automation to the aircraft
itself for ACT to provide higher efficiency and better handling, and to the handling
and monitoring of the basic aircraft system. With so many possibilities it is impor-
tant to achieve a picture of the balance which is being sought and also to use integra-
tion as a tool to reduce overall complexity and increase testability while reducing cost
of ownership.

2. REASONS FOR CLOSER SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The development of computers and better means of data transmission including the
data bus have opened the way to further integration provided that the basic disciplines
of system design are observed. It is however important not to pursue integration for
its own sake but to ensure that any integrated system is designed around a coherent
ph ilosophy.

Generally integration can be pursued for reasons conneoted with system design and
management or operational reasons.

The design reasons are largely concerned with economy: there is an optimum way of
combining sensors, displays, automatic controls and computing facilities to achieve a
given operational capability with a given degree of redundancy which must be justified.

It is possible to trade off availability against the rate at which faults will arise and
have to be corrected. While the massive amount of data which can be interchanged in
modern bus systems has increased the number of solutions available for testing and fault
diagnosis, some configurations will still be more maintainable than others. However,
in high performance military combat aircraft it is much more likely that the first driver
towards integration will be operational.

The areas in which operational integration can be used to solve problem can be
distinguished as below. In each case the design objectives will be slightly different,
reflecting a different emphasis on such aspects a performance, safety, pilot accept-
ability, etc.

Automation may be used to off-load the pilot by simply taking over tasks which are
better performed thus without being changed in nature. Simple auto pilot facilities

-i --
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such as height holding or following radio aids are in this category but there may also be
highly sophisticated tasks such as automating target recognition through E-0 sensors.
One advantage of this approach is that relatively piece-meal automation can be carried
out without necessarily changing the pilot's task in its essentials. Similarly the
safety philosophy need not change.

In some cases automation way actually do a better job than the pilot in terms of
performance; e.g. flying a complex flight trajectory which might not easily be flown
manually with sufficient accuracy.

There is a sound operational case for any application of automation which can in-
crease survivability, such as any system of automatic terrain following or avoidance
which permits very low flight in all weathers.

Once the concept of increased automation of flight path control is accepted it
becomes possible to consider its exploitation in changing the shape of a mission or even
by developing new kinds of weapon or tactics which could not be used otherwise.

At one time there was an explosive growth in the application of automatic flight
control to civil transport aircraft, culminating in the adoption of automatic landing
down to Cat. 3 conditions in which, at the time, it was considered human pilots would
never be able to operate safely. Such systems, designed on the basis thrt an automatic
solution could be made to work, were sometimes called "ultra-human systems". Subsequent-
ly it was found that an appropriate mix of human pilot and automatic or instrumental
assistance could do the job more economically, but the idea that there are valid system
concepts depending entirely on the use of automatics seems to have been accepted together
with the resulting complexity, e.g. active control. A solution which hinges success on
automatics and their relationship with the pilot implies a complete commitment and there-
fore formidable design problems, including those concerned with safety.

3. INTEGRATION IN SINGLE SEAT COMBAT AICRAPFT

3.1 General

While the integration of fire control/weapon delivery functions and flight
control is the primary topic of this Symposium it is necessary to see the operation
of a combat aircraft in the context of all the relevant phases of flight. It will
be necessary to make transistions between phases both smooth and logical and an
integrated approach also demands that wherever such facilities are included for a
particular purpose they should also be used to optimise the operation wherever
possible.

3.2 Transit to Target

Here the flight trajectory is essentially concerned with navigation, normally
in two dimensions but in three if it is expanded to include selecting a vertical
profile which is the best compromise between achieving masking from defences and
avoiding the ground. The general pressure is to fly at increasingly low altitudes.

There are of course extremely sophisticated single or two seat aircraft which
contain a complex equipment fit aimed at both these objectives and at day/night
operations. But to consider the system integration problem it is better to start
with a relatively simple single seat aircraft in which the exercise is a combination
of computers, displays and pilot's eye. An inertial navigator with a corresponding
guidance facility can be programmed to steer a horizontal track through a series of
pre-planned waypoints. The control loop is completed through the Head Up Display
(HUD). Pilots are skilled at both adjusting their altitude by looking ahead by
day and making small horizontal adjustments to take advantage of the terrain. A
primary objective is survivability and at present this can be increased in several
ways apart from flying lower. It is a valid function of automation to reduce
workload by remoting a task in time. Modern briefing systems (Fig. 1.) can store
large amounts of data about optimum flight paths and enemy defences so that the
planned trajectory can be more sophisticated, reflecting the best available know-
ledge, and being loaded into the aircraft's computer before take-off.

In handling the horizontal profile there is a choice between reinforcing the
pilot's eye, adding an extremely sophisticated sensor or moving towards some sort
of planned horizontal navigation. Various night vision devices or FLIR, perhaps
displayed on the HUD, all tend to reinforce the pilot's eye solution but whether
they are adequate seems to depend on whether flight at much lower altitudes is
contemplated. The freedom to manoeuvre which one would expect most pilots to like
implies that blind flying through a sensor must include the capability to turn on
an instict to do so, in which case the sensor must acquire information as to what
is "round the corner" instantly and determine the best profile. Such a radar cap-
ability was demonstrated by Ferranti some twenty years ago and highly effective
systems have been produced since, but they are expensive. Radar and Electro-
Optical systems compete for the same real estate around the nose of the aircraft
and the system integration approach implies attention to other possibilities.

A theoretical possibility is that an ideal navigation solution can be post-
ulated in which there is a digital database representing the terrain which, coupled
with very accurate navigation, enables the generation of control inputs for auto-
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w;atic or manual flight at very low altitudes. Other possibilities include a

more realistic reinforcing of such a system with forward sensors which could
particularly handle the "round the corner" problem.

Whatever solution is adopted it is most attractive to try to off-load workload
through automatics in transit so as to enable the pilot to pay more attention to the
tactical situation, enemy defences and the cperation of his own counter measures.
Clearly any system involving full automatic control at very l- altitudes could tend
to be "ultra-human" which would mean some degree of dual or triple redundancy, which

is attractive to consider a mixed manual/automatic solution of which there are
obviously many possibilities including:

Fully automatic control of ground clearance at some altitude safe
for the system with manual control of heading changes through bank
to vary the horizontal profile.

Something similar but "transparent" to enable the pilot to overpower
the syster. without disengaging it so as to go to a lower altitude or
turn off.

Some .orr.; of blending, more like an auto-stabiliser, with pilot and
automatic inputs in parallel, the latter overpowering the former in
the event of a hazard, with some suitable warning as to why.

This implies a system, rather like an ACT system with limitation within a given
flight en'elope, the envelope in this case including the ground. It does seem
that a fully automatic system would be unacceptable, apart from its complexity,
because of the discontinuity when the pilot had to reject it in order to carry out
a perfectly normal manoeuvre. The system could never be programmed for all
"normal" manoeuvres. It also seems that the final solution will have to behave
"naturally" as seen by pilots rather than as seen by designers. But certainly
the sensors (inertial, radio altimetry and possibly radar or laser) and the data-
base or mixing techniques required to implement the variety of solutions are
available.

It is also possible that future systems will integrate rather more data about the
position of defences, threats, etc. and if this data could be changed in the air
from intelligence which was not stale safe changes In trajectory could be generated
for presentation to the pilot. They could be fed into an "advisory" type of con-
trol system as described above. But in this case, expecting a "natural" response,
the pilot would also have to have a suitable display saying why the system wanted
to adjust the profile. Present electronic display technologies (Fig. 2.) provide
the means to do this but the available content may have to be limited.

3.3 Ground Attack

Papers on the IFFC system (ref. 1.) make some good points about the ad-
vantages of a partially automatic trajectory solution in ground attack. The most
notable is that weapon release in a curved trajectory makes life more difficult
for the defences, and this advantage can be considered in the context of a typical
attack.

The most difficult form of attack is likely to be against armoured formations
of which the precise location and distribution is a little uncertain. Weapons
tailored specifically for this task will have to be released in such a way as to
match the release point, the weapon characteristics and the array of vehicles In
as optimum a manner as Is possible in a very short time. In some cases a pop-up
manoeuvre will be employed. In all cases the pilot workload will be high,
particularly if he has to interact with his E-O sensors before and after target
acquisition. One would expect it to be possible to relieve this load partially
by a degree of automatic flight trajectory control, say by flying a planned curved
trajectory which also increases survivability. However there could be problems
in this area. For example if the location of the target is not known with suffi-
cient precision the pilot will find himself making final corrections in a curve
rather than in straight flight, with a consequent effect on the utility of the HUD.

It does seem that in weapon delivery the greatest advantage of a degree of
automatic control is in terms of accuracy and rapid settling of atiming provided
that the necessary aiming information is available. One would expect the technique
to function better in air-to-air situations than in badly structured ground attacks
requiring a considerable amount of last minute decision making.

3.4 Air-to-Air Combat

It is instructive to examine the possibility of improving air combat effect-
iveness If flight and fire control are integrated. In particular the head-on
approach is of interest in an air superiority aircraft as is the role of this tech-
nology in fronb hemisphere attacks. Here the problems of weapon aiming are
particularly exacting, being accentuated by high range rates, line of sight rates
and line of sight accelerations.



In the past the preferred interception weapon has been the guided missile,
when optimised for this type of attack. However air-to-air guns can show distinctadvantages in terms of reduced weight, reduced profile drag, expense and the ability

to carry a large number of projectiles. Weight and drag shorten mission times
through an attendant fuel penalty.

For guns to be effective in this mode of attack it is necessary to understand
the effects of target acceleration and its measurement and the likely order ofmagnitude of the variables involved before the necessary improvements in weapon aim-

ing computation can be made. The pilot's task must then be considered, particularly
in terms of target acquisition, tracking and ability to handle the system within
whatever firing opportunity emerges. It should be possible to enhance tracking by
an integration of fire and flight control including some suitable assignment of
tasks to pilot and automatics.

The simulation upon which this part of the paper is based was originally
undertaken to examine the dynamics of such attacks as part of more comprehensive
studies aimed at the definition of future airborne radars. The first part, which
is reported here, dealt with the simulation and investigation of typical approaches.

The simulation results shown in Figs. 3 - 7 show the paths followed by the
attacking aircraft and its quarry and use the following assumptions:

At time zero the fighter will have position co-ordinates (0, 0) and
velocity of 500 ft/second in unspecified direction.

The target's flight is parallel to the Y-axis prior to acceleration,
target acceleration being applied smoothly over a one second interval.

Corilis and gravitational forces are neglected as being trivial or

not significant in the present simulation.

Bullet velocity is approximated with a single value.

The target position, velocity and acceleration are known exactly at
any given instant.

The cases considered include the following:

Fig. 3: Target flies straight with an initial offset of 500 ft.

Fig. 4: The target applies an acceleration of 8-G after flyin5
straight for about 2.3 seconds or, in Fig. 5, an accel-
eration in the opposite direction.

In Fig. 6 the target applies acceleration about 1.3 seconds earlier
while in Fig. 7 it has a large offset (2,900 feet) and flies straight
at all times.

It will be seen that firing opportunities are normally around 4 seconds
although in Fig. 6 the opportunity is increased to some undetermined large value;
neglecting target acceleration and assuming straight flight the rate of increase
of fighter acceleration to maintain lead angle is a function of offset. Accel-
eration either towards or away from the fighter flight path has little effect in
direction but acceleration towards the fighter causes a marginal reduction in
firing opportunity.

A detailed scrutiny of the results shows some general characteristics of
such an attack. A firing opportunity is taken to involve a time of flight of
less than 1.5 seconds and a fighter turning acceleration of less than 8-C. In
most cases firing opportunities last for around 4 seconds. Over the first 2
seconds modest turning accelerations of less than 1-G appear but in the latter part
of a firing opportunity, at shorter ranges, a very fast wind-un into the turn, say
2.5-G/second, can be encountered.

Considering the pilot's task as a whole when encountering a threat Justifyirg
a front sector attack:

'The threat will be detected on radar say 30 seconds before the firing
opportunity appears and this is the time available to orenare a response.

From 5,000 feet in everything will be over in under 5 seconds and
although the demanded turn rates will be modest for the first 2
seconds of the firing opportunity they will wind up rapidly in the
last 2 seconds.

Ir this rapie seuence of events the aircraft will have to be flown
extremely accurately in response to weapon delivery information.The problem will be exacerbated in turbulence and the nilot may be
interrupted by other factors such as EW or communications.

. . . .--
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It follows that integration with flight control should be used to reduce
the pilot load as much as possible. Where flight control commands are
blended, presumably pilot tracking of the required profile, a major
load even without striving for accuracy, can be substantiated by flying
automatic tracking with which automatic firing armed by the pilot could
be used.

In this case it does appear that as much flight control authority as is
possible could be used with advantage provided the pilot were free to over-ride
it instantaneously, for example, to break off the attack for some unforeseen reason
e.g. the target no longer exists. In any event an immediate reversion to full

manual control will be necessary to enter a break-away manoeuvre which is entirely
impossible to predict in terms of the demands which would be required of the
automatics.

The most important impression gained from this example is that a most useful
manoeuvre, the front-hemisphere attack, is extremely demanding in terms of time
apart from accuracy and the ability to make such attacks possible will be a major
attraction in considering integrated fire-flight control.

4. FUTURE PROBLEMS

There are strong intuitive reasons to feel that pilots of single seat aircraft
should have the routine task of flying the aircraft off-loaded as much as possible just as
their handling of other aircraft systems and the interpretation of complex data from EW or
communication sources should be automated before display. But it also seems clear that
a major problem is to decide what is worth doing, or perhaps what not to do, as the tech-
nology is so powerful. Clearly future work should concentrate on the pilot relations and
on the best way of developing total system design concepts which can be validated in terms
of human factors as well as technically.

At the same time, with the advent of more complex avionics and weapons, the designers
aim should be to over-kill the workload problem as otherwise pilots will find it difficult
to handle the resulting complex systems, particularly under stress.

It is an interesting coincidence that the relationship between pilot and system and
between designers and design aids follows the same pattern. At the highest level of ab-
straction the pilot is concerned with tactics and flexibility and at the lowest with hand-
ling equipments and carrying out optimal ma:,cuvres. A corresponding split of respons-
ibility between pilot and avionics is dictated. In design, at the conceptual level, the
problems are multi-dimensional and require an interaction between designers and operators.

The act of automation is essentially to displace a problem in time, in space or
both. A highly automated approach to the problems of combat aircraft makes the assumption
that, many years ahead, pilots and system designers sitting in conference rooms or labor-
atories can actually solve problems which will occur yearl later in the heat of a battlefield
It seems best to assume that as this cannot succeed completely the quest is one for flex-
ibility.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper has reviewed some aspects of automation and therefore the integration of
flight control with other functions in combat aircraft.

It has been pointed out that the critical area is between pilot and aircraft system
and that even the most successful interaction between operators and dehigners would prob-
ably produce a solution which was not entirely valid in a battlefield. At the same time
it is vital to reduce pilot workload.

In detail it has been suggested that some form of advisory automatic control coupled
with displays should be used to vary horizontal navigation for survivability and that in
the vertical the approach is nearer to a form of flight envelope limitation which includes
the ground.

In terms of weapon delivery it seers that the introduction of a degree of automatic
flight path control will pay off most in cases in which an improvement in aiming would be
beneficial coupled with a more rapid settling to a stable solution. In ground attack
where target positions and distributions are uncertain the problem is more difficult and
requires further investigation which will have to involve topics concerned with targets
and weapon design which are outside the scope of this paper.

In air-to-air combat improved sensors and fire control computers have the potential
to make weapons more effective provided that the necessary aiming accuracy can be achieved,
possibly in turning flight and where events occur very rapidly. This indicates a favour-
able direction in which to apply the integration of flight and fire control and the paper
has shown, that for example, front hemisphere attacks using guns would certainly fall
within this category. At the same time just as automatic and manual control may be blended
to carry out difficult manoeuvres, the different phases of an operation will have to blend
smoothly into one another. In air-to-air attacks it is important to get the approach
right while at the same time the system must cater for quite abrupt discontinuities when
the pilot has to abandon a programme manoeuvre and take improvised action drawing on all
his tactical and flying skills. On the whole the past history of automatic flight control
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has been more successful in terms of flight profile control itself than in handling pilot
interactions and changes of mode or sector, particularly when the operation has to go off-
programme.

It therefore seems that there should be several broad thrusts in the development of
integrated fire-flight control.

Future operations and tactics should be studied carefully to determine precisely
how such improvements could be beneficial; e.g. in attacking ground targets will their
position be known and if not what problem will confront the pilot?

Practical system development such as that already underway is required to determine
optimum flight profiles and control techniques.

It will be necessary to establish whether these new possibilities can be realised
with present sensors or whether the sensors themselves require modification or upgrading
in performance.

The resulting combinations of sensors, automatics and systems should be exploited
as much as possible in all phases of flight and a major effort will be required in the
context of a particular system design to determine precisely how it will handle all oper-
ational eventualities, particularly those which cannot be foreseen easily but may result
from unexpected circumstances.

Finally, having determined a new relationship between pilot and automatics, it will
be necessary to ask whether this has particular effects on display and control requirements.

The author is grateful to the Management of Ferranti plc for permission to publish
this paper and to his colleagues within Ferranti and elsewhere in the UK for stimulating
the ideas contained in it.

Reference 1: Integrated Flight and Fire Control Development and Flight Test on an F.15B
Aircraft: Sims, Hillman, Kocher and Green MAECON May 1982 and other
related papers.
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A DIAGNOSIS SCHEME FOR SENSORS OF A FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

USING ANALYTIC REDUNDANCY

by

NORBERT STUCKENBERG

/ INSTITUT FOR FLUGFUHRUNG, DFVLR, FLUGHAFEN

D 3300 BRAUNSCHWEIG, GERMANY

SUMMARY . , ' / ,' C r : , - ,

diagnosis scheme for sensors of a flight control system is presented.,Oased on an&-
lytic redundancy& d 1 J.sz. i ttijprovides the fail-operational capability
of a conventional triplex sensor system. This is achieved by using deterministic observers.
The feasibility of the presented concept is demonstrated by flight test results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reliability plays a vital role in flight control systems of today and in those of the
future. Particularly the most attractive control concepts such as artificial stability
for the enhancement of maneuverability and flight economy require control systems of
extremely high reliability. Traditionally this requirement is fulfilled by using multiple
devices in the vital parts of the control systems. For example, it is necessary to tri-
plicate the hardware and to add a majority voting mechanism in order to achieve a fail-
operational capability.

However, it is obvious that the conventional hardware redundancy has many disadvanta-
ges due to costs, weight, volume, energy consumption, failure rates and maintenance
costs. Therefore it is reasonable to look for alternative methods which reduce the neces-
sary efforts in hardware without loss of reliability.

For the sensor part of a flight control system a starting point for the reduction of
hardware is the fact that the signals which have to be measured are output signals of
one single plant. The plant itself is given by the aircraft motion described by the
flight mechanics equations. Hence the plant outputs are not independent from each other
but they are internally coupled. These relations given analytically can be used for re-
liability purposes. Thus the hardware redundancy can be replaced by the so-called analy-
tic redundancy.

The basic tools for utilizing the analytic redundancy are filters and observers.
Their algorithms have to be implemented into the signal processing part of the control
system. Thus sensor hardware is replaced by computer software.

In recent years several methods have been developed following the described comson
idea on different ways [1], 12], [3], [4], [51, 16]. In this paper a concept [61 is pro-
posed omitting the third sensor of a triplex sensor system. Nevertheless the fail-opera-
tional capability shall be maintained. This is achieved by analytic redundancy performed
in deterministic observers. The concept is applied to a complete flight control system
similar to those used in the presently forthcoming transport aircrafts. Flight test
results will be shown in order to demonstrate how the concept operates in a realistic
environment.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1. The closed loop control system

Fig. I shows the general structure of the complete system partitioned into the closed
loop control system on the one hand and into the failure detection system on the other
hand.

The closed loop control system consists of the plant, a duplex sensor configuration,
a sensor switching device and the controller. The plant is given as the flight mechanical
motion of the aircraft, forced by the control signals and the disturbances such as air
turbulence. The output of the plant is defined such that the resulting vector y contains
as much information about the plant state as it is needed for the control problem. The
output signals are measured by sensors which are put into a duplex sensor configuration
in such a way that two identical sensor packages (SP) arise. Hence either SP includes
one sensor of every sensor type (ST). As far as no sensor failure (SF) occurs the re-
sulting two measurement vectors z1 and 22 are identical.

These two sets of measurement signals are fed to a controller via a sensor switching
device. In this device the output signals of a failed sensor is cut off. Output signals
of good sensors only can pass. This is shown in fig. 1 for a sensor type I according to
the following scheme:

No sensor failure: The sum of both sensor outputs zil and zi2 multiplied with the factor
0.5 is fed to the controller.

Sensor I in SP1 Only the signal z12 of the corresponding good sensor of SP2 is fed
failing: to the controller.

or

. ... .........



sensor i in SP2 Only the signal z1l of the corresponding good sensor of SPI is fed to
faling: the controller.

This scheme applies to each of the existing sensor types (in fig. 1 shown for ST i
only). The switch command signal is generated within the failure detection logic as part
of the failure detection system.

The controller is supposed to be designed such that the closed loop control system
meets the usual requirements, i.e. good response to command inputs and an effective
suppression of disturbances over a certain area of the flight ervelope.

2.2. The failure detection system

The failure detection part of the complete system shown in fig. I consists of two
identical deterministic observers and a failure detection logic. The observers operate
in the usual way. A mathematical model of the plant is driven by the control signals
already mentioned as input signals to the real plant. The output 9 of the model is an
estimate of the real plant output y. The difference vector between the measured output zI(or z2 reap.) and the estimated output 91 (or 92 reap.) in this paper called the ob-
server difference is fed back to the plant model via the observer gain matrix. This feed-
back arrangement offers the opportunity to achieve an optimal estimation.

In common applications observers are used to provide additional information about the
plant state. Thus the possibility is given to improve the control performance in a cer-
tain optimal way. Differing from those systems in which the observers have to be imple-
mented into the closed loop control system the present concept uses the observers in an
open loop manner. As fig. 1 shows the observers are not used for control purposes but
they are restricted to the task of failure detection.

This task is accomplished with the aid of the observers differences ni and n2 basedon the following facts. As it can be shown easily by the state equations of the observers,
the observer differences are forced by

- disturbances

- plant parameter variations

- sensor failures.

As far as the relations between sensor failures and observer differences are concerned 10
it can be seen from state equations and also from the block diagram in fig. I that the
observer difference vector n, of observ-r 1 is forced by failures in the sensor package 1
only. Equivalently the observer differences n2 correspond to sensor failures in SP2.

The effect of the disturbances and the plant parameter variations on the observer
differences are identical in both observers. Furthermore, they can be assumed to be limi-
ted. Hence, the maximum response of the observer differences due to disturbances and
parameter variations can be used as thresholds for the sensor diagnosis in the following
manner.

Given are the thresholds niT of each element nil and ni2 of the vector n1 and n2. When
one or more elements nil of observer I increase beyond their respective thresholds niT,
it is certain that a sensor failure has occurred in sensor package 1. Equivalently an
occurrence of a sensor failure in SP2 can be seen from the response of the observer
difference vector n2.

The final localization of a failed sensor within the SPI (or SP2) Is accomplished by
the simple comparison between the output signals of the corresponding sensors of the
same type. This part of the failure detection is identical to that used in the conven-
tional hardware redundancy concepts.

Based on these relations the failure detection logic is defined by the following
statements:

Izil - z12 I +0 sensor failure in ST i

(In111 > n1T)*./(In 211 > n 2T ) ..... : sensor failure in SPI

(In12 1 , n 2T)(I 22 1 > n2T .... sensor failure in SP2

Using these statements a failed sensor is clearly localized. Then, switch-off actions
are taken as described in section 2.1.

3. APPLICATION TO A COMPLETE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

3.1. The flight control system

The failure detection concept is applied to a given flight control system for a trans-
port aircraft. A simplified block diagram in fig. 2 shows the structure of the closed
loop system. The objectives of the control system are on the one hand a good responsc to
the commend signals defined as the command vector (
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altitude command Hcl
Yc= [speed command Vc

bank angle command oc

and on the other hand a sufficient suppression of the disturbances w.

A good command response is achieved essentially by a careful design of the feedforward
signal path, given a well damped eigen behavior of the closed loop system by choosing
reasonable feedback gains. Then, this latter property provides also for a sufficiently
low disturbance response.

In order to achieve these design objectives it is necessary, first, to control the
plant via the control vector u defined as

elevator 
deflection 

n

thrust
u aileron deflection

rudder deflection

and, secondly, to get the information about the plant state via the measurement vector z,
defined as

yaw rate r

roll rate p

pitch rate q

bank attitude 4

Z pitch attitude 0

vertical speed A
altitude H

indicated air speed VIA

lateral acceleration a
Y

This flight control system is successfully flight tested with the DFVLR experimental
aircraft HFB 320. A detailed description is given in [7].

The feedforward control loops are independent of the measurement. Hence, they do not
interfere with the sensor failure problem. On the other hand the signal path from the
measurements via the feedback law to the control vector u is of particular interest for
the sensor failure problem and its solution, since via this loop sensor failures have an
effect on the plant.

3.2. The test arrangement for the generation, the detection and the isolation of sensor
failures

The sensor diagnosis scheme needs a duplex configuration as represented in fig. 1.
But in the experimental flight control system only a simplex sensor system was available.
Therefore a slight modification of the original concept became necessary for test pur-
poses. This is shown in fig. 3.

Given is the single sensor package as it was used for the flight control test program.
All measurement signals combined into the measurement vector z are splitted up into two
separate signal paths. Into either path additive signals can be fed represented by the
vectors vi and v2 . Thus failures in sensors of the original two sensor packages are simu-
lated by software. The remainder of the original scheme stays unchanged.

The intrinsic purpose of the experiment can still be achieved, i.e. the indication in
which of the two sensor packages a failed sensor is located. Only the indication of the
type of the failed sensor operates in an unrealistic condition. But as already mentioned
this indication implies no innovative aspects since it arises in the conventional hard-
ware redundancy concepts, too.

Fig. 4 shows in detail the arrangement of the sensors and the internal structure of
the observers as it was used in the flight tests. For clarification purposes observer I
and the signal path of the simulated sensor package I is represented only. The represen-
tation of observer 2 and the SP2 is identical to that shown in fig. 4.

The aircraft motion model used in the observers is nonlinear. This is done in order to
keep the estimated outputs as close as possible to the outputs of the real plant. The non-
linearities consist of

- the coupling between the longitudinal and the lateral motion

- som quadratic terms depending on the dynamic pressure

- the thrust depending on Mach number and static pressure.

__i
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The differences between the measurement signals and the estimated outputs are fed
back to the plant via the observer gain matrix. Going beyond this concept shown in
fig. 1 and described in the original observer/filter literature additional integral terms
are fed back, too. This is done in order to cancel possibly stationary deviations in the
respective observer differences completely. The implementation of these integral elements
into the observer structure does not raise any problems either theoretically or practi-
cally. The observer gain matrix itself is chosen as similar to the gains used in the con-
trol system. Though this approach is not stringently optimal from the failure detection
point of view it offers some practical advantages. Detailed reasons are given in [6].

In fig. 4 additional low pass filters are attached to the observer differences nr and
ne. These filters are not part of the closed loop observers because the corresponding
filter outputs are free. But they are used for the sensor diagnosis in the same way as
the observer differences themselves: When a filter output increases beyond a previously
defined threshold the corresponding sensor package is indicated as that one which is in-
cluding a failed sensor. The purpose of these filters is to imply further indication
signals which can be made sensitive to particular failure cases by individually matching
the filter characteristics. The effect will be discussed using the flight test results.

4. FLIGHT TEST

Flight tests were conducted using the DFVLR test aircraft HFB 320. The objective was
to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed sensor diagnosis concept under a realistic
flight environment. The flight tests are partitioned into two parts according to the out-
lined concept. During the first part data about the parameter variation and disturbance
effect on the observers were collected for the threshold definition problem. In the
second part the operation of the failure detection and isolation was demonstrated when
sensor failure signals were applied.

4.1. Definition of thresholds

The observer differences deviate from zero due to parameter variations and disturbances.
The response to parameter variations becomes high when the control system forces the plant
to move dynamically. Therefore, inputs into all 3 command signal paths of fig. 2 are
applied successively:

- altitude command with different descent and climb rates

- indicated air speed commands represented as a deceleration procedure

- bank attitude commands.

The test results shown in fig. 5, fig. 6 and fig. 7 are selfexplanatory to a certain
extent. Only a few features shall be discussed.

Fig. 5: The descent rate is 800 ft/mn, the climb rate is 1500 ft/min. Though during
the maneuver the plant moves considerably in altitude H, vertical speed A and pitch atti-
tude 0 the corresponding observer differences remain small. Only the signal ne shows up a
certain offset which becomes even clearer in the output n8F of the attached low pass filter.This effect may be referred to an unpreciae modelling of the actual thrust.

Fi 6: The deceleration procedure is carried out partly in medium air turbulence. Un-
expected is the result that obviously the lateral motion is excited by the deceleration
maneuver which theoretically should be a matter of the longitudinal motion only. This
effect is due to a peculiar feature of the test aircraft. Some unsymMetries of the aileron
system show up when the dynamic pressure is varying. In the stationary case the feedback
of the integrated observer difference n# cancels the unsymmetries effect.

Fi.7: The bank attitude # moves with a certain rate which is defined within the flight
control-system. During the transient phases some deviations in the observer differences
arise, particularly in n,.

In all three figures there is a bias in the observer difference nay. Obviously this is
due either to a bias in the lateral accelerometer itself or to a nonorizontal mounting.

During the test flights an area of heavy air turbulence was sought and found during a
descent passing a strong cumulus. The results are shown in fig. 8.

K-
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Based on these data the thresholds for the second part of the flight test were fixed
as shown in the first column of table 1.

OBSERVER DIFFERENCE SENSOR FAILURE
THRESHOLDS FACTORS

n = 1.0 °/s kr = 3 °/

nPT = 2.0 0/s kp = 5 °/s

n6T 1.O0 /s kq = 5 °/s

nT = 2.5 k = 10 o

nOT 1.0 o ke = 3 o

n T 2.0 m/s ki = 5 m/s

nHT 4.0 m k = 50 m

nVT= 2.0 m/s kv = 10 m/s

nayT  0.5 m/s
2  k ay= 5 M/s

2

neOFT 0.5 0

nrFT  0.25 °/s

TABLE 1: THRESHOLDS AND SENSOR FAILURE FACTORS

4.2. APPLICATION OF SENSOR FAILURES

As represented in fig. 3 and fig. 4 sensor failures are generated by feeding additive
signals into one of the two sensor signal paths. This is done successively for each of the
sensors of one sensor package. Because the arrangement of the sensor packages is symme-
trical with respect to both the control system and the observers, sensor failures are
applied to the SPI only. Consequently the index I is omitted in the succeeding repre-
sentations. The plots of the failure signals are equal but multiplied with an individual
factor given in the second column of table 1. The common structure of the failure plots
is defined in fig. 9. Since the signal character of the sensor failures is important with
respect to their effect on the control system on the one hand and to the failure detects-
bility on the other hand the plot of fig. 9 is partitioned into three different intervals.
Interval "10-60 sek": During this period the failure signal increases on a slight slope,

thus simulating a small drift of the physical sensor.

Interval "60-70 sek": A stationary offset is represented.

Interval "70-80 sek": A steep decrease to zero is simulating a high drift rate. Thus a
failure signal containing higher frequencies is represented.

The sensor failures were applied during a straight level flight in fairly calm air.
Thus the effect of the failures become clear because they are only little disturbed by
air turbulence or maneuvers. In fig. 10, fig. 11 and fig. 12 test results are shown re-
spective to failures in the G-sensor, the VIAs-sensor and the p-sensor. In these figures
the plots of the most relevant variables are given showing in the first columns the system
responding to the complete failure signal profile without to be interfered by sensor
switching. In the respective second columns the operation of the switching logic becomes
obvious.

Fig. 10: The additive failure signal in the O-sensor clearly shows up in the observex
diference no and similarly in the filter output neF. The aircraft motion itself is al-
most unaffected by this kind of failure, even during the steep decrease interval. The
failed sensor is detected when the filter output neF increases beyond its threshold. At
this time the switch command signal appears. At the corresponding moment of fig. 10 b the
switching operations take place actually.

Fig. 11: The application of the failure to the VIAS-sensor shows results very much
different from those of the previous failure case. Here, the plant variable VIA S follows
the faulty measurement in the VIAS-sensor whereas during the low rate drift interval the
corresponding observer difference nv remains close to zero. This means that the observer
difference n is unusable for the detection of slow drift rate failures. It indicates
only higher drift rate failures as demonstrated during the steep decrease interval. But
low drift rates have an effect on the observer difference ne based on the coupling between
speed and pitch attitude within the plant and its model. This relation can be used for
the failure indication particularly by the filter output neF since the previously de-
fined disturbance threshold nrFT is small due to the low pass filtering property. Hence,

S this filter output activates the switching operations in fig. 11 b.

ij 12: These plots show an example of a failure in a lateral motion sensor. From a
systeRs theoretical point uf view this failure case appears to be similar to that of a
failure in the e-sensor in fig. 10.

Failures of the remaining sensors can be classified either as similar to the failure
of the 0-sensor (r-, 6-, A-, a-sensor) or as similar to the failure of the VIA -sensor

H(-, H-sensor). As far as the ow drift in tho -sensor is concerned, the relation betweenft __ __ __ _
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bank attitude 0 and yaw rate r is utilized amplified in the filter output nrF. However,
for the H-sensor an equivalent relation is not existing. Hence drift failures in this
sensor must be declared as undetectable.

5. FURTHER REMARKS

In the presented concept sensor signals are considered as output signals of individual

sensors. But with many flight control systems more than one measurement 
signal are re-

ceived from one single hardware unit. For instance, with the presented example the pitch
e and the bank attitude 0 are obtained at the common inertial platform. Hence, it has to
be assumed that a failing platform generates failures in both outputs. But this failure
case is also covered because the function of the failure detection is preserved as long
as simultaneous failures are located in the same sensor package.

During the flight tests a fixed failure signal profile was used. But in order to assessthe performance of the detection concept, worst-case failures have to be applied. A

thorough study of this problem is given in [61 where optimal control methods are used in
order to define the worst-case failure of any sensor. At this place it can be noticed:The low drift in the VIAS-sensor shown in fig. 11 is of the worst-case kind.

As already mentioned and described in more detail in [6], it is reasonable to choose
the observer dynamic as similar to the dynamic of the closed loop control system. But this
solution is not optimal in a strict sense. The optimization of the observer gain matrix
for the presented failure detection method is still an unsolved problem. But already at
this time it can be said that the design as a Kalman filter is not optimal. Neither the
performance index should he of a quadratic type nor the measurement noise can be assumed
s Gaussian. Actually the optimization has to be done with respect to deterministic,
precisely definable sensor failures.

6. CONCLUSION

For the sensor part of a flight control system a diagnosis scheme has been developed.
Based on analytic redundancy a duplex sensor configuration supported by deterministic
observers achieves the fail-operational capability of a conventional triplex system. The
concept was applied to a flight control system of a transport aircraft. Flight tests
have shown that in principle the failure detection concept is feasible with commonly used
sensors. Only certain failures of the altitude sensor are undetectable due to the fact
that the altitude has to be considered as the state of a free output integrator. As far
as the operational performance of the detection concept is concerned it can be reported
from the flight tests that the performance was at least high enough not to upset the
pilots.
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RESU11E

La maintenance int~grie a pour but dsassurer Is maintenance premier Achelon
des systtmas d'ermes, et de ce fait dolt permettre lidentification d'URP
(Itnitt-s Remplaqables en Plate) en panne et Ia validation des dhamnes
fonctionnelles, sane qu'il soit nficessaire de recourir A l'utilisatlon
d'fiquipements extfrieurs au systime lui-mlue. Ce concept eec rendu possible
par lea technologies numniriques actuellement utilis~see et par uae architecture
du eysc~me d'armes adapt~e. En particuller lea syst~mes d~velopp~s pour lea
M4IRAGE 2000 se pr~tent bien A cc type de maintenance du fait que lee 6quipemente
sont reuLs entre eux par un bus nua~rique A gestion centrallesfe, gestion assurie
par on seul calculateur dfinoais& principal ou lactique.

La maintenance intfigrfie comprend:

- Une maintenance r~alis~e pendant le fonctionnement opgratlonnel du sysalme
d'arnee* bas~e our one surveillance permanents du fonclionneaent des &qulpemeote
et l'enreglstrement des anomalies pendant le vol.

- Line maintenance r~alisaie pendant un fonctionnement particuller du sysame
d'armee et permettent des teats plus profonde dens lee fiquipements eils que
Ia virification de tone lea #changes d'informatlon sleffectoant par le bus
num~rique ou par des liaisons point I point Analogiques on digitales.
Pendant ce fonctionnement "Maintenance" le systlhoe Verses naosaure plus
aucune fonction opfrationnelle.

La preai~re partie de 1lexpoel prfisente lee implications atfrielles et logiciellee
des fonctions de matntenabilitt accomplies par lea fiquipements en distinguant

- lea disposltlfs exploitfis pendant le fonctionnement opfirationnel
- lee diapoaltife exploitfis pendant le fonctionnement maintenance.

La seconds partie de l'exposf, dficrit lea logiciels de Ia maintenance intfigr~e an niveau
du calculateur principal du systame, g~rant le bue numeirique.

-INTRODUCTION

Dane les systas dernon organisfia autour doun bus num~rique multiplext I geation centralis~e,
l'organisation des 4changes d'informationa et Is felt duo 6quipement "Maitre" (Calculataur principal
ou tactique) girant on flot d'informations circulant our on support filaire unique. Afim d. minimiser
le nombre at l'ampleur des 6quipesenta de maintenance extgrieurs a lavion, 11 faut s'efforcer I ce
qua 1. mayan privil~gif pareattant lea 6changss d'intormationa "op6rationniellea" soil sussi I. mayen
prIvIl6Igi d'4change des Informationsaet des procidures de maintenance.

Par ailleurs, at surtout en ce qui concerns lee fiquipements organlesa autour duon opfirateur
programA 1. teat par simulation de fonctionnesent dolt Itre reaplac6 par un teat dficomposi on
plusleurs sAquencas persettant de virifiar I'Lnt~jrItS des difffrentes parties de P'Squipement de
faqon autonome at aussi complitement qua possible. D'autre part, It principe do maintenance int~gr~e
doit aboutir A cc qua cheque 6quipament concoure A 1. maintenance globale du systbae drses.

Ll&tuda de Ia maintenance Int~grfie pour un systatlmerses donnG d~bute dim Is conception des

: alie tditablir ma premier scbhms de Is maintenance ginirale du systisse. Insuit* dibute mae
ha*d&uocamplite do Ilappllcalon des spfeifieazions 6quIpemeont par Squipmat at in dlobtenir

me Wiitionditallie des dispositif a logiclels ct/cu matiriels de maintenance dams lee 6quipesenta.
11 e i dent quo ltenamblo das dispositions do saintenabilitti au premier 6chelon applicables a

on@ augmnt tion du pris du sotiriel.



11 eat done nficessaire done tou. lea cas d'examiner cee aspects de fagon I rfaliser nn compromis

acceptable entre toutes ces exigences qul sont parfois contradictoires. A titre indicatif non. evens
fiX6 lIe limites suIvantes.

ZeL pourcentage di.structions directement lilies A la maintenance par rapport A 1'ensemble des
Ins truct ions d'un logiciel dlfquipement ne dolt pas dfipasser 15 A 2oz.

*Le pourcentage des 6ldments .atdriels directement lifis I Ia maintenance par rapport A
l'ensemble des 6l6ments matfiriels de l'S6lnipement ne dolt pas d~passer 10 A 12%.

Ce. chiffres sont discutais pour chaque fiquipesent afis d'aboutir au seilleur compromis.

La maintenance Intfigrfe comprend deus parties distinctes:

oparationnel du syatems d'armes et qui eat donc effective avion en vol on au aol. Ces tests at
autotests n'ont pas, A ens souls, un taus de couverture suffisant pour assurer une maintenance
premier 6chelon satisfaisante.

- One maintenance rgalisgie A l'aide de procksdnres perturbantes pour Ie fonctionnement opfirationnel du
syatlme d'arraes permettant de complaiter 108 tests systases et antotests fiquipementa. Cette seconde
partie de Ia maintenance lntfigrfe eat obtenue par l'utilisation d'un mode de fonctionnesent
particulier du syatame d'armes appelA "fonctionnement maintenance an sol". Dana ce mode. Lae 6qui-
pemants abandonnent leur fonctionnement op~rationnei pour n'effectuer qua des tiches strictement
maintenance ayant pour objet de compl6ter Ua vgrification de Laura functions internee et de coopfrer
A I& maintenance systlme e n particulier donner Ia possibiliti de v~rifter Lou. lea *changes
d'informstiona effectufis aoit par le bum multiplex* soit par lea liaisona point A point numfriques
on analogiques.

Ces dens aspects compidoentaires de Ia maintenance intigrge conduisent AIsL r~alisation de dens
fsmilles de dispositifs mat~riels et logilela de mintenabilit6 aussi bien pour Les 6quipements que
pour le gfirant du bus multiplesS.

2 - AINTENABILITE DES EQUIPMNENTS

Les Squipements d'un syatbme dVermes intfigr6 peuvent Atre clasagis en cinq types
- Les Squlpements snalogiques on A logique clblge non reigs an bus numairique multiplesa
- Les Aquipemants A procesaenrs non rela au bus numtrique multiplex&
- Las fiquipements A logique cIie religs; an bus nusfrique multiples*
- Las 6quipements A processeurs relits an bus numtrique snltiplext
- Las Asquipemants I calcnlsteur universel relihs an bus nuftrique multiplesa.

La malntenabiliti des 6quipements comprend denxsiaries de dispositifs
- des dispositifs qni @ont opfrants pendsnt I. fonctionnemant op~rationnel
- des dispoaltits qul ne soot op~rants qua pendant Ie fonctionnement maintenance.

C e! qiets 2 n IS nsidWrlscoma cn-tant pa. relifis su bus nustrique multiplesS et no sont
capables que du soul fonctionnement opirat ionnel :lens maintenabblitg est de type classique.
[1s comportent:

- On certain nombre de dispositifs mt6riels surveillant une part plus on moins importante des
fonctions r~alis~es. Cet ensemble de surveillances dolt sbontir A I& confection d'une
information transaiso par un discret vero un autre 6quipement qul, tell& an bus, Ia trans-
mettra an garant du systame.

- On dispositif permettant do positionner lea informations de sortie de ld6quipement
*Soit I une velour dfifinie

solIun 6cart connn par rapport A une valeur actuelie.
Ce diespoitif dolt appliquar lea Informstions de positionneuent Ie plua en asont possible our
les chains@ de traitement. La mine en oeuvre de ce dispositif, perturbant pour Ie fontton-
nement opfrationnel de 1 'Squipemsnt pant Otre d~clench6

maunusliement par un bouton-poussoir fugitif
*Slectriquemt par l'interwnddiaire d'un discret provenant dnun 6quipement connect* an bus
nusfrique.

La Lemn "informations do sorties" reconyre ausei bien les Informations "filectriquas" (par esemple
veleur do tension) quo lee informations visualises an pilots par lntermfidtaire d'siguilles,

Par aillours, ily aliuld considlrer dons typos do tess ~cln8:c ocht~rsn

loreue favon et u so, sr atio dopilote. Pour ce typo do test. Ie rotour A I&

ond nfigudraonuopme t onalqos do test, i fort Iin do bA foIntiruonut d ptoot dot

rvisqL a 1'ht ban qu foacionot I*umdeno feaisasonetd acheylon csdis opatone u mantenace

positionnoment "test" des sortie@. Fsr ailleurs, tu diacret "toot es cones" dolt Itre evoyl vets
I* Systlme.

I. ......
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.poc ess.e .r no n reli au bos num~rigue multiplex*
%type dtquipenent comporte one partl. fanctionneile de base (function capteur) asorie A un

processeur. La maintenablitg de Is fonction de base eat asurfe de Is alme mainlire que poor lea
6qulpementa analaglques ou A logique cIie.
Les diapoaltifa de test au niveao du processeur goat leasaulvanta

- Test de Is ufivoire proaramme
L intigrits dui contenu mimoire programme eat vairifige par Ilintershdialre dlune some de
contr8le (check-sum) s'exergant pendent tout Is temp do fonctionnement de l'quipeasnt.
Cette somme, de contr~ls doit Itre su mine isddition de toutes lea instructions contenues
dans Is e~moire progrme et comparaison du r~sultat avec une valeur de consigns mascrite
dans cette aesmoire programme.

Test des unltis arithmV ige! et l uus@(nt etae
Ce test st effect 1. par Is r~aliatlon d'un ralcul-type ayant pour but de faire fonctlonner
in maxcimum de circuits.

- Tes- t du daroulement do programme (Watch dog)
Ce test eat effectuf sous forms d'une instruction exacutaecrycliquesent, aysnt pour at fet
de rgiarmsr on diapositif mat~riei. (sonostable riarabie). En cae de non-ex~cution de rette

instruction done Is fengtre de temp. de r~armement du dispositif, one Information de mauvals
fonrtionnement est disponible.

Teat-dea rodur d'nrf /sortie
.an. scs i lquiesent posslde ce* deux dispositife, on test des rodeurs et sx~fiutA

*Sur une vote do codeur num~rique/anaiogique :demands de collage en analogique d'une
valeur numArique connus per programse.

*Rebouciage de cette Information anslogique our ume vote dui codeur analogique/nua~rique
qui In transform Oil nuarique.

*Coaparaison du rfseoltat aver is valour d'origlne.
Dans le cm oil l'fiquipement ns posside qu'un rodeur analogique/nuisfrique Is teat s'effectus
par rodage, our one voie, d'une valour de tension de rlfhfrence interne A lquipement et
comparaison aver Is vsleur numrique tgmoin rorrespondents.

L'ensembie de cs to 1totests s'effectue en tithe de fond programme et no perturbe donr pas Is fonc-
tionnement op r: .Ion do I'Squipsent, Ils rontrlbuent I Pl'aboration d'un signal de bon
fonctionnement global.

Traitsment do r~suitat des outotests

Attests fontg nnls
Ces sutoteets s'oerrent our les Maents do l'Gquipement sutres que Is proresseur proprement dit.
Pour rhacon d'eux, on filtrags peut Otte effertug per l'Squipement lul-mame. L'indirstion ds penne
vera lea fiquiposents p~riphhiriques dolt Atre rohlrente aver Is filtrage, rlest-a-dire qus cc nest
qu'l l'issue do filtrage que V'on positionnera lea informations d'6tst A bono u a sauvais function-
nement.

Autotests Procosseur
On csse densctto ratfigorle le* autotests 8'exergant oniqusment *ur is proresoor

Tests UAL ou UT
Some do contr~le
Teat de parita
Test de Is zone "saolve do travail si celui-ci s'exerce en permsnence.

Tous re autotests, sn ram do dficlsncheiant ant poor of fet iarrgt do programme sans qu aucon
filtrage nl temporisaclon no soit sffectu&, et V'indication do panne dolt gtrs iam~diste.
Ls chien de garde peot d~clencher de deux saniures

- d'une part, suits A on arr~t programme occasionng per le d~cleacheatnt doun des autotests
prac~dents.

- d'autre pert, par Is non ex~rutIon do l'lnstruction do riarmement du chie de garde done Is cas
oil lee autotests pr~r~dents no d~cleachent pas.

Ainsi, Is rhien de garde et, indirectement, is OU logiqos des rficultats des autatesta do prorossour.
La retomb~e du chien do garde dolt entrainer lsrrgt do progress. Lorsqu'on autotest eat diclencho
entrainant Varr~I du programme, plusoeura ram sont possibles:

- Loreque le progrm oct enregiatr& dane une mfimotre fonctionnant en cycles %ecture-6criture"
(tors ... ) larrt dolt 11tre dCinitif uusqu'lIis mlss hars tension du systime Vasrese.

- ILoraque Ie program et enregistrG our un. aimoire 'marts' (RON4, PROM4, RER(1, etc.) Il'rrit
programse

dolt Atre dMfnitlf jusqu'l Ia miss hors tension du systime dVerses pour lea &quipe-
meat@ ayant bosoin do "pasGS poor continuer do fonctionner rorrectement.
peot Otte temporaire pour I"e 6quipeuonts travaillsot en temp. riol et n'ayant pas
besomn do "pass6 pour travaillsr carrectement :dsno ce coal one shqoenkct do Ml-

4 tisiiaaton I'Squipameet pout Stre ontreprise at rialiuie une ou plualeure fois.
Si. au term d-un certain nombre do tentativee do rdiltialisation i1 oat
Impossible pour Is processeur do travailier corrertement, 1VarrIt programe sea.a
d~finitif jusqulIs ina" hors tenaion do cyst&=meses.
Si Is prolc~dure do rinitialisation do proesour aboutit & on fonctionuemet
correct lSqulpaset sot riiattlaII96 normalement svee disperition do Il'ldication
do panne.

- 11 taut rmnrquor qu'une coopue rsoau sera intorpritGs per lea Squipoments comeim one rtwice
soes tension aprbs coupuro do syatime d arms.

_ an Cne dlarrft progrm, 1os sorties analogiques (bars bus) do l'Squipomost *out positionnies
dans an htat no.s dangerousn o pr~firontil

*pour Is 6icurt do Vol
.pour los Squlpeoanta pirlph~riques.

AI



sovet Test des Uoitds Arithmitiquos at Logiqus
-Soe de contr~le, de 1* Mantlra programs
-Test de is zone agmsoiro do travail.

L'ordre dons Isquel s'effectusut css autotents Lmports peu. Loroqus Is processeur a satisfait A

cas contr~iss, Is programse cat isncG et 10 chlon do garde est *=Ad Pour Is premilro fois.
inute, lea sutoteeto processeur soot exdcutde so ticho do food (A lszxception du test de Is

2ne almoire, do travail dens I& piupart des coo).

2.3 -Enuipements A logigue cle, relils au bus numdripue multiplemxd

Le couplage au, bus nuadbrique multiplex6 s'effectue par lintermdiaire do deux 6l6ments
- Le coupleur standard du bus (COS) qul peret de recevoir st d'femettr. lea informations Bur le

bus. Co dispositif eot comanna A ous, lea fiquipements religo au bus.
- Le coupleur sous-systmo (CSS) qui paret l'orgsnisatbon des kdcaoge tre Ie CO1S et l16quipe-

sent lui-alme, et contient en particulier lea tables dichanges bus.
La sIntenabilitf des fiquipenonts A logique, clbide relifa ou bus eot Is *"a quo calls ddcrite au
paragraphs 2.1 mits Is fait d'Atre tell$ au bus pernet Is r~alisation de dispositifs complimentaires
de test utilisfis pendant I. fonctionnement opdrationnel so 1. fonctionnoest maintenance du systame
dVerdes.

Kaitenabli t"ento 1. foctbornmont2.E ojrtitn

En plus des dispositifs dhcrits au paragraphe 2.1 ce typo dlquipmeet posabdo lee possibiliis
Ouivantes

- Surveillance des niveaux d'alimontation pour laliumntstion du CZOS. Lee alimantations du COS
sont ourveilides do tells snfire que lorequ'iis n'oot plus lea tolirances permottont
d'assu:rer un f: nctioument correct du coupleur bum, £15 tnhlbent l'iooieon our lo bus.

- Test do conexion :Ce test a pour objet de robouclor une Information regue per Is COS sur sea
circuits dleission at retraosmission our Is bus. Ce teat eat pilott per Ie Sdrant at n's pour
r~le quo do vdrifisr 1. boo fonctlonnement des circuits du coupleur do bus. Co test eot
cyclique.

- Not do validit& ot d'Sitat
Chaquo 6quipemont tell& au, bus dolt &laborer et tranomettre our I. bus A destination du gdrant
ot dos p~rlphlriquea un o des mote de, voal~t t A i tat. Lea inforustious, do validitt
ditsroineot Is validitA des, informations qui soot Glaborfies par l1quipowent. Les Informationo
d'&tat oont des Informatioos do panne. 11 exists donc uas relation ontro lea informations do
validit& et dlStat. Un 6quipement constitu& d'une sould UIP dolt eovoyer un sot d'Sitat dont
lee bits reprfiseotent Ie rioultat de chaque sutotest permanent dont 11 eot capable et un bit
de synthise do panne. Ces bits seront traitfs ult&rieurement au niveso calculateur principal
so gdrant. Un Squipowent conotitut do plusieuro URP euvoie un so plusiouro auto ddstato qui

doivent 4tre I. compto rondu du boo fonctionnemeut. so de I& panne do chaque UIP de
ldquipenent, Is logique de traitoment Gtant of fectuge dana lI'quipement lub-ume.
peuvent fiventuolicment Itre le compte rendu du rfisultat des sutotesto permanents des
Gquipesnto.

Lea bits non utilislo des mots ddftat soot fords a1 1'6tst -Boo Fonctionnmsent"

Hintenabilitjnstl fonctionnomont maintenance

Le fonctionoement maintenance oat rfialls& principalement par aue trame d'dcbange, bus adaptis sum:
besoins do Is maintenance. Les 6quipsennta A logique ciblie, no peuvent pas changer do mode do
fonctionnement. Cependant, so certain nombre do dispooltifo soot pr~vus.

-Test dos entr es anaozipues nr
Par anaoiui fout comprenr I 'nomblo des Lnformstions quL no soot pas 6changloes per
Is bus nuadrique sultipioxl. Ll1quipmnt dolt Atre capable do coder tout.. Jos informations
quiil recoit on doburs du bus (discrete. tenoion-syncbroo, soslogiquos etc..) at do lea
retransmottre our Is bus. Les informations qui no soot pee onvoyles our Is, bus lore de Is
trade oprationnolis d'Schangos d'ioformations Is soront our Is traes "maintenance".

-Test do sot1es nto Iun* Los~q~;! Iqupo asdoivt v I*i possibilit& do positionoer Inure sorties snaloglques A
certain*@ velours & partir do commandos parveonin par Is bus. Le positionnment pout &aoit

4 pour origins
usn ot bus ro~u positionamnt mne so plusiouro sorties
un nt bus dleaschst um o plusioure dispositife do poeitionnmnt dane Is can *a3
11 sl y a pas do recopie directs d'informatbous reques par It bus. Les positionuements
so font

- soit I -e* veleur dMinim
- sait A um 6cart par rapport & mue valour actuollo.

Pour tos 6quipaeonts sysot one fae parlante. lee 6limento our lesquals on pout fair* one
lecture visuelle soot considlrla code sortie anelosique.

-Rebouclas doe sorties aalogoe
Pour smlboror I qus Itidu dienostic d-UlI an peon.. 11 set domandl que liqupment soft
capable do roboucler our Is digibus I travoro lea endears, tootes lins informations do sortie
anslogiques ot Is rebouciege doit Gtro fait le plus en oval possible.



I ~ 2 - p l nr ro s s u r li6 a su bus nu arlue multiplex&
Ce.a a t o tC pabloo d'un fontitonnament meaiteane di ff rent du fon tionne ment

oplratlonnel at coastItusat is majorit6 dot 6quipaments des systames d'ars modernes.

- Mantenablllr ipcdnt is toctlonone~ o2 6ra tioveal

Ca. 6quipements peuvent disposer de tests dhclenehis giobax, Ile s'ex~cutsnt dones@ cmsues

Conditions quo ddcrlt au paragraphs 2.1 pour lee fiqutpements analogiques ou A logique cgbihe.
"ilnformation test en cours dolt Atre mascrite. do plus, date Is mot do walidit6 et dhtat.

Un certain nombre do dispoaltife d'autotest sout daveloppfis pour surveilier 1. fonctionanent hors
processear de ceo 6quipemnts. Do plus, Is surveillance des allntatlons du ODS dolvent aboutir.
a cas de dWat diteet6, A l'iahibitlon de Is fonction Asision our It bus.

Test du processeur
Ces tests goat Les shoes que ceux d~crits au paragraphe 2.2, A savoir

*Test de Ia udnitre progrinew.
*Test des Uneites erlthafitiques at logiques.
*Test du dfirouiement de programs.
*Test des codeurs d'entraa/sortie.

Ls saction de ceg atotests dolt aboutir non geuinmnt 41 larrit programme en coo do dtaction
d'erreur sale aussi A l'inhlbition du dialogue bus en Wmselon. Les possibilltfi do rhatillser un
Aqulpeneat dlfailiant dacrites Cu paragraphs 2.2 goat toajoars valables let at en cas do rdini-
tialigation correcte, inhlbltioa de l'tmission bas dolt Stre levi.. En felt, doe Is piupart des
cee. teost Ic chien de garde qui inhibe ou diginhlbe is dialogue bus suivant qu'll ladique 'panne"
ou "bon fonctlonngment'.

Test A 1Vinitiaiigatlon du Pr2 esesur
Ces tests goat les mimes que cMu d Zrits au paragraphs 2.2. Le dialogue bus aes ea utoris& qus
*I Ie chlen do garde indlque 'bon fonctionnesent".
Deux cog moat possibie*s

Le chien de garde et fore& A "Bo foactioanement" pendant Is phase d'ilttalisationaet done
Ic dialogue dlgibus eat possible mats aihatoire. Done cecoos pendant Is phase dlInitiall-
sation, I'Squipemsat dolt Scrire dens son lIVE ne Information "Initialization en cours" qul
disparaLtra quand Is programms sera lanct.
Le ehien de garde W'est are& qu'aprls leacement du programse. Dane ce cas, It dialogue digibut
de i"4quipseet sera toujours vaide.

Tests bus
Ces fiquipesents goat capables

du teat do connexion (voir paragraphs 2.3).
du test conversationnel our ues position dlentrle/aortie.
Ce test consists .. effeetuer leg opirationa guivantes:

- lception dun sot de test lors d'un cycle dichange st rangement does ane theoire
Riception".

-Transfert de ce sot, sans traitmsnt ni calcul, dens une moore *Emission".
-Emission de cc sot Cur Is bua iore du cycle d'ichange bus oulvant.

La valeur du sot test chenge A chaque rheeption done liquipmsnt.
Par to soya, on compllte Is test du COS et on done i& posibilit6 de vif icr que Is
processeur de I'iquipment atablit correctement Is dialogue en riception camse en Wmssion.
Le girant du systw pilots ce test et an didult des Panaes 6vontuelles.
lNt de validitfi st di&tat.
Le sot de vaIditG ct dueitt set 6isbor6 St Wme cycliquesent oar Is bus numirique dens lea
ams conditiona que dierit dens Is paragraphs 2.3

-MsitenabIitijsen isfntlnmatmiteac

Le foactilonmat maintenance de ce type d iquIpemst tgt diclench& per n. eomeands dGIlsrue par
Ie girent du bus, vslabie pour tout Ie systle e rmes. A Is riception do catte eomeands, leg
Squipemas abandonnent Lear fonceLonnemsnt apratiomai pour n'effectuar qus des tlches purement
maintenance gles en oeuvre A Vlde de is trame dichange appell. "Trans maintenance a Sol".
Le fonetloanement maintenance st divisS en deux parties

Lee functions logici*lies maintenance de base doot iazlcutIon eat diclenchis dike Is comands
dilrie per Is Sgraut do bus.
Lee fonctione logicieliss dclenehaes per Voplrateur en function do ga beoinea.

4Tnctions lolcislige do base :io ner11en
Le codoge et ilmilsslon gut Is bus OltIMisx de Informations anslogiques d'entrie (per
&Ancoglqus 11 foat eatendre touts ios information* lehanglee en debars do but).
P ositionament demsmortis anslogiques" de i'Gquipoment A partir d'ordres provenant du bag.
Rebouciage do* gortlgs "analosiqus" permttent Ie lever do doute astre daux DiP ora dunes
rocherche do penns.

Poec Ion io Ic~legdclahe
TeM.g dOfecha Ce t.S.g nt: Isere aigouitbe rldents dies a ~ire progam do
1, iqulprngnt ot est diciencias per amo mmands contents doeo mot pervoat par Is bat.
Chatgoet de lgciel ds toot, los 6quipsout. gat capebles do receolar per Is bus
an Iogiclel qul egt chargi dane Is Sam wlmoiro vivo, et at exicatf par i'uait6 centrale

ear command pervoseut via Is bus.

I,-



15-6 Ed tin du contenu m fioire programme. Cette possibilitl eat demand~e pour to s le s qut-
pementoaet eat aurtout utiliie au Meu Achelon de maintenance pour Is contr~le bit a bit de
I'in t igrit6 du contenu m~moire programme. Lee Squipements &your mane m~moirs 4i tors noj KEPROM
doivent pouvoir non seulemnt Oditer iour contenu mfmirs par It bus walsasel pouvoir #tre
chargfs A partir du bus. Ce diapositif de lecture-criture peut Atre utilis6 su let Echelon.
*Test converationnel complet. Ce test consists I:

- Recevoir man certain numbra de messages permttant de remplir compl~tement toutes lea
eimoires "R~ception" des Equipemeuts. Les informations nom lea messages sont remque aver
lee adrassas correspondent AI lensembie des adreases r~ception que l-fiquipeeent utilise.

Le contema eat v~rifiE par I'Equipement A l'aide d'une mse de contr8ie.
- Emettre des informationa anus fortle de massages-teats en utilisant toutes lea adresses

&miasion de 1'Eiquipament concerni. Le girant du bus vfirifiers, par une aomes de contr~le
que tous lea messages ont correctesent 6tA ei par l~quipement anus test.

Test du chien de garde. C'eat un test ayant pour but de faire dficlencher Is chien de garde
et done d'inhiber Is dialogue bua en "eajsion de l'6quipeoent.

2.5 nuiemens acaiclatur uivesel elis audigbus
Ce type dtlquipement. !ompote !ma!calula8euru tr~iliant aver une almoire de masse ext~rieure, gfn~ra-
lement. conitulie per un disque ou une bonds magmI& tique. La particularitfi de cette structure eat que
lee zones "m~moirs programme" et "mmoirs de travail" ne sout plua fies sais variables et iabriqu~es
entre slas. 11 s'en suit qua lea apkcificationa expooses au paragraphs prficfdent ne a'appliquent plus
de Ia otme manure au nivssu processeur.

- Test de I& mmoirs projrame r~sident
fr7eotaiss-rT par une some de contFr~ie a'exerqant en fond de tinhe programme.

- Teat de I& m~mnire prolraine exicutable
Ii- eat efetmt ar 'une 'so-me do contr-le

*d'une part A I& fin du chargesent done Is osinoire interne du calculateur du programme I ex~cuter.
Ce tte somme de contr8le doit s'effectuer en tiche principale avant tout lancemnt du programme.
*dautre part, pendant tout le temps de fonctionnement de l1fquipewent mane fois Ie programme
lanck (en food de tiche).

Une fois Is programme lancE, on peut confondre lee deux neses de contr~le at nen effectuer qu'une
saute en ad4itionnant lea instructions

- du programme rfisident
- du program exficutable

et en comperant is r~sultat obtenu aver la somme des deux valeurs de consigne.

-Test du dialpue aver I oismoirs de see
Lasinmoirede masse eat utilisie dan a dux buts

*Inacrire done i* m~moirs Interne du colculateur mm program A exficuter.
* macrice dana la mfioirs de masse man certain nombre d'informations qui seront traitis ult~rieu-
raa~nt.

Le roupisur mnire do msase a done une Importance easentielle et 11 faut asasurer en permanence
10; lea GEhanges d'informationa so font correctament dota lea deux san$. Le teat de ce coupleur eat
r~alisE par l'inscription d'informatin teat our Isn mmoire do masse pule relecture aver v~ntif-
cation. Ce teat eat effectuE an permanence pendant Is fonctionemt oplrationnel. de l'6quipement.
La mime rigle eat applique loraque liquipmant eat tell& directement I une unit& de geation
d'entria-sorties autonome (unitE de gestion bus par siample) on mm p~ripimrique standard
(MGl-imprimeur).
Aux difffirences dicrites ci-deasua, lea apcificationa dicrites ou paragraphs pr~c~dent s'appliquent
entibrement A ce type d'Equipwnt.

3 - LOGICIELS DR IEAINTEMAKIE INTEGRES DUI GEANT BUS SYSTEME

3.1 - Logicials eiicutla pendant Is fooctinnemant namlrationnal

3.1.1 - Test do connexion
Ce test Wt destinE A v~rifier qua lea compleurs standards do bus (COS) fonctionnent correctement.
La g~rsot bua syst~ms v~rif is cycliquement quo tons lea Equipesmnto relis ou bua nua~rique multi-
plaex envolant mm Echo-teat correct.

3.1.2 - Tast conversationl our mepositin
Gets't JstTaTEtiTierqswi-is Equipemento relids ama bas asm~rIque Maltiplexd dialoguent
correctmat an rayyant mama Inforustiow-toat. La r~sultat de ce teat nest pria ea compte, pour
man Equipeomnt qua dane Isa usure oa son teat do commeuion n' indqm pae de pane.

3.1.2 - Cpwptes roodus do maintenance
Lea Comtes Rendus -de Haintenane (CUE) permattent, en exploitant leeasaultate des outotesto
permnanta non pertiarbanta des Equipaments, da connaitre l'Stat dm aystm daers. L'intrit de
ce diapoeltif et d'autant plus grand qua Ie taux do couvarture des satoteata des Equiposmeta eat
Slmyg. La legiciel des Camptam oomius do NaamncA a doug modes do fooctiensmeamt

-Las Comptee Esmims do Vol (CILV) a coat Ia sloristiom ot I& datattoo do tons lea 6vinmeaoto
do Pam ditectis par lea outotmata amtr I* moet do dicellags ot I'lastsat do i'atterrssgo.



Ile pormettent d'obtanir. a sol
*Is visualisetion des 6quipwmente ou des UI.P qul *ont tombS, en penne pendant Ie vol, et

qui n ocat pa revenue I li6tat de ton Fonctionnement au moment du toucher des roues
(atterrissage).

*I& visualisation de i'historique do vol. qul permet de connaltre dans quel ordre et I

- Le eompee odats (en to"mp. ol lee 6quipements *out pos:I liatlcido Panne.

enrgisromnt oneIs mimoiredugrn tpseaio
*Otds quipoments ou des e n an

en temps r~ai.
L'explottio: des Coeptes Rondus deMaintenance no pout s'effectuer queau gal.

3..31 Cnsiutonde Cmteg Rendus do Maintenance
Les Comptee Kedu dMaintenance comportent plusleurs information@

- ian Mat d'Ztat et de. Panne (HEP)
- un code Equipeont
- un code de type de painr.
- un mat de datation.

3.1.3.1.1 NoMt d'tet et de P'nne
Les mots d'Etat at do-Panne (MEP) cant constituts A pattir

- des Mots do Validit& at d'Rtat (MVE)
- des mats de fode
- des surveillances exercie per Io girant out I. dialogue digibue des 6quipesents
- des surveillances partlculibres.

Mat do ValiditA et d'Etat (ME!)
Un MV! est 3.1. pr cheque Squlpeont connect* ou digibug.
Ce mat comprend deux pert ies

- Une partie "validit&' qul indique ax 6quipements utilisateurs des informations g~n~r~eg
sur I* digibus que ceg informations mont utillssbles Cu non.
Cette pattie du WE! Wst pee prise en compto pour Ilaborstion d'ian Mat d'Ptat tt de
Panne (MEP).

- Une partie "Atat" (coue-entendu de pennes). Cette pertie contient It compte readia du
rfisultat des autotesto que i1quipoment diroule en permsnence ot &ventuelleeent ian bit de
synthise de panne par UIRP pour lea 4qiaipementc ulti-JRP.

Mat de Modes (124)
Ce mat indique Ie mode done lequel llquipement fonctionno. C'egt da.-* ce mat que V'on troiave
Vinfotmation "Test en Coure". Le mat de mode, ou ian. partie de to sot, eat prie en compto
pour l'Aleboration d'un MEP.

Surveillance DjgAibus
Le dialoguSe Digibu de touc ieg 6quipemente qul y soat connectS. est surveillf per le g~rant
dua systlee qui d~toreine dec pennes dialogue 6ventuellem.

Surveillances Patticulllres
&7s iuiefl~anZA so-t de deum ordres

-Les Squipementc non connectS. cia digibug ant ino certain nombre deutotesto qul renceignent
sur lout Stat. Ce. outatogtg cancaurent 9 1i61eboration d'unoue do plusieure discrets de
ban fonctioinmownt qui mont tranomig

goit vorg Is girant du gystime
sait vers ian Squipement qul, rollS au Digibug. I* trangmettre vets I* girant.

La g~rant a done Is poseibilit6 do confectionner ian MEP pour llSquipament Suetteut do.
discrete do ban fonctionnoment en quection.

-Los Squipomntg enoaent coft veto Ie gitent sait vet. d'auttes Sqialpemente ian certain
nombre d'infomstions analoglques oia Digibus. Les Squipements r~cepteurs peavent feire des
tets do vreassblance gut lee informations qa' ile tegoivent, at peuvent donc d~terminmr
des penne. gut lse 3.oetteurs".
La. r~oultats do coe surveillances eaut

*soit directement Slabotie pat I. g~tsnt larequill effoctue lul-mmte es contr~lee
salt dieponibles done un 6quipement tell aum digibus quile ic ottansosttta vet. IQ

La M? et donc le tiegemblement do tout** cmo informations our 2 mote de 16 bits darts losquels
an trouve:

- des bits qul donnent I* timultat dee eutoteets dian Squipement

- des bite qul donnent I@ tleuhtat des surveillances of fectules cut ma 6quipemest per soe

prp~rques on Ie Skent du systlme.

..... ......



3.1.3.1.2 - CoeEqgeen
Chaqu Sqieetfiao l'objet d'un CRV posAde un code qui Wes de valeur que pour iLe gfirant
do systime. Les fiquipements soot ainsi hifirarchisfia implicitemeot dans is table des Couples
Reodos de Maintenance. Ce code fiquipement comprend 8 bits.

3.1 3.1.3 - Coded d n
yPisde Panne puvent 8tre daterminfis. Le code de type de panne comprend 2 bits.

Paones de a Iel Ce soot les pannes dlitermin~es par leeauotests des Cquipements. o par le

g~rant cu er ests dialogue Ce type de paone permet de considfirer que Is maintenance eat
rfalisfie par V'fchange de lURP fautive sans quill soit nficessaire d'effectuer des recherches
complfimentaires.

Pannesade ype2 :Ce soot toutes lea phones autres que celles dficlarfies par lea Siquipements
eux-mimes par l'inlermlidiaire de leurs autotests o lc gfirant sur Is qualitSi do dialogue.
Ce soot dooc des pannas dfitect~es per lee "surveillances particuliares". Dana cc cas. 11 y a
peul-Itre lieu d'effectuer des recherches complamentaires avant de dfiposer IURP.

Pannesd4etLy~geO_ Dana le cas oai i1 y a panne puis relour A boo fonctionnement. ii. y a
Indication de type de panne 0 so moment du retoor A l'6tat boo fonctionoement.

Pannes de LypeS :Dana le cas not one URP a fail l'objet de dix eoregistrements de panne pendant
le vol. elle eat prfisentlie avec: Indication de type de panne -S- pour 'SATURANTE-. quel quc soil
le type de panne du dernier enregistremeol -*2- ou-"

3.1.3.1.4 - Mot de Datation
En vol, chaque comple rendo de maintenance cat enregistrfi en same teaps qoc U'heore A laquelle
Is panne correspondante a so lieu. Celle heure cat expriane en nombre de cycles longs dPtchange
Le LS5 de ce sot a one valcur de 16Oiss dens le cas do MIRAGE 2000.

3.1.3.2 - Constitution des Couples Rendus de Vol (CRV)
Lea Couples Rendus de Vol soot la ts~morisaaion des Couples Rendos de Maintenance entre le moment
do dhcollage at le moment de l'atlerrissage, dans la mfimoire do calculaleor gfirant. Cells table
eat mfimoris~e dana one zone RAM ou RAXl protfigfe.

3.1.3.2.1 - Datation
Le coapteor servant I dater lea CRV cat mis I zAro one premi~re fois lora do passage sor Is
position "Navigation" do Sfilectcur de Mode de Navigation. Lora do d~collage, mat~rialiS6 par
lVinformation "Train datendo" le logiciel des CRy dolt enregistrer la valeur de cc compteor.
Cci parset de connaitre l'heure de dficollage par rapport so passage en "Navigation-. Dsns
le ale leaps, cc coupteur sera reeis A zero afin de pouvoir dater lea CIV par rapport so moment
do d~collape.

3.1.3.2.2 - Remise 1 z~ro de Is table des CRy
La table des CRV eat remise A z~ro lora de Ia premi~re information "train d~tendu- consficotie
II lse scous tension do Syatilme d'Armes.

3.1.3.2.3 - E!o21,stres53ldeo CRY
du moen d Iclage, (train dalendo) i1 y a

- Remiss I z~ro de Ia table des CRY (do vol prficldent)
- Enregiatrement de l'heure de dficollage (par rapport so passage en NAV)
- Remiss I zfiro do coupteor horaire
- Comparaison des MEP constitute dans le premier cycle long suivant le dficollage et couparaison

aIe l profil "Boo Fonclionnesenl" de chacon d'eux.
Ensoitce, il y a constitution at m4moration d'un CIV
- lora do passage doun MEP de l'Atat Boo Fonctionnement A 1'Sltat panne
- lors do passage d'un MEP d'un Sitat de panne A on autre 61st de phone
- lora do passage d'on MEP d'un *tat de panne A l'fital de boo fooclionnement.
Chaque MEP fail l'objet doune couparaison par cycle long d'Schange (160m). La msorisation des
CRV 9'arr~te loreque le contact de train indique "So1" (Train kcras6).

3.1.3.2.4 - Limitations
- n MEP donnS ne pout Itto enregistrfi que 10 fois so maximum so coors doun vol
-Le noubre total ds mifioristions de CRV cat limli A 128 poor on Vol.

3.1.3l.e.5e-istremoIt dona Ia table des CRV fail basculer on voyant sagn~tique aur le tableau
* mocanicien. Lonregistrsmenl de l'heure de d~collage no fail pas basculer ce voysol qui oat

r~armablo manuollement ao aol.

* 3.1.3.3 -Constitution des Comptes Rondos Sol (CBS)
Les Couples Random Sol soot conslitls par one table non aSuvegardfe dans le gfirant do Digibus.
Cello table eat constitu~e par los couples rondos de maintenance instantannis de loom les
Siqoiposonts du Systbm. d'Armos.
Done I. CRS5
- La dalat ion eal forc~e A zlto
- 11 an'ex ist ps de panne de typo "SATURMITE".

__m-.-



3...4-coSHur detvisulsation des outea Rendus de Vol

La . viuaiato desC; tsRnu de Vol s'ertectue our la fe Bass. au ol.I 3.1.3.4.1 -Visualiaion des panne* exiatent A Ia fin du Vol
La list. des URP en panne au moment de lratterrLasage set prkaentfie en tate bases.

- Une late colonne de on~soniques de couleur verte. aurfoqt~e du chiffre I trac6 en Vert.

Lea anioniques de cette colonne correspondent aum UIP en panne de type 1.
- Doe 2Aue colonne de animoniquea de couleur abre, surmontfie d'un 2 sabre.

Coo anamoniques indiquent lea IJRP en Panne de type 2.
- Uoe Mame colonne de onnisoniques de couleut rouge suruont~e d'un S rouge.

Cea onfioniques indiquent lea URP en panne saturants (type S).

Chaque colonne compote au plus 16 mnfoniques. Loraque Ie gfirant demande I& visualisation de

plua de 16 an~moniques dana une colonne, la tt basic ne visualise que lea 16 premiera et
prasente un aattrisque en bas de colonne. L'ophrateur doit alnts se reporter A l'hstorique de
Vol pour connaltre I&a hate complite des URP ou 4quipementsaen panne.

Ie S rouge.

a

065

INDEX DE PA

TAP

'R

VISiMISATION DES Pfte#ES EXISTAWJ EN FIN DE VOL

3.1.3.4.2 - Visalisation do 1'histoEriu d Ivo
L'historique do vl out onttug pr I-ensemble des CRV qul ont 6t6 enregistris pendant
Ie Vol done l'ordra chronologiqus de lour a~morisation. 11 sat prtsnt6 en t~te basese.
Dans c mode de visualistion Is premier affichage et celui du noubte de wm.oriaations de CRV
effeccu ea en Vol, suivi de 'heure de d~collage exprinfie en heurea. ainutes, aecondes,
dtiimea de seconds.

Le second affichag. eat celul do let CIV enregistrA, nona I& forms de 4 lignes superposaea
- La premlir. ligne indique De numfro dordre du CIV, l'giquipement concernG et I. type de

panne (0, 1, 2 ou 8)

A- La second* ligne indique i'heute do mimotisation en hautes, minutes, seconds, dixidoes
de seconds.

bit I I dana I. HIP on visualise un point et pour tout bit A 0 (cteat-&-dire significatif

do .: pane), I@ rang du bit dna Do nt 
du MEP.

Onp:nsui:: d4eolonaus Irts RVe o do Ih:: rtend cisant Pon rroisan:t; ortu
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L'heure de d~collage est toujours prdaent~e A I'appei de Ia procedure.

I ~inm aun .oiti!on de CRV n'a eu lieu en cours de vol. ii y aura au wins l'heure de dficoliage
I macite ur IsLate basse.

MEOILDE L LRP EN PPF

-DE L LWP EN PAM -E1.E DE DECOLLn aNo!JCVTYES

OV CRE 01 aA

3.5 -Procfidure de visualisation des Comptes Rendus Sa
Les Coreptes Rendus Sol ant pour but de p,&aentr 1&ftat instancanni du systame du point de vue des
pannes. La visualisation Oseffectue sur Is T~te Basse, au sol.

3.5.1 -Visualisation des Equipemento en panne actuelle,
La liste des IIRP en parne actuelle est pr~sentge our Is Tfte Basse.

La visualisation prisentfie eat semblable A Ia luste des UR? en panne des Colaptes Rendus de Vol.
La colonne des pannes saturantes eat vide car une panne actuelle ne peut pas Otre saturants.

±a S

OAE

gas

VI~..SU AT lO DES tc1JIPtCNIS EN PAeI* ACTUELLE-

q



3.1.3.5.2 -Visualisation de l'fitat I tuel duEuipeaont
Lta aculdn RP etphnt ur Ia Tfte easse.

Pour visualiser 'itat actuel d'une URP. on frarpe au PCN un noabre de 2 chiffres. gui est le
nuadro dictionnaire de l'Squipement auquel l'UP? eat rattachfie. Apparait alora en t~te basse un
Coupte PRendu Sol sous form d'un enemble de 4 lignes.

* .la ge dtfr~te ligne nundiro de I'6quipenent, no. de ld6quipements type de panne (1, 2, 0)

*3e et 4e lignes : EP de l'6qulpement, pr~sent6 comae en visualisation de l'historique
de vol.

La frappe d'un autre nufro falt apparaitre le Compte Rendu Sol correspondent en lieu et place

du prfic~dent.__ __tI'IEE.JPrN

HEL5Z FORCEE L
A 7ERO

~-0 00 00 a

VISUALISATION DE L'ETAT ACTIEL D IN EGUIPEt*Nt

3.1.3.6 -Panne d'un Aaiemn utl or le C o.e Rendus do Maintenance
En s de pann u calulaeu r-iant, Zce-cl act indiqube par lea visualiations opkration-
sells%. Les mfimarisations de CRV d~jA effectufes sont pardues. Aucun nouveau traitement ne peut
fftre eifectua et i1 eat donc Impossible de prAsenter un compte rendu qualconque. En visualisation
de Comte Rsndu de Maintenance, is girant secours provoquera la visualinatlon des riticules 1, 2

ou avec 1e antmonique CP en colonne 1.

En ca qui concerns lee suttre quipementsaftoecsires II Is visuallsation des comptes rendus de
maintenance, lee Panaea 6ventuellea seront ditectA.. par let autoteats d~clench~s, plus performanta
que lee autotests permanents.

3.2 -Maintenance compldmentaire su aol
Lee sutotests permanents des Squipements et du systbe ant une certain. limits do fait qu'ils doivent
ae dfirol sans psrturber Is fonctionnement oplrationnel. 11 sen suit quo la profondeur des tests
n'est pese toujoura suffisante pour ddtacter at localiser lee pannes ae Ia performance attendue d'un
premier Achelon.
La maintenance compllmentaire so aol dolt donc: permettre de compiter lee outotests permanents en
rendant possible Is v~rification ds tous lea 6ilments qu o peovent l14tre quen perturbant is
fonctionnement opfirationnal. du systime darms. Les principales functions I assurer msnt les soivantes

- Validation des transmissions d'informatione analosiques entre lee diiffitents 6quipmsnts at avec
le@ aomes.

- Pstmettr* do@ tests plus profonds done lee 6quipements en utilisant de* tests diclenchte spicif i-
qus dust lea algorittbae sont sait risidents doe lee 6quipaents, *oit 'chargesbles" I pertir
d'une m~oire do masse.

- Qualification exhaustive du dialogue dlgibus des 6quipements.

Lexlcution de coo diifirentas foactioic act rendus possible par lee logiciels d'aids A Is minats-
nanmes cl. Coo logiciels cont ripartis en den= groupes

- Les logicisis do bae"
- Los logiciela complbsntairss.
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3.2.1 -Loliciels debase
Ces logiciea per"ottent de donner au efcaniciel tous lea moycria de dialoguor avec le syateme afin
q 'tIl puts mener I bitn toutes lea opfirations de varification qui lui aesbient oficessairea afin
de incallser uric panne on de valider uric chaine fonctionnelle.

3.2.1.1 -Logiciel Trams Sol
En configuration maintenance au aol, le systae fonctionne sulvent un amode particulier.
11 faut considfrer deux types d'fquipements I

Les fiquipements snalogiquca pour leaquels lea opfirationa de maintenance no peuveoc me faire
qu'en utilisant 1. mode de fonctionnement opationnel et en simulant A l'eatrfe n ensembie

de paramatres cohgrents.

- Lea fiquipewenta programsia numfiriques pour leaquels le fonctionnement maintenance eat
particulter, le programme opfirationnel eat arratg au profit d'un programme permettant

*de poaltionner directesent A uric valour donn~e par le Dtgibua lea diff~reots parasatres
de sortie analogiquea (hors Digibum).
de coder our le Digibus Is valour de toutea lea entracs analogiques
*deaccueillir done leur mfimoire RAM ct d'ex~cuter des logiciels charges I partir du Digibus
*de dfirouler, a partir d'un ordre donna par le Digibus, des teats internes compi6mentaires.

Lea valeurs do positionnement dea parasatres do sortie arislogiques mont dfilivrfies A Vaide do Codes
do Donnfies Maintenance do Positionnement (CDMP).
Lea valeura des param~trea analogiques d'entrfie soot donniSes dana Les Codes de Donnfies Maintenance
do Lecture (CDML).
Le dficlencheaent des logiciela do teat chargas et des teats compl~mentairea s'effectue A Vside des
Codes do Doriofea Maintenance do Dficienchement (COND).
La trase aol eat donc le support do la transmiasion des informations oficeasaires I Ia risaliaation
des fonctiona dficritea ci-demaus.

La trase aol coraprend:

- Tous lea messages 6sis aur Digibus on trame opfirationnelle maim doot la cadence cat raduite
A uno fois par cycle long et dont le conternu n'est pas significatif ;codt d'une part pour no
pam avoir uric trase d'fchange trop complexe ot trop charg&e A gfiror, et d'autre part, pour no
pam avoir uric charge do calcul. crop importante au niveau du gfirant dn digibua. Cependant,
On certain noumbre d'Equlpements demandont quo quelques fichanges a'effectuent au "rythme
ophrationnel" afin de pouvoir conaerver un fonctionoement maintenance correct.

- Les messages pervmettaut de valider lea c3haines analoglques, c'est-A-dire lee CDMP et 133ML
- Les messages permettant do charger dana lea 6quipementa des logiciels do teat
- Les messages pormettant de d&cLencher des teats cosplasentaires chargfis ou ramidents (CDMO)
- Lea messages permettant de lire ot/ou d'#crire dana La mamoire du gfirant ou des &quipements
- Les mesaages do visualisation maintenance sur lo PCN et Is Tate Basse.

3.2.1.2 -Logiciel do Dialogue Systeme
La gestion des CDMP, CDML, CDMD eat faite par l~e macanicien. Lots du passage do Ia trame opcra-
tionnelle A La trame maintenance aol, lea valeura des CDMP aunt telles qu'elies dgfiniaseit n
6tat initial maintenance pour Ie systime ;a priori, toutos lee valours soot positionoges A ogro.
Lea COMD aunt toutes positionnfies A1 zfim. Le logiciet do dialogue permot ou m~canicien

- de positionnor lea parasatres analogiquca A One valour choisie per lui.
- de lire lea velours des paramAtres snalogiques choisis par lui
- de daclencher lea teats complfisentaires B son initiative.

L'organe do dialogue utilisfi oat 1e Poste do Commando de Navigation (PCN) qul poasado toutes lea
commandos olicessaires, sinai quo lea 616ments do visuaLiaton indispensables. La tete basso eat
utilisfie comae bloc-notes, c'est-I-dire qn'elie permet de conserver L'affIchsgo des huit dernilres
oplrac ions effecttugos an PCN.
De plus, cc logiciel peract de donmer an mhcanicien toutem lea informations nlcessairos pour

surveiller le fonctionnomeot maintenance du ayat~me dParses.

3.2.1.3 G estion des logici1els c21Mpl ntairca
Les logiciels complhmentairos ;on chrgs Boit dane le glrant soit dons lea 6quipementa A partir
d'unt procfdure dffinio par cc logicici do gostion. Lea logidiols A oxlcuter mont contenus dana un
support informatiqu* interne on oxterne I l'svton et conneCtt& an digibus. Co logiciel do
gas tion no concerno quo Is chargoment des Logiciels A oxlcuter. L'exploitation dos rlsnltsts des
traitements effoctufs per les logiciels chargfis cat asurle par le logiciol do dialogue apachIe.

3.2prgramm de CgtlndVotllaeo ptlc dialogue avec n fiquipement an aol connctf mu digibus.
11 rend possible:

- La lecture do tout ou parti. de Is m~moire d'un Aquipescnt par un oucillago aol
- Ll&crituro en almoire dana les 6quipesents.

3.2.2 - Lolieil. Compllmentailes
Les logiciels cOmpljjisnta;ires soot contous doms un 6quipaent interne on extermo an sysclme et

t chargls dona 1ca &quipememis A Voids dn programme do gestion des logiciols complgancaires.



3.2.2.1 - Logicile cpllesntairom de test ofat~e
Ce.o iil. sont chargfe at excut1Mdes Ie CP et ant pour but d'eit~cuter on test particulier

s'adressant I tout ou partie des 6quipements du Systles d'Armes. Ainst. Is logiciel de Test
Conversationnel Complet (TCC) permet de qualifier A cent pour cent I& qualit6 du dialogue digibus

de tous lee 6quipements do systlue da&res.

3.2.2.2 - Lo&iciels coapllmentaires de tes t &upe
Ces logiciele sont chargfis st exicMut dnslee 6quipesents y compris is glrant. Ile *ont exicutle

en interns dens lea 6quipewente coocernfs at ne seadreesent en aucune fa~on I un de leurs
plrilphlriques.
Ile peuvent Itre coneidlrla comse des autoteeto internee complimentairee.

Note 11 feut bien reearquer qua Is meintenance intigrle ne consiete pas A rechercher one panne
par un proceesue eutonetique eats I donner ao elicanicien tous lea outils nlcessaires aI&i
condut. d'un dlpannage ou A ta validation d'une chains fonctionnelle.

3.2.3 -Mise en oeuvre des Logiciels de base d'Aide I I& MaintenanceSol

Le ystee ~erea e put-psecer enconfigurationmintenance quA pertir du fonctionnement

Llavion fitent soos tension, Ie passage de Is configuration opfirstionnelle 1 1a configuration
maintenance me peut oseffectuer qua ati

- Lee conditions de sicurit& armeacoc *ont rlunis
- La train eat vlrouillf bas
- Le coesutateur secondeire du PSK st Bur I& position "MAlNT"
- iLe alcanic ien a rapp& au clevier du 1CM le code de deeande "Trame Sol".

A Is rlception de ce code per Ie glrant, cslui-ci et, en trams oplirationnelie et une seule fots,
un code dordre de comutation en fonctionneaeot maintenance des 6quipesents. tosuite. it y a un
silence Digithus de 2 cycles longs pour psrnettre Iiinitislieatton des Sqoipesents en fooctionnesent
maintenance puis fmission de Is trae maintenance proprement dice.
Le passage de I& configuration maintenance AIis configuration oplrattonnelle du systlee d'ares
s'effectue par:

- Is miss sot une a0cr. position que "MAINT" du rotacteur secondaire du -PSM"
- is miss hors tension puis sous tension do syste d'armes.

4 -CONCL.USION

L~e principa de maintenance incligrge dicrit ici, a fitf &tudi6 de cells sorts que lee dispositife
de maintenabiliti reprisentent on pourcentage foible dss matfriel et logiciel des Iquipements.
Au niveau systlme, le logiciel reprfisence environ 25ksots de progresses rfisidents pour on evion
com le MIRAGE 2000.

Les avantages de cette maintenance intfigrle sont multiples
- Grande Indfipendance psr rapport aux fivolotions des logiciels fiquipements
- gecherche de panne sans simulation des conditions de vol
- Miss en oeuvre sans utilisation de noyens de test extlirieors A l'avion asuf en ce qui

-concerne lee capteors, et certains ci1rcuits d'armement
- xploitstIo ur avIo des rfi olta t avec possibilitfs d'svoir one bonne connaisnce de
Is nature et de Is durfe des pannes qui as soot produites en vol et qui ne sont pas
toujours dlcelables ao a.
M ise en oeuvre quasisent instentannfe des logicteis permettant lea recherche@ de pannes.
o les validations de chaines fonctionnelles du Systlee d'Ames.

- Grande sooplesce dans les procldures A utiliser pour effectuer on dlpannage, le mlcanicien
utilisant au mieux et A so seule Initiative, lee disposicifs dkvelopple dane le Syste.

--- --- ---
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1. Smay

-TExistlng Automatic Flight Control Systems for civil and military aircraft mostly use
separate subsystems such as the Flight Control Computer (FCC) and the Thrust Control
Computer (TCC) *ith a very limited amount of communication between the I'black boxes'.

In most cases integrity reasons have dictated such a separation but i order to obtain
optimal flight guidance results one should use an integrated design Which fvO-4tftlflv--
should reflect the coupled nature of such variables as airspeed and vertical speed.-

Especially Vth the advent of the Flight Management Computer (FMC) with its flight
profile mandgement capability and accompanying new control modes such as the
IPROFILE'-mode the integrated AFCS becomes a must. Nevertheless the appropriate control
system design method should be able to incorporate proven structures. -

In 1979 flight trials of such an integrated (digital) flight control system in a
two-engined Jet aircraft (HFB 320) demonstrated the advantages of such a concept /1/.

The very promising results were obtained by a joint effort of the DFVLR and German
companies working in the aerospace field, supported by the Ministry of Research and

Technology (BMFT).

For transferring these achievements to other aircraft that often have extended
flight-envelopes a fast and transparent parameter design method (no control design deus

ex machine) is required which puts the control engineer in the middle of the design
process /2/.

This paper w+i,describesthe structure of th,. integrated control system and the

appropriate parameter design method using the AIRBUS A300 as an example. The structure

of the system is characterized by , .

a mixture of feedforward and feedback control thus

allowing to separate the design of the command and
disturbance characteristics'.

o decoupling speed- and height loop.

The control system design relies cri the knowledge of aircraft and engine characteristics,
both known to the FNC or similar devices. To ease the analytic parameter design, the
relevant (longitudinal) aircraft dynamic is simplified by the incorporation of well
proven basic loops such as pitch attitude feedback and Nl/EPR-control.

Within the scope of~this simplificationS'the design engineer prescribes eigenvalues of the
entire system in a straight forward manner. Energy-saving aspects (in a higher frequency
range) by the reduction of throttle lever ex ursions may also be considered using this
approach.

List of s1ibols

EPR engine pressure ratio
F thrust
G aircraft weight
H vertical speed
m . aircraft mass
M dimensional derivative, pitch moment equation
N1 fan-speed
'L control input vector
V airspeed
Vk flight path velocity
Vw wind speed
W drag
a state space vector
Z dimensional derivative, Z-force equation

elevator
'M trim-tail-plane

8 pitch attitude
flight path angle

t ____ ______ ______ ____....__,,



1. Introduction

What is new with the PROFILE-MODE? This question is justified because existing
au opilots and autothrottles do already compute pitch-attitude and thrust commands which
let an aircraft fly along a certain trajectory. But as in CLIVB-MODE or DESCENT-MODE
airspeed (Mach) and vertical speed (H) are not independent of each other, because these
trajectories are flown with fixed thrust:

- maximum thrust during CLIMB
- minimum thrust during DESCENT.

In case were both pitch attitude and thrust are available as control variables, as in
CRUISE-MODE or LAND-MODE, autopilot and autothrottle have to keep airspeed or Mach
constant and the deviation from the reference altitude close to zero. These are typical
hold-modes. Furthermore airspeed/Mach and vertical speed are not decoupled because this

desirable characteristic can only be achieved, if the automatic flight control system
(AFCS) reflects in some way or other the flight mechanical coupling of these variables.
Conventional AFCSs however do not show cross-links between autopilot and autothrottle.

In our opinion the performance of the PROFILE-MODE will profit from an integrated AFCS
and therefore this paper will concentrate on the description of an appropriate control
system design-fethod.
2. The control sastem design method

2.1 Objectives

The objectives of the control system design method were as follows:

o It should allow to design command- and disturbance
characteristics separately

o Flight path velocity and vertical speed should be
decoupled or if any coupling were desirable
it should be deliberately introduced.

o The design method should rely on well proven basic
loops such as pitch attitude feedback and Nl-/EPR
control. (see Fig.l).

2.2 Simplification of the fliwt mechanical equations

The introduction of pitch attitude (and rate) feedback

allows to neglect the acceleration term in the pitch-moment equation. Both the truncatedpitch-moment equation and the pitch attitude basic loop can be incorporated easily in the
remaining force equations.

The reult is a completely controllable and observable second order system with vertical
speed H and flight path velocity Vk as state variables, pitch attitude command and thrust
as control variables.

13- (2)

_ [4w] (t)

h- (4)

Fig. 2 compares the step responses of the complete 4-th order aircraft/basic-loop-systemwith that of the equivalent second order system using the AIRBUS A300 in a cruise
condition as an example. The results need no further discussion. The only thing, which
is not yet realistic is the fact, that thrust as an input variable is not available.
However, this can be easily achieved using the well proven Nl/EPR basic loop and the
correlation between thrust and Nl/EPR. This latter characteristic is well known to the
FMC, which uses it to predict optimal guidance parameters.

A typical Nl-control loop is given on Fig. 1.

Compar.ng the time constants of the elevator actuation system and the Nl-baaic loop with
the elgenvalues of the equivalent system, they obviously can be neglected in the control
parameter design process.

- _ -
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2.3 Desig of the feedforward (FF) control

Having shown the good approximation by the second order system the structure of an ideal
feedforward system can be sketched in a straightforward manner. Given the trajectories
oz model functions (see Fig. 3) for a change in altitude.

and/or a change in airspeed

one only needs a control law which gives

The identies

V - Vtc.()

automatically hold.

The appropriate control law is derived from the equivalent state space respresentation:

VC. B73*.. I kc - A

3- B ~ c A*- (9) .
The block diagram of the ideal feedforward system is shown on Fig. 4.

An essential part of the design objectives has been achieved at this point;

In case of perfect modelling and absence of disturbances one gets the trajectories as
they are described in the so called model functions through feedforward control alone.
The elgenvalues of the system have not been touched.

But to cope with imperfect modelling and with ever existing disturbances (wind etc.) one
additionally has to introduce feedback control.

2.4 Desig of the feedback (FB) control

For the derivation of the appropriate feedback control one again uses the state space
representation of the equivalent system which as a first step leads to the following
equation:

UJd .".{i- -A. (_-_,)l (10)

This control law, which decouples vertical speed and airspeed gives the ideal basis for
the then following closures of altitude and airspeed loops (see Fig. 5).

* '/d ,.v,-v) I ,(Vo-V11))t (,1)

Due to the fact that vertical speed and airspeed are decoupled the eigenvalues of the
individual loops can be chosen separately. Similar eigenvalues are recommended
considering energy aspects.

, ,1 J- _ _ _ _ _ _ .

. . . . . .. -'- •-... .. . -
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2.5 Superposition of feedforward and feedback control

Both control schemes can be superposed

Fig. 6 shows the complete integrated control system and Fig. 7 show the simulated time
responses characterizing command- and disturbance behaviour of the aircraft (cruise
condition) with its integrated AFCS. The simulation has been performed using the
complete models. The reduced order state space representation has been used only for
design purposes.

The resulting integrated AFCS shows no exotic features: it uses the same sensor and
control inputs as existing conventional systems. For instance control inputs and basic
loops can be made identical to the airbus systems if the trim-tail-plane is incorporated
into the integrated AFCS by using simple block-diagram algebra (see Fig. 8).

3. Reduction of throttle activity

The crux of all flight modes which require a full-time autothrottle action to acquire and
hold a computer optimized or pilot selected airspeed is the unavoidable measurement of
unwanted higher frequency wind disturbances.

V - &Vie -AVw ()

It is a dilemma: a FMC computes optimal trajectories in order to save fuel. To keep the
aircraft flying according to the optimized Mach number one needs a fulltime autothrottle
and that again may lead to increased throttle activity due to (see above) with all its
unwanted side effects.

In order to alleviate the situation one can deliberately introduce again a defined
coupling between vertical speed and flight path velocity. This is not a new idea but the
previously shown design method gives nearly automatically the necessary structure as it
shown in the following.

During cruise the X-force equation

-W -(-r9)
reduces to

In case of strict altitude hold (A-O) thrust activity is proportional to the horizontal
acceleration.

&:F (i
IW

In case of a constant increase in horizontal wind speed&Vw in order to keep airspeed

Ji constant the following equation holds

AV~- JV1  - £ l t - AVw (11)

In case of a AV-command input (no wind case) the following equation is derived in an

analog manner

Throttle activity in terms off,&Fdttherefore cannot be influenced.

rIK_ _ __ _ _ _ _
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The situation changes if the altitude loop participates in speed aquire and hold actions.

= - ,v,qu. (2.)

M - Itit-eu (2-L)

0 -. t< 1

In order to keep the altitude constant in a stationary sense the above control law has to
be modified using a washout

UT-s rcqu. (22)

Introducing this control law which represents a defined coupling between the two loops
the throttle activity reduces to

&:F i )KV v qu.
___ . _- .__s ) 9 q

(4.4 - T-. 5) .V.- .(s

3.1 Reduction of throttle activity for command Lnp u8

Having an integrated system where vertical speed and flight path velocity are decoupled
it is very easy to introduce the above coupling for command inputs.

&4mqu.. - - .*..- V._. Vi, M .
T.s 9

&- Ts VC

& #C

A4SL~ ~ ~ - S) &VC1(2L
I ,,~Vc. - TF, v (s) •A

with Fmv(s) and Fmh(s) the command input model functions. Fig. 9 shows a mechanization
of that command input coupling with Fmv(s) - Fmh(S) whereas Fig. 1' compares the time
responses with and without command input coupling.

3.2 Reduction of throttle activity( for disturance tuputs

The introduction of the above coupling for the feedback portion of the integrated AFCS
follows the same guidelines.

, - . -. c (25)

J, where AFt (FB) in that part of the thrust command which comprises all the relevant
feedback signals. (see Fig. 6).



Ii
This signal is added as an additional command signal to the (Ac-A) feedback signal.

The additional command signal, which is necessary for (Nc-H) feedback is derived by
pseudo integration.

mJrtu. (M) TX A~frequ. US12) (

A mechanization of this additional coupling is shown on Fig. 11.

The effect of that additional coupling is shown in Table 1 for flight through vertical

gusts and horizontal gusts comparing standard deviations

W%+VAou'- w1-1"

(:F)-Cou 1 ;V% (.E) -COulpliig9

6 "bV [ILs. .t02 .03

G7Ai [ J 0.413 0.50

l"iF [w' 2'foo ; 100% 1300

Gj [M S71 -42 CL.62

G'uw - w,,,,, - d~vi S-

5. Conclusion

An aircraft which shall fly along a given trajectory or profile in order to fulfil
certain requirements (to save fuel for instance) should have an AFCS with defined
characteristics. This paper shows a design method for the vertical modes of an
integrated AFCS which already has been flight tested successfully. The step by step
design is simple and transparent through the use of a reduced order model of A/C and
basic loop dynamics. It allows to separate the design of command and disturbance
characteristics by a formal method. The (linear) design method gives the structural
frame and control system parameters but it leaves ample space for the tricks control
system designers usually have at hand to meet further real world demands.
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,cntroi philosophy appropriate to future jet VSTOL aircraft,-md-AAilr leads naturally to the

integration cf flight and engine control systems .*-4+9evs9e&> The potential benefits of this class of
system are stated and Integration aspects, both in terms of control laws and at the hardware level, are
considered. Some of the areas surrounding this approach to VSTOL control hiJ, - L,. -. dare
outlined.

Introduction

In recent years, the capabilities of individual flight and mission critical control systems have
advanced and the computing power available to them has increased rapidly. As the various systems have
become more advanced it is becoming apparent that only through integration can their full potential be
realised.

Much of the effort to date has been devoted to integrating mission critical systems with one
another. With the advent of full authority digital electronic engine control, the combination of this
system with others becomes a more practical proposition.

While most variations on the integration theme offer similar benefits both to "conventional" and to
VSTOL aircraft, the integration of flight and engine control systems is especially appropriate for VSTOL
configurations.

This paper will show how eugine and flight control integration my be seen as particularly
desirable for VSTOL aircraft if the possibilities of this type of vehicle are fully to be exploited. It
will present the particular benefits anticipated and a means of realising them, recognising that there

are various levels of integration.

1. Handling AApectS

The current Harrier family of aircraft is controlled in a manner that may be described as
conventional -ith the exception of the additional nozzle angle lever. With his right hand, the
pilot controls aircraft P!tch and roll, with his feet he excercises directional control, and with
his left hand he contrns the two degrees of freedom of the engine, namely thrust and additionally
thrust direction. Thus it may be said that with his right hand the pilot controls airframe
parameters and with his left, engine parameters. Any integration of these two sides of the control
coin that is necessary in order to perform a given manoeuvre must be done by the pilot. He muat
choose between a choice of three longitudinal controls (pitch stick, throttle control and nozzle
angle control) for which he has only two hands.

Although in theory the possibility of longitudinal control ambiguity exists, this does not
appear to be a problem with the Harrier and its derivatives. It is Indeed a credit to the design
of the aircraft that this method of control works so well. Pilots regard the aircraft as offering
outstanding versatility in both airfield (or ship) operations and in combat flying.

It could be argued that this versatility is only obtained at the expense of higher pilot
workload, particularly in the transition between jet-bert.j and uing-borne flight. While some
studies would indicate that this is the case (ref 1), recent combat exparience involving shipbrne
operations in poor weather show that the workload involved is by no means beyond the capabilities
of well-trained service pilots.

In spite of this success, it would be unwise to assume that a future jet VSTOL aircraft will
inevitably be blessed with such good handling characteristics. Perhaps more importantly, it is
attractive to free the airframe designer from some of the constraints imposed by the need to
provide inherent good handling, allowing him to explore more fully the potential of this class of
aircraft. Furthermore, electronic control systems themselves offer new freedoms which the designer
may wish to exploit.



One avenue of research that is being explored is the development of an integrated maneouvre
demand system. As mentioned above, the pilot currently integrates airframe and engine control
himself in order to attain the desired maneouvre. It would seem more efficient for the pilot
simply to be able to demand a maneouvre, and for the flight and engine control systems to determine
the optimum way of attaining the nmaneouvre. A maneouvre demand system which in addition requires
inputs thorugh only two cockpit inceptors would obviate the possibility of control ambiguity.

There are a variety of handling benefits that add to the attractiveness of an integrated
nmaneouvre demand system. The transistion between jet-borne and wing-borne flight is the regime
most likely to raise handling problems in a VSTOL aircraft. Ianeouvre demand, with appropriate

limits (e.g.OL limits), can facilita, transition flying and reduce pilot workload. Furthermore, a
maneouvre demand system would lend itself readily to integration with landing aids such as
microwave guidance systems to produce a fully automated approach and, if desired, landing system.

It is essential, in fully and partially jet-borne flight, to ensure that large longitudinal
demands do not result in vertical transients or a serious loss of jet lift. Thus, height demands
must take precedence over longitudinal demands in terminal flight phases, but limited longitudinal
transients will be permitted if the pilot inputs a large normal demand.

In combat flying, the ability to vector thrust has been shown (ref 2) to give tactical

advantages. An integrated maneouvre demand system can product thrust vectoring in a combat
situation in a well-behaved manner. If the pilot demands more normal acceleration than is available
t om wing lift (as defined by reaching an O limit), then a certain amount of extra acceleration can

generated from thrust vectoring. In order to avoid excessive energy loss associated with large
thrust vector angles, it is suggested that longitudinal demands take precedence over normal demands
in up-and-away flight. Thus rapid deceleration due to thrust vectoring would only result from a
large deceleration demand, and not from a large normal demand alone.

2. Implementation

2.1 Conceptual.

There are many combinations of control possible, of which the following description is just
one example. Roll rate demand is proposed for the lateral axis and sideslip demand (perhaps with a
lateral acceleration feedback) blending to a pure yawing demand in the hover for the directional
axis.

The solution to the challenge posed by the symmetric axes is less conventional. The approach
adopted here is that the right hand inceptor should demand normal (z-axis) maneouvring and that the
left hand inceptor should demand longitudinal (x-axis) manoeuvring. "Normal manoeuvring" would
consist of normal acceleration, perhaps blending to normal velocity at the hover, and "longitudinal
manoeuvring" would be longitudinal acceleration, again blending to a longitudinal velocity at the
hover. There is a requirement for independent pitching of the airframe in the hover (to allow the
pilot to inspect a landing site before a vertical landing). If the control power is available,
independent pitching in the form of fuselage pointing is a potentially beneficial feature in combat
flying. This mode, in the form of incremental pitch attitude demand about an approriate datum
(e.g. landing attitude in the hover) can be demanded through a rotary input on the left hand
controller. An appropriate inceptor design will be described later.

2.2 Control Scheme

The key feature of the concept presented above is that the pilot no longer has direct control
over any one control surface, or over the engine. The flight control system (FCS) produces
motivator demands in order to generate the required maneouvre. Engine thrust and thrust vector
angle are, as far as the control system is concerned, an extra pair of motivators. Fig I
illustrates this; note that there is no "throttle", but two inceptors, engine demands coming from
the FCS. Also, there is no reason why the engine nozzles should not be controlled independently of
each other to give, say, enhanced pitch control or a greater c.g. range in the hover.

A variety of control schemes of varying degrees of complexity may be imagined to satisfy the
conceptual requirements of integrated manoeuvre demand. The symmetric axes of one particular
system of control laws are illustrated in Figs 2 and 3. They fhll into two separete parts; the
manoeuvre demand laws themselves, that resolve pilot inputs into motivator (tailplane) and
pseudo-motivator (normal and forward thrust) demands, and the pseudo motivator control law that
generates thrust magnitude and nozzle angle (or mean nozzle angle) demands.

The longitudinal axis of the maneouvre demand system basically uses longitudinal acceleration
* feedback to generate a forward thrust demand. The normal axis is built around normal acceleration

demand with incidence limiting and a term for pitch damping. In addition, the normal acceleration
error signal is fed forwards through a non-linear function of speed and incidence to provide a
normal thrust demand when aerodynamic lift is exhausted.

The two thrust demands are fed into the pseudo motivator control law. Since in a vectored
thrust engine a change in nozzle angle can be accomplished more rapidly than a change in thrust,
simply to resolve the two cartesian demands into vector and magnitude demands would result in the
sort of transient response of Fig 4. The control law of Fig 3, by using an estimate of the current
thrust provided by the Engine Control System in the calculation of nozzle angle demand,

synchronizes the movement of the nozzles with the actual engine response. Thus the transients of
Fig 4 will be substantially reduced.
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This pseudo motivator scheme is also designed to give priority to normal thrust if the

demanded thrust magnitude is greater than that available (e.g. when hovering) and to forward thrust
when the minimum thrust boundary is encountered (e.g. for ground handling reasons).

2.3 Physical Integration

For the purpose of this paper, it is intended now to consider some of the ramifications of
applying control laws such as that illustrated to a VSTOL aircraft.

The close functional integration implicit in this system obviously dictates that there be

some degree of physical integration of the FCS and the engine control system (ECS). It is assumed
that the ECS will be some form of digital electronic engine control (DEEC), both for reasons of
ease of communication between systems, and for the consistency of engine response that DEEC is
expected to confer.

The first question to be addressed is that of physical location. While it may at first
appear desirable to co-locate ECS and FCS computing, this raises problems. If the combined
computing is airframe mounted, it may not be possible for it to be in the close proximity of the
engine, leading either to a multiplicity of wires between the control system and engine (for both
control of the fuel system and signalling to the ECS of engine parameters) or to the adoption of
digital signalling to and from engine mounted multiplexer and A-DID-A converters. Colocation of
the combined computing on the engine, while tidier, is again likely to run into space problems, not
to mention the unattractiveness of placing all the flight critical computing in such a hostile
environment.

As engine mounted DEEC has already been demonstrated on both R-R Pegasus (ref 3) and P&W
F-l0 engines (ref 4), it is suggested that engine demands (either of thrust or of a combination of
engine parameters that will approximate to thrust) be generated by an airframe-mounted flight
control system, while "inner loop" engine control is performed by an engine mounted DEEC unit.

Communications between FCS and ECS must be of high integrity. A digital databus of the 1553B
type is designed neither to provide the necessary level of integrity, nor the speed of
communication for safe and satisfactory integrated control. Consequently, a dedicated high
integrity data link between FCS and ECS is needed.

Any air data required by the ECS for optimisation of engine performance would be providedfrom the FCS's dedicated air data sensors and computation, via the FCS. This wil. not introduce

unsatisfactory delays in getting the data to the ECS if an asynchronous multiprocessor architecture
(ref 5) is used, rather than the current monolithic architecture; the asynchronous multiprocessor
will have a cycle time of the order of 1-2 ms, while current processors typically operate with a
cycle time of the order of 20 ms.

Integration Is not limited to the FCS and ECS. As the control philosophy described was borne
of a desire to rethink the way in which the pilot may control his aircraft, attention must be given
to the cockpit, and in particular the two hand inceptors.

It is envisaged that a miniature side stick will allow right hand inputs, namely normal and
lateral maneouvre demand. As mentioned earlier, the left hand will be responsible for both
fore-and-aft and incremental pitch attitude inputs. An inceptor designed around this requirement
is illustrated in Fig 5. Quite simply, fore-and-aft movement of the inceptor will generate
longitudinal demands, while twisting of the end segment of the controller will generate the
pitching demand. Inputs are in exactly the same sense as the demanded response. Both axes of
inceptor movement will be self-centring. The tactile feedback provided by inceptor movement is
valuable, and a pure force/moment controller is considered inappropriate.

3. The Technical Challenges

No matter how attractive the benefits of a novel system, there are invariably a variety of
potential problem areas; the extent to which the full benefits of a manoeuvre demand system may be
realised will depend at least in pert on the overcoming of these challenges in a manner that is
cost-effective. It is appropriate, therefore, to identify areas that may require particular
attention and to consider how best to address them.

The exact nature of the manoeuvres to be demanded by the two inceptors will have to be
considered most carefully, and in particular any blends between modes. The need for harmony
between the various axes will need to be borne in mind, particularly in the hover. It is possible
that the lateral control will need to be attitude demand rather than roll rate demand in the hover;
this will give approximately sideways velocity demand, to be consistent with the fore-and-aft

* longitudinal velocity demand.

The question of pilot acceptability of the unconventional hover control, where right hand
inputs will produce an up-and-down (height) response (rather than left hand inputs as in more
traditional VSTOL control), must be addressed. It would be desirable to obtain the opinions (from
simulation) of both VSTOL and "conventional" pilots, since ultimately such a system ms th4s would
be flown by pilots without previous VSTOL experience.

-7mL
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There are ground handling implications of any fully integrated control system where the pilot
does not have direct control over the engine; the ability to move the nozzles so as to reduce the
risk of foreign object damage or hot gas reingestion while sitting on the ground; the engagement of
the reaction control system to aid manoeuvring on a slippery surface; checking engine acceleration
before take-off; coping with high residual thrust while taxying. These are examples of the less
obvious problems that may be anticipated, yet which must be resolved for an operational system.

Operational techniques and careful design of the control laws may answer some of these

particular questions, for example giving priority to longitudinal thrust demands when on the
ground. Such specifics as engine checks can be enabled by means of cockpit switches, but in
general switches associated with flight critical systems are to be avoided. Not only are they a
possible source of unreliability, but one has to guard against the risk of inadvertant operation in
the wrong part of the mission or the flight envelope.

Achieving a satisfactory level of integrity from the combined engine and flight control
system will require collaboration between the airframe, engine and systems manufacturers.
Different levels of redundancy and different failure management philosophies between the FCS and
the ECS will not ease the problem of communications between these systems. Bi-directional fibre
optic links could be applied here to good effect. A possible overall system architecture is
illustrated in Fig 6. A triplex flight control system receives inputs from the pilot and from air
data and motion sensors (plus any other information required by the system, like control surface
positions). The FCS communicates via bi-directional links with dual redundant engine controllers
and receiving from them a thrust estimate. Consolidation is performed at the downstream end of
data flows. The flight control computers (FCC's) also transmit demand signals to control surface
and nozzle actuators. FCS inter-lane communications are shown. Each FCC and engine controller
will also be attached via an optically isolated interface to remote terminals on a digital databus,
probably dual redundant and to NIL STD-1553B. (For clarity, this has been omitted from Fig 6).
The databus interface will permit communication between the flight critical systems (engine and
flight control) and non-flight critical systems such as navigation, weapon aiming and
maintenance/diagnostic systems. This would be the channel for integration of flight and mission
critical systems.

It is intended to study the integration of flight critical systems (with themselves and with
mission critical systems) on an Avionic Systems Demonstration gig and an ACT rig at B.Ae. Brough in
the near future. Along with pilot-in-the-loop simulation, solutions to the above problems will be
investigated and demonstrated.

The "bottom line" of these deliberations is that any integrated manoeuvre demand system must
at least equal a more conventional three inceptor control system in terms of versatility and pilot
workload, yet this must not be at such a price in terms of cost and weight that the customer finds
the solution unacceptable.

Concluding Remarks

Greater freedom to exploit the unconventional aspects of jet VSTOL configurations can be conferred
upon the airframe designer by the adoption of a fully integrated manoeuvre demand system. This type of
control system also offers piloting benefits, especially in the transition.

The satisfactory implementation of a manoeuvre demand system on a VSTOL aircraft, dictating as it
does close functional and physical integration of flight and engine control systems, requires coordinated

study in a variety of fields in order to achieve a cost-effective design.
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SUR UINE 101 DE COMMANDE NON-LINEAI RE
POUR LE PILOTAGE DES AVIONS EN PHASE D'ATTAOUIE AIR-SOL
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RESUME

Dens le concept de Ia Cosumande Automatique GenI~alisib des avions, cette communication presence
ine loi de pilotage manuelle, non-conv,~ntionnelle, destinI~e i. amelioter l'efficacit. de Ia vise

en tir au canon air-sal. La nine en oeuvre suivant ute architecture de syst~lse integrant une conduite
de tir air-sol, un r~gulateur de cit et un rIgulateur de pilotage est dI~taillI~e sous forme analy-
tique. Par rapport aux systI~nes de coassandes classiques, l'innovation porte principalement nut l'as-
pect 6lahorI. du traitement multivariable des ordres du pilote. L'application de nethodes sodernes,
de calcul de commande non-lin6aire tend par ailleurs La loi blen adapt6e pout len manoeunres d'ali-
gnement de grande amplitude de l'avion. La pilotabilit. d'une version lindaite de Ia loi a ete
dimontr~e au tours d'essais nut simulateur.

ABSTRACT

In the Control (bnfigured Vehicle concept, this paper presents a manual and non-conventional
aircraft control law which provides an improved target tracking in air-to-ground gunnery. The system
architecture which integrates a weapon aiming system, a fire control system and a flight control
system is analytically detailed. In comparison to classical flight control systems, improvements

* come mainly from the elaborate processing of the pilot steering commands. The application of modern
non-linear control techniques to the design of the control law makes it otherwise well-suited for air-
craft alignment manoeuvres of large magnitude. The controllability of a linear version of the control
law has been demonstrated on a manned simulator.

NOTATIONS

u,v,w composantes du vecteur vitesse aI~rodynamique dana le tri~dre avion
p~q,r composantes du vecteur rotation insthntan~e dans le triI~dre avion (roulis, tangage.

lacet)
O.O. angles d'Euler (angle de gite, assiette longitudinale, azisut)

61 ,, 
6
n braquages des gouvernes de gauchissement, profondeur, direction

e e angles de prIbsentation de la cible
by~b orciosdei ann(ase

yhzcorcindetrcnn(as)
C E erreurs angulaires de vis~e

py.(;ueqvsrw)/v vitesse de roulis a~rodynamique
vecteur vitesse aerodynamique de l'avion

T vecteur vitesse de la cible
u

YT'vT'wT compomantes du vecteur vitesse de 18 cible dans le tri~dre avion
,Y .... coefficients a~rodynarniques dirnensionnels

qr' q*

1.* INTRODUCTION

Pour assurer le pilotage g~n~ral d'un avion. il eat tout A fait envisageable de commander
des variables directement associ~es A son mouvement. Ce mode de pilotage "par objectifs" (PO) simp-
plifie 1'ex6cution de certaines manoeuvres exigeant une action coordonn~e sur lea gouvernes. tiche
autrement difficile si elle eat confi~e au pilote. Des 6tudes de PO faites A l'ONERA ont permis
sinai d'6tablir, suivant diveracs m~tbodes, des lois de braquage do gouvernes appropribes A I& com-
=ende des variables d'6tat du mouveuent (d6rapage. vitesme de roulis autour do l'axe avion ou autout
du vecteur vitesse, vitesse de tangage, vitesse de lacet [l-4.)). Les emsalm sur simulateur avec
pi lote humain dens Ia boucle ont mis en 6vidence Ia pilotabilit. de telles lois sinai que lea qua-
lit~s de vol sm~lior~es qu'elles conf~rent A l'avion. La3 loi cit~e en r~f~rence C2) a notamment
6t6 testke avec. succes dans lo tir mu canon air-aol.

Le tir aucCanon air-aol eat une phase de vol trds critique o6l un alignement rapide de l'avlon
cur Ia cible et une viske pr~cise, utilisant une hausse mobile pour btendre le domaine de tir, tequidl-
rent d 'habitude une habiletb et une finease de pilotage part icul i~rement importantes de Ia part
du pilote. La also A Ia disposition du pilote do variables de coarande approprid~ea pout alors contri-
buer A all6ger Is charge de travail et am6liorer l'efficacitb de Ia vishe. La loi de pilotage propo-
ate dens cette communication eat baste cur Ce concept do PO. Elho eat sphcifique au tir air-al
car des objectifs encore plus 61aborha quo ceux tithe plus haut mont mis en oeuvre.

La misc en oeuvre de 'Is loi de commnds aulvant una architecture do systhue lnthgrsnt une
conduits de tir canon sir-aol. un rhgulateur do tir et un r~gulateur do pilotage eat dhtsl1160 sous



forme analytique. La formulation math~matique, de Is loi de cossnande fait appel it one m~thode de
coimnande non-lin6aire non-interactive par laquelle les sorties d'un syst~me non-lin~aire sont contra-
l~es de maniere independante.

lUne simulation num~rique de passe de tir air-sol illostre le fanctionnement du syst~me de
cotuande . Quelques rksultats obtenus sur on simulateur d'avion de combat at partant sur one version

likiede Ia Iai de commuande sont 6galeexent pr~svnt~s.

2. COOR1DINATION DES BOUCLES DE PILOTAGE

Dans one passe de tir air-aol, le fonctionnement dans le temps do systlme camposl par Ia cible
au sal, l'avios at le pilate est caract~irisl par deox niveaux d'intgration. A partir d'un ordre
de braquaga des gauvernas do pilote, auqual s'ajaotent 6ventoellemest des ordres de stabilisation.
le mouvement de l'avion s'obtient par one premi~re int~gration des equations dynamiqoes. L'int~gra-
tion des 6quatians cinematiquas donna ansoite la trajactaire et ii eat 6vident qua, mis A part Vef-
fat do rapprochement, one modification de la trajectaire entraine one modification des positions
relatives dv Ia cible et de l'avion. 11 eat donc vraisemblable qua lalignament de I'avion sur Ia
tibla sera d'autant plus facile qua Ia correction d~sirke concerne lea variables se trouvant
plus en aval dans la chalne d'int~gration.

1) Ainsi, lv contr~le direct des variables dynamiques (cf. (1-4]), en dornant it lavlon des
r~ponses pores et d~coupi~es, contribue A r~duire la charge de travail do pilate dans la tiche de
vis~e. La boucle de pilotage-visee obtenue avec on tel systime est schbmatis~e sor La Fig. 1, 'dana
Ie cas o6l le PO eat appliqu6 aux vitasses angulaires de roulis a~rodynanique. dv tangaga at dv lacet.
Las trois conosandes classiquas do pilate (mancha as lat~ral, manche an longitudinal, palonnier)
affichent des cossignas de vitesses angolaires A ri4aliser ;le r~gulataur de pilotage elabore la
ordrvs dv braqoage des gauvarnes qoi stabilisent le moovement dv l'avion at assorvat La r~alisation
des objectifa affiches. La vitasse longitudinale de I'avion at supposke Atre -ommandee indilpen-
doammant au mayan de Ia pauss~e-motvor. non repr~santee sur La figure.

hass rreurs ordres pilote lyre int~gration

hase devid -objectifs dv gouvernes variables do

..... PIIVOSEl'Rj - PIgeTDE PILOTAGE AVION emn

angles dev
pr~sentation!

CIL----------------------------------------------

2e int~gration

PO cossignes de vitesse de raulis a~rodynamique, de vitesse de tangage at de vitasse dv lacet

A r~aliser.

CCPI - calcol contino do paint d'impact (condoite dv tir air-sal)

Fig. 1 Boucle de pilotage-visAe avec on niveso d'intgratian.

2) Le cantr~la direct des variables tin~isatiqoes se heurte so fait qua le pilotage des asians
s'effectue normalamant an vitasse at non en position. Par aillvurs, 1 automatisation totale randrait
n~cassaire La sasure des variables cin~matiques (ici La distance avian-cibla, lea erraurs de pour-
suite, etc ... ) at entrainerait par conskquant one complication dv La chaise des capteurs.

3) La solution adopt~e ci-apr~s me place entry la deox cas d~crits plus haut, en cv sans
qu'elle r~alise one coimmande manually, an vitassa, pr~servant danc des conditions clasmiquas de
pilotage, facilitant cependant La vis~e grAce 6 lexiatence d'une relation diracte entry La r~ponse
des arreurs de vis~a at l'ordrv do pilate. Ella cansiste A 6tablir usa loi de variation des vitasses
angulsires de L'avios (objactifs de pilotage do cas (1)) qoi annule lam erreurs de viake soivant
one dynamique sp~cifi~e. Dana cv but, La boucle vat "ferm6e" par le pilate qui eatima la rreurs
de vis~e, ce iea-ci n'6tant pas mamor~es A bard. Pour calculer la ordres de braquage des gouvernem
qui rialisent La loi de variation des vitesses angulaires pr~c~destas, il suffit d'utiliser la r~gu-
lateur de pilotage de La Fig. 1. La boucle de pilotsge-vis~e obtanue avec le systima propos6 eat
reprksentifi sor La Fig. 2.

La bo cle intarne de stabiliation at de pilotage eat idastique A celle repr~mentA. sur La
Fig. 1, L'entr~e do r~gulateur de pilotage 6taist taujoura des cossignes da vitease de roulisairo-

.1 dynaique, de vitease de tasgaga at de vitease da lacat A r~aliser. Cas consignas issues du r~gulataur
da tir sont calcul~es de aorta qua mi l'ordre do pilate (affichage de deux quantit~a homog~nes A
des ;inglam) eat identique A cheque instant A IL'rreur de vis6e, cett- derni~re tend vera z~ro. Le
pilot. joue donc an queLque aorta Lv r~le d'un estimataur d'ftat. La pilotabilitk d'un teL syst~ua

(Tolm epampage pilot&, par exemple) nest pas assurke a priori at davra Itra v~rifiA. sur
un simulatoor 55ve5 pilats humain dons La boucle. Quvlquem consid~rations d'ordre asalytique our
La pilotabilit4 on exposies auchapitre suivant, montrant en particulier que Is ligne de visA.
eat contr~lh. an vitesse so tracers des ordres do pilot.

F La comande do roulis mise A Is disposition du pilate eat pr~sentbe A 1Lentr~e du r~sulateur
do tir sous farmn d'un angle de gtte A rallier, caci pour rester homogine avec lea orrours 4. via"e

-p--
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ordres pilote lera integration

erer objectifs supfi- ordres de variables du
hase devse iusde pilotage manoeuvre gouvernes moveet 2e intdgration

2e int~gration

PO -.affichage de deu qunia uogns~ie angles

.consigne d'angle de gite 6 r6aiiser

Ordres de manoeuvre - consignes de vitesse de roulis marodynamique, de vitesse de tangage et de
vitesse de lacet A rfasliser (cf. Fig. 1)

Fig. 2 Boucle de pilotage-vis~e avec deux niveaux d'int~gration.

qui sont des variables cin6matiques. Afin de respecter Is contrainte de pilotage en vitesse, l'affi-
chage de langle de gfte d~sir6 s'obtiendra par Integration des d~placetents tat~raux du manche
ou efforts latfiraux stir le manche.

Un avantage de larchitecture de syst~ae pr6sentbe sur Is Fig. 2 est que is stabilisationi
du mouvament de 1 avion est assur~e par une boucle indapendante. Le pilotage g~n~ral de '.' on
seuiblable A celni d~fini stir Is Fig. I s'obtient par simple commutation des ordres du pil1L .ur
iaentr~e du r~gulateur de pilotage ;l'avion rke we trouve donc iastais en bouicle ouverte, , ^- an
moment de Is commiutation.

Dana le chapitre suivant. lea lois de rigulation du r~gulateur de tir et du r~gulateir de

pilotage mont formul~es suivant une m~thode de calcul de corsiande non-lin~aire, prenant explicitelent

en compte lea non-lin~aritisdes 6quations cin~matiques d'une part. des equations dynastiques d'autre
part. GrAce aux lois non-lin~aires, la manoeuvres de granda amplitude de l'avion, notaent en

* rotilis pour rallier tine cible latbraleisent tree 6cart~e, peuvant atre ainsi r6alis6es avac tine
* grande pr~cision.

3. FORgMATION KATHMATIQUE DES LMf OE RMCLArENf

Le probl~ste consiste A 6tablir tine loi de braquage des gouvernes 6A-A. 6, T

qui permet de tasener, sous tin angle de Site quelconque Od affichk par le pilote et snivant tine
dynamique sp~cifi~e, tin point du viseur vera tin autre point du viseur. LA oremier 1joint est Is cible
li~e an aol at dont les angles de pr~sentation dons le viseur sont r - (a .e ) ;le detixi~me
eat le point d'impact des obus an sol calcul6 par is conduite de t ir aj bori 4z l'avion et dont Ia
position dons le viseur eat donn~e par les corrections de tir oti hausse z d-(h h ) (cf. Fig.3 )

rdfdrence e Y
horisontala i

'C ,t-rraura agulaires de visde du fuselaze Y I

Fig. 3 Angles de pr~sentation de Is tibia dane le viseur et I

corrections de tir canon air-aol (hausse).7

point 2
d'impact

Comse 11 est indiqu6 pins hant. tine loi de variation des vitesses angulairps a (p= r
*-de l'avion est d'abord calcul~e potir annular la erreurs de vis~e V. ' Yard ' ey '

(loi do r6gulation du r~gulateur de tir). Une lot de braquage des gouvernes eat ensuite calcul~e
pour r~aliser lea ordres de manoeuvre pric~dents sinai qtie pour stabiliser le mouvement de l'svion
(lot do rdgulation dn rigulateur de pilotage).

Eatidtions ciamatiaues at dynamiatios

La vecteur contr6lA d'ordre aup~riour du r~sulsteur de tir as (ar.*) ~ v6rifte
l'6quation cinimatique non-lin~aire suivante :

-C(a.- ,)Baxf
'a a a T 1

evc (4.9) at a Xpqr eat Is distance avion-cibie projet6e otir l'axe longitudinal

do I Iion. Pour Ie tir air-aol, 11 eat commode do n~gliger is vitesee do Ia cibla devout calls
do laevion. cleat-A-dire I-IT 0 Y

Los 6quatiowas du mouvornant do i'avion s'expriuent per lea relations diff4rentielles non-linie

wpmv'-a
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ave X (XT.J T T t x VW T -
avc xi ~ tx~-(vw La vitesse longitudinale u est considere

come on paramdtre du syste.

Le vecteur contr6le du rdgulateur de pilotage z - (p.,q,r)~ D(~,,x) ve~rifie en particu-
lier I '6quation dynamique non-linkaire suivante

i - C Wx + ~() (3)

L'expression des diiferentes matrirces est donn~e en annexe.

Lide remulation du raulateur de tir veto tnze gle4 Z d]

La commande non-interactive suivante (cf. [4,51):

[0 -(.z S (4

o6 P ext ace natrice diagonale 3 x 3, et o6 B. et Cs sont les expressions non-lindaires de
l'dtat figurant dans l'Eq.(1). donne 1,rsubstitution de so dan. l'iEq. (1) l'd~quation diti~rentielle
linLdaire et ddcouplee suivante:

Pour des valeurs de zod constantes ou constantes par morceaus, Jierreur de poursuite (Szd
ext nulle en regime permanent moyennant an choix appropri6 de Ia matrice 0 La loi de commande
(4) a ainsi pour effet del1iminer algibriquement les non-lindaritdx de l'Eq. (1).

Dans lex conditions normales de fonctionnement do regulateur de tir. plus pr~cisdment lorsque la
distance de tir n'est pus nulle, Ia matrice B. eat toujours inerisible Ct l~e syste (1) est donc
contr~lable.S

La loi (4) prbsente l'inconvbnient de ne pas pouvoir contrer asymptotiquement des perturbations
on des erreors de niodelisation ;l'erreur sur les matrices B et C. provient 6ventuellenent des
erreurs de mesure des variabtes d'etat. de l'aqion, ias encore lu fit que la cible n'est pox fixe
au sol. Une solution consisterait A utiliser uric loi non-interactive, proportionnelle et integrale
de la forne -B B[ C.+DZ..Xf (z Zd)dr

s 0 as

o0r p .L A sont des matrices diagonahes 3 x 3. Par substitution de Q2 dans le6quation non-lineaire
(1), z. satisieralt 1hdquation diiffrentielle lindaire suivante

On montre que pour des perturbations additives cooxtantes, lerreur de rdgime permanent (z~ -ZSd)
serait nulle. Le vecteor za 'Atant pas mesure, sauf pour la 3e composante 0 , ii a 6t6 juge plus
simple de mettre en oeuvre Is lol proportionnelle (4) et de laisser as pilote Ia charge d'estimer
lea etarts zF zr-rd at de -ompenser les perturbations au moyen de son affichage z,: . La loi
(4) eat alors &valude an point courant de fonctionnement Zix - z +z dv sme, la distance
projetebe X avion-cible dana la matrice C. (cf.Eq.(l))est romplackecpa r Ia 'd istance D avion-point
d'impact, puisqo aucone meaure our la cible n'est aupposee faite.

La relation ordre do pilote-rbponse de l'erreor de viade possdde les propridtds snivantes

-si t p ' z , alora him z (t) - 0 , t- ;si l'ordre do pilote eat identique A chaque
instant A lerreur de vis~e, l'erreur de visde tend donc vera zdro.

-ai cp -o0 , aor. Zc(0) - 0 - mz(t) - 0 Vt si l'ordre o4 pilote eot nul,
le point d'impact des obus reste fixe aur he sol.

Si 0-0 constante. Od pouvant prendre des valeora de 0 A 2w , one relation analytique
approchde entr. Ic et I~ eat donnbe par u

A~ -pz .- (-_Z )

oA p - diag(or.oz), PI et P2 6tant lea dens premiers 6l6ments de la diagonale de ha matrice 0
(cf. 1q.(4)) . Poor one distance avion-cible fise. u~uT v 0 et Ia vitesse angolaire de Ia ligne

de vdade Pat donc proportionnelle A l'ordre do pilote. Le point d'impact instantank des obus devient

immobile au aol qoand le pilote annole son affichage.

Loi de rkaulation do r~guloteur de milotaipe

La lol. de coanande (4) se rialise en fait soivant one certaine dynamique qui eat celle de
1'avion donnA. par Eq. (2). La valeur vera laquelle doit tendre he vetteor contrdak a eat ainsi
6gale 6:

z d - D(Qd X,)

a2 m e aubatitoant A I) dana Eq. (4).

La poorsuite de 9 d par a se fait au traders d'un r~gulateur de pilotage stroctur6 en deos

nivemux
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le premier niveau reproduit une r6ponsez.convergeant vers Zd de mani&re id~ale main restant

repr6sentative du mouvement de l'avion, grfice A un nod~le d'avion d~fini par des 6quations dynamiques

o6 n intervient aucune perturbation eatkrieure ;ii conditionne la manure dont l'avion doit ripondre

aux ordina de manoeuvre de grande amplitude;

- le deuime niveau. qui est lorgane viritable de rigulation, anservit asec ane dynamique relati-

vement plus rapide le mounement ridl de 1'avion A la riponne du modile, cc qui iupliquc une compensa-

tion d'une part den erreurs de modilisation, d'autre part des effets des perturbations cntirieuren.

Ce partage en deux niveaux de rigulation assure une bonne manocuvrabilit45 de l'avion (icr

nineau), annociic un bon comportement en prisence de turbulence (2&me niveau).

1) Afin de micux rendre compte au ler niveau du comportement de l'avion riel, et d'avoir ainsi

des gains importants au 2&mc niveau pour contrer len perturbations est~rieuren, un nodiic d'avion
non-linbaire ent atilis6, rigi par lea 6quations non-liniairen (2). L'application d'une mithode
dc regulation non-liniaire semblable A celle utilinie pour le rigulateur de tir donne la loi de Con-

m a n d e n u i v a n t e ( c f . E q .( 3 ) ) : U B ; C ; g . A of t ( . Z d ) ~ 5

L'indice m indique quc len variables appartiennent au modile. On virifie que la matrice B:; ent inver-

sible, c'ent-A-dire que le syntine (3) ent contrilable. L'errear de poursuite (z -Zd est

nulle en rigime permanent mayennant un choix appropri6 den matrices diagonales a et A . tilisation

darne loi proportionnelle et intigrale au lieu d'une Ioi proportionnelle permet en outre d'actrot-

tre le nombre den paramZitres de riglage et par conniquent, une plus grande libert6 dans le chois de

Ia forme de La riponne (aaortinsement, friquence).

2) Le 2&mc nincau utiline une mithode clasnique d'optimisation linisire avec, un indice de

colt quadratique pour A!tablir une loi permettant d'une part la pournuite du vecteur 
t 
m du modile

par le vecteur z de l'avion, garantissant d'autrc part Ia stabilit6 de l'avion en boucle fermie.

La loi ent amilioric du point de sue de Ia robantense (annulution den effets den erreurn de modcilisa-

tion et den perturbations ent~rieuren) grAce A Ia technique exponie dann £3.6] La stabilisation
du mouvenent de I'avion ent Atudii-e avec un vecteur d'&tat riduit x = (, T'Q) - C x
relatif A Ia dynamique neule de 1 avion. r v r

Licart 62%. - xr-rm entre l'avion et Ie modile, ainni que lerreur de rigulation e - zz
mont donnin par le nyntime liniarisi& suivant, en rernarquant que z C( Cxr

6 = F6x *GiU+61
r r
e - Him +62

05~~( )Ci , G -dCT B et H*d (cf. Eq.(2)).
Gx Cr r x

Le point de liniarisation 2%( correspond au vol rectiligne uniforme. Les quantitia 61 et 6 2 rendent

compte des rinidus de liniarisation de A (ax) et C (x respectivement. Pour des valeurn de 61 et 62
constantes par morceaux, le nystime pricident est equivalent au systime

i1 FF 01 Fix1F[G1
~lI I I 0I1

On virific que le systime eat contr6]jhle. La minimination de lindice de colt quadratique

j f ( 6 jT e T]Q 6ir]..csjTR}d

o6 QI et Ri mont des matrices de pondiration, donne la loi optimale

m

CCPt ISEU ILOT d (Z .40-4 .xdO 21- 2 Ax+

.9M(, non-lindaire

------------------------------------------ ---l----r-----i-l-o-------------.

angles de z (h h)b) T xvwpqr$,)T

Fig. 4 Reprhsentation du syatkne do comande sous fome.athhntique.
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t--ieL u .K (x -x r)K 2f(z-z)dT (6)

La r~ponse du s,8st6we command6 par 1a ioi (6) est donc teile que

Dans l'Eq. (6), Mnm est donn6 par Eq. (5), K [ K,,K 2 1 est la rnatrice des gains optilnaux et V
est une constante d'int~gration qui peat 6tre eile-mgmo optimis~e (3] . La valeur de 6% est prise
ici 6gale a 0 pour simplifier.

Les diff~rentes 6tapes conduisant a 1'61aboration des braquages des gouvernes i partir des ordres

du pilote, sont resum~es sur la F~ig. 4.

100
0.3 - ERREUR DE VISEEANLDEGT (E)

t ATERALE (RD)

tir , ressource lateral
0 4

2 4 6T2 4 6T

acquisition 8scne

0.3 - ERREIJR DE VISEE
- LONGITUDINALE (RD) 20 ASSIETTE

LONGITUDINALE (DEG)

-0.3 ~ ressource 1

-0.3

---urdres du pibote ERREUR DE VISEE
LONG. (RD) 20 AIU DC
1IZlIU DG

2; 0.5 seconde

0
3

-0.3 ERERD IE acquisition11

d~gagement/
z WML ... ressuurce lat.5raI 1 *

0.3 ir 6 cible Y Wx

400 200 0

t-3secondes
-0.03. ERREUR DE VISEE 500

LONG. (RD)

10 secundes

--- . ~re Lsource.
4 0.03 tr ible x WH

-0.03 5 ERREUR DE VISEE 20

LAT. (RD)

I Y WN
0.03 00O

Fig.5. Simulation numsdrique d'une passe de tir air-sol
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Len r~sultats d'one simulation num~rique d'actaqoe au sol saent montr~s nor is Fig. 5. Les
conditions de la simulation sont d~finies par one vitesse initiale de l'avion Agale A 230 rn/s. one
assiette longitudinale initiale 6gale A -2* et on angle de gite initial nul. La loi de PO a 6L
utiiis~e pour toute Ia ur~e de La passe de tir. y conpris is phase de ressoorce Avasise ;aucune
cobmnutation de lois de pilotage n'est donc faite. Lea coordonnkes imitiales de la cutle dans le
rep~re scion (X = 18O0wm, Y - 400m, Z = 150m) tradoisent des conditions assez siveres concernant
Ia presentation de l'avion face A is cibie (altitude relacivement basse, 6cart lat~ral initial inpor-
taint). Ces conditions ont 6t- choisies pour v~rifier lea performances do syst~me de counnande poor
don manoeuvres de roulis de grunde amplitode.

La Fig. 5 montre que, Is cible 6tant lati-ralement tr~s &cartie A I' instant initial (0.22 rd ) ,
one conumande simoltanke d= 90' ' = 0 et Etup = 0,05 rd eat affich~c par le modLile de
pilote (suppoad parfait et sas retarn, ni dynamique). L'effec de Ia conniande eat do produire dams

le repkre H6 A I 'scion sine rotation de la cible aucour de la ligne de viske, 1 erceur de nis6o
initialenent lat~rale desenant progresaivement longitodinsle. A parcir de l'instant t = Is oi l'angle
de gice command& est atteint, is commnande E ~ te entralne one r~duccion rapide de l'erreur de
vis~e longitudimale ;Is varintion de lerreor de vis6e lat~rale n'est pus affect~c, conform~ment
so dicooplage recherche. L'azimut Avolue rapidement et so monent o6 lerreur de vinie devient inf6-
riesre A 0,08 rd(t = 2.

7
s) le mod~le do pilote annule Is coonande :d et effectue les corrections fi-

men (F 3 Ety , E 3P CZ L'erreur de vio~e est pratiqoenent snnul~e A partclr de 1'imstsnt
t-=4s.y

Le modile de pilote affiche&3 p= 0 et =z -0.07 cd A l'instant t = 5s pour comunsodec la coo-
souirce d'6vasise, puis Cd = _0 A l'inscant t 7s pour commander le d~gagement lat~ral.

Biem que sur le plan anslytique ii soit contrA quo le syst&.ne de P0 permecce one anelioration
de is cisie tout en priseccant les conditions classiqoes de pilotage, Is pilotabilitA doun tel nys-
c~ne doic Atre c~rifi~e our on ainslateor acec on pilote houin dams Is boucte. Ine version lin~Asie
do is loi de pilotage [7,8) , limitant les manoeuvces do l'amion A do faibles angles de roolis (infA-
cieors A 20'), a AcA; testie par 4 pilotes d'essais sor on sinuisteoc d'acion de combat. La fainabi-
lit& do concept do pilotage do point dIispacc u concr~le en vitesse do Is ligne de cisile a 6t6
ce~rifi~e par len pilotes. des appr~ciacions facorabies nor cc mode de PO syant mt-ne AtA foriiol~es!
facilitA do pilotage, cin~e tr~s stable.

T-*'RERDI VISEEI

LONG. (RD) z(0)

I I cible

ERREIIR DE I M
VISEE LAT. (RD) x IW

Fig.b. limolatino pilut~v du"ne psse do tic air-so
1

La Fig. 6 montre, acec: !a n~me version do r~gulateuc Iin~aire, l'enregistrenent d'une passe
de tir typique o6 soot reprkaent~ea de gauche A droite:

-1'colution den ecreurn do eis~e- e t 'Cost sossi Is trace des obon a s ol, Is cible Acant

situ~e as centre do Is figure;I

-la trajectoire de l'acion (Avasice non ropr~nent~e).

9 Agale A 2400m de Is cible. Len croim (+) mac~riallnent lea instants do tic. Soc cet esemple. la

fredo vent lat~rsi eat Agale A 20 noeoda nosr Ia cible de dimension 4m x 4m, le pilote a obteno
usco.re %imoli de 20 obos ;Ia citesse A l'instant do tic eat Agale A 479 moe din.

S. TRAJEcTOIRE D'APPROCIIE NON-RECTILIGNE

pa lne approche non-rectiligne nor une cible dilfendue augmente !schances de surcue de l'aclon

parraportit neappoch retiign. L sytime e P delaFig 4 ermton d0placement de lacion

Le pilote dispose em effet de 3 commanden pour piloter Vision

- coanandes de micesse do d~platemeat de In Iigne de cis~e z,,
- tonmmande de roolis

- - -- - --- tow,
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Lorsque ziip est nul. le point d'ipect demeure superpos6 A Is cibla ii eat facile de voir
1u si angle de gite de l'avion est nul-, Ia trajectoire sera contanue dons tin plan vertical. Une

ffisen roulis en vis~e stabilishe a donc pour effet d'incurver la trajactoire d'approche. Le d6pla-
cement de l'avion petit Itre mis en 6vidence en examinant l'6volution de l'axe cible-avion rep,4r6
par lea angles de gisement et de site G at S (cf. Fig.?).

a.90

0 0-

-to n-o 90.

-I

Cible

Fig.?. Variation de Is droite cible-avion en fonction de l'angle de~ gite 4

(distance figie 750in, vitesse 230a)

ERREtOS CC 010ff 100 ANCLt D CITi (KOG)I LATERALENO)

M.

a.: -10 v290 ASSIStr%..

ILOWIMhOALI (RD) LACITIKALZ (KC) -

-0

.- 1S

170010

200 a lt

x (N)

liS.S. Simlation numdrique d'une trajectoir. de visle stabilis#e
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Moyennant une hypothise simplificatricecFonsiptant it figer Is distance avion-cible, len valeurs
de regime permanent des vitesses angulaires G et S en vis~e stabilis~e peuvent Stre exprim~e analy-
tiquement en fonction de i'angle de gfte

C..=(qsiniP+rcosqP)Icose

S t -qcos,*rsin,-
avec

q = cs

r - bsin,4

lea quontit~s a Ct b dpendant de la distance et des coefficients sarodynamiques de i'avion. La
Fg. 7 reprisente In varintion de Is droite cible-avion pour une distance fixe fgale A 750m. La

variation naximale en gisement est obtenue avec un angle de gite 6gal A 1 450 quelle que soit Is
distance. La variation en site eat saxisale pour ,- 0 ou I ± 90* suivant les valeurs respectives
de a et b. 11 convient cependant de v~rifier que ces configurations correspondent A un cas de vol
r~aliste ;A titre d'exeanple, in courbe 6( ) a kt6 gradu~e en dirapage (jusqu'A 12*) et en facteur
de charge lat1.rai (jusqu'A 1g), is vitesse de l'avion 6tant &gale A 230us/s. On constate sur cot
exenple que si le d~rapage 6tait limitL&A 45* et le facteur de charge iateral i 0.5g. l'angie de
gite maxiaus autoris6 pour incurver In trajectoire serait inf~rieur A 200.

L'6tude paras~trique pr~cidente ne donne qu'une valeur de r~gime permanent et approch~e de
in variation de is droite cible-avion, l'hypoth~se simplificarrice d'une distance constante nyant
6t6 faite. la Fig. 8 sontre Ie diptacement de lnavion sur une simulation numbrique de passe de tir
ofu le mod~le de pilote af fiche ?rp . 0 et Cd - 450, La d~piacement latiral eat 6gal A 24m au bout
de 4,4 secondes (instant de Is ressource) ;par rapport A in trajectoire rectiligne de umue pente
initiate, ie d~placement vertical eat de 33.. La vis~e eat stabilis~e avec une erreur inf~rieure
A 0.50 en r~gine tranaitoire.

6. CONCLUSION

0 j Pour augmenter I'efficacit6 de In viade en tir nu canon air-sal, une loi de pilotage non-conven-
tionneile a k6A propos~e. Par cette lol, Is ligne de vis~e eat comanndle en vitesse au travers des
ordres de pilotage du pilote. La mine en oeuvre de in loi suivant une architecture de syst~nie conapor-
tant un rigulateur de tir et un r~guinteur de pilotage piacds en cascade permet ta stabilisation du
nouvement .1-. l'avion au travers d'une boucle inddpendnnte. L'utilisation des mthodes de calcul
de commandes non-linksnires Atend le doains de vol de l'avion A des manoeuvres d'aiignement de grande
amplitude sans nuire A ln pr~cision de is viade, Len rdsultats de simulation montrent que le syst~me
de pilotage facilite lea corrections de visbe en tir sir-aol tout en mauve . rdant lea conditions
du pilotage classique.
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